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BUSINESS CARDS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND

C.

PUBLISHING CO.,

vance.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
yc-ir, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week

after; three insertions,

less, $1.00; ooutiiming

or

P.

MODEL

At 108 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Tear in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Tear it paid in ad-

Booksellers and Stationers.

BABCOCK.

MAKER

&

Watch nnd Chronometer Marker*’ Tools.
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus. Ac.,

Advertisements inserted in tbe “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
.^eSfute) for ** Per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

AIDERSOjVS & DOW,

Adelpliia

!

LATE MUSIC HALL.

w. w. larrabee...
.Proprietor.
J» H. cooke.....Stage

Manager.

This

Popular Establishment
WILL OPEN

Monday Evening,

Dec.

6th,

FOR THE SEASON,
—

WITH

A

FIRST-CLASS
—

Opposite head of Brows St.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

COMPANY

JOHN

Artists.

THURSDAY, Dec. 9tli,—first appearance of Tom
Murray and mile. Hearictta, Irish Sketch
CARDS OF ADMISSION

Wilde,

S. C. ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,

Just think of it, an entire Silk
and Wool Suit for $14.00, sold
by all others from $16 to $18.
Men’s Dress Suits from $16.00
to $25,00.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
119 1-2 Exchange Street,

cts.
cts.

Dr. R. T.

ntaliaee every Saturday at 2 1-2 P. m.
Matinee prices 25 cts. to all parts of the House,

dccldtl

PLYMOUTH

CHURCH !

There will be

a

sale of

USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES
at the Vestry of Plymouth Church

Friday Afternoon

and Evening,
Antiquariaa Supper in tlie evening
commencing at 6£ P. M., for the purpose of paying
the floating debt of the church.dec8d3t
and

PORTLAND.

Legal buaine.a of all kind, promptly attended to.
novlOdtf

:

...50 cts.

Parquette., 35
Gallery.25

The Natural Magnetic Physician.
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 19 Fluent Block.
nov8dtf

(in Canal Bank Building,)

an

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Dec. 9th,
10th and 11th, and Saturday Matinee,
Tho Dramatization frem Chas. Dickens’ greatest
creation, entitled

OLIVERTWIST!
NANCY SYKES (first appearance since her serious

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Counties.
de9eodtf

Cor. of Congress and Exchange Streets.
WYBR Sc ARNOLD
Proprietors.

illness) Isabel

Having purchased the entire prodnc

CRAM,

CHARLES S. LIBBY,

Corner of Pearl and Newbnry Sis.

Monday. Dec. 13th,—the Bov Tragedian EDWIN
BYRON.
Ladios’Matinee Wednesdayand Saturday
at 9 o’clock P. M.
In active preparation tho Beautiful Irish Drama
of Eileen Oge
Box oflice open from 9a. in., to 9 p. m.
se2dtf

BROKERS.

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

THE

Congress Square Church,

Tables of useful and Fancy Articles.
Como one
and all.
decTd3tTTh&F
jri-IN i> U AL

V Oli Jli I

Universalist Church, Stevens’ Plains,
Tuesday uud Wednesday freningi, I>cc.
14th) and 13th.
Useful and Fancy Articles for Sale. Oyster Supper
and other refreshments.
Admission—first evening free; Second evening an
Musical
Charade, a Farce, fine Music, &c.
Original,
Admission 25 and 15 cents.
dectkllw*

Manifestations.

Spiritual
MRS.

If HARDY,

M.

Seance at

a

Don’t buy a short Overcoat !
are Three years old in style
and liable to be MOTH EATEN
and SHOP-WORN.

They

ARCHITECT

Manifestations to consist of Materialization of spirit hands, and getting a mould of the same in presence
ot the audience. Lecture in the afternoon by J. HI.
Hurdy. Subject—“The Relations ot the Bible to
Spiritualism. Lecture Free.
dec8d3t
Evening Tickets 25 cents.

Congress St. M. E. Society

MIDDLE
STREET,
(Boyd Block,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

EXCHANGE ST.,

SKATES I

DE WITT HOUSE,
LEWISTON, ME.,

fir9t-class Hotel in every respect, ara view to the wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking

A

splendid

assortment at

mar!3-dtf

Skates ground and all kinds of Meehan*
ical Repairing done in the best style.

A Tea
in

Yeni, Yidi, Vici !
THE

that

AT

HALL,

ARTICLE,

Combined
mi
is decided to be the best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.

descriptions.

be sold lower than any other house in the State.

—

C.

Ij.

M^lHSTOIST,

PROPRIETOR FOR

MAINE,

138 Exchange Wired.

Agent Wanted.

|

octlldil

HEALTH LIFT !
Friday evening,

Dec. 17th.

A

party will be held in R ception Uall, and
refreshments will be served throughout the evening
ladies
in Martha Washington costume.
by young
The galleries will be reserved for spectators.

THOROUHGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM

The tea

—

LADIES

—

ALSO—

Colton's Folding Lap Boards*

E.

LORD,

is hereby given that Brackett Street
Bridge over the track of the Boston & Maine
Railroad wUI be closed to travel during the building
of a new bridge, commencing. October 5, 1875, uutil

NOTICE

urther notice.

R.
Chairman Committee

RICHARDSON,
Streets, Sidewalks

M.

on

Bridges

an.l

oct5dtf

Portland, Oct. 5. 1875.

Fireproof Roofing

Paint.

The best and cheapest Hnow A Dnvia Fatrnt
Hlnte Hoofing Faint for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or

applied by
,7. N.

McCOY

&

co.,

98 Npring 81., Porilnnd,
roofer* and painter*
du
Mi
;

l

GENTLEMEN

Doubles the strength in three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

237 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
J. H. G ALBERT, Proprietor.

130

Exchange St.
oct29d2oi

8-keycd German D FLUTE, silver keys and
ADVERTISEMENTS OjsEtrimmings,
ivory blow joint, German silver
Gunadill wood. Has

notice”

AND

—

Exercise nnd 8ale.ro.m,

For Sale.

CITY

FOB

IN TEN MINLTE8 0NCE A DAY.

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
Floor tickets $1.00; Gallery tickets 50 cents: to be
procured at J. E. Slurges & Co.’s, F. F. Hale’s,
Goring, Short & Harmon’s, A. Lowell’s. George C.
Each ticket admits
Frye’s and Edwin E. Ring’s.
hut one person. The front row of the Gallery will he
reserved at 75 cents a tickets, to be procured only at
Stockbridge’s, ou aud after Monday, Dec. 13th.
There will be a Children’* Fancy Dress
Party at City Hall, Saturday afternoon, December
18tb. Tickets lor bale, at the above named
places, at
25 cent* each.
deeSdtd
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Ph

numer-

This furnace is without exaggeration,
the most powerful heating furnace ever
made. It has the best Orate and Sifter
ever put in a furnace. The radiators are
made of heavy plated Iron and riveted
in the most thorough manner.

Warranted

Perfectly Gas Tight.

fcUUINUIVIY

AINU

UU KAm LI I Y

UNEQUALLED.
Please call and examine it before pur*

chasing.

always

he

Nutter Bros. & Go.,
"

29 MARKET

SQUARE,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
ang2

been
liued, patent tuning slide,
a little used, warranted perfect and in perfect
tune, together with Morocco case, live dollars’ worth
of instructions and music. All cost $50.00 at tlie
manufactory ot Lee & Walker, Philadelphia. Good
I will send the instrument C. O.
reasons tor selling.
!>., with privilege of examining before being paid lor
by paying express charges both ways. II not as represented it can be returned. Price with case, books
ot
instruction, tfc.. $30.00. Address
F. W. L.APHAM,

PIERCE’S

IMPROVED

CO.,

WROUGHT

IRON

Augusta,

Cheapest Book Store
119

of

EXCHANGE street.

Repairing

and

Warranted.

Cleaning

»I*5U_Publisher,

co.h

Jewelry cheap.
well done

ALBERT COLBY’S
and

to

nnd

SONS,

Hoeliwllcr..

JOB WORK of ercry dccripiion neatly executed at tht« office.

Wrought

Iron.

It is the ONLY
Furnace
without
dangerous joints.
It is made of FOUR
NUMBERS heavier Plate Iron than

<lt

other Furnace.

watches its own
draft. It is sold at
a very
moderate
rate price, and will
last a life time
WOLLASTON
HEATING AND
VENTILATING
Co., Manufacturers, Proprietors and Wholesale and
Ketail Dealers, 59 Blackstonc street, Boston, Mass.
Send for Circular.
It

<

The Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,

ST.,

NEW

YORK,

Edinburgh Review (Whig,)
LondonQuarterly Review (Conservative),
Westminster Review (Liberal),
British Quarterly Review (Evangelical),
containing masterly criticisms and

BLACKWOOD’S EDINBGBGH

All who require furnaces this season in Portland
and vicinity
WILL FIND THIS FOR SALE AT

0. W. FUEEAM’S,
97 Federal St

sum-

MAGAZINE,

the most powerful monthly in the English Language,
famous for STORIES, ESSAYS and SKETCHES,
of the highest Literary merit,

POSTAGE)!

,

Who is authorized by us to give

GUARANTEES

COMPLETE

maries of all that is fresh aad val.
nable in Literature, Science,
and Art; and

with each Furnace sold.

Please Call and examine.
3m

sell

—

Merchants’ National Bank.
Stockholders in this Bank are hereby notified that their annual meeting for the choice of
directors and the transaction of such business as may
legally be brought before them, will be holden at the
Bank on TUESDAY, the 11th day of January, 1876,
at 10 o’clock A. M.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier,
Portland, Dec. 9, 1875.dec9dtd.

THE

Paynble Strictly in Advance.
For any one Review.
$4 per annum
“
For any two Reviews. 7
For any three Reviews.10 “
For all four Reviews.12
For Blackwood’s Magazine. 4
For Blackwood and one Review. 7
For Blackwood and two Reviews.10
For Blackwood and three Reviews.... 13
For Blackwood and the four Reviews.. 15

-Brilliant< >11..
SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST. FOR SALE BY
ALL GROCERS. SAFE. ECONOMICAL. BEST.
For sale by
CHAM. .XIrl.ACCiHI.IN & CO.,
aulCeod&wOm
Portland.

CLUBS.
A discount ol twenty per cent, will be allowed lo
Cabs of lour or more persons.
Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or of one Review will be sent to one address for $12.80; four copies of the lour Reviews and
Blackwood for $48, and so on.
PREMIUMS.
New subscribers (applying early) for tbe year 1876
may have, without charge, the numbers for tho last
quarter of 1875 oi such periodicals as they may subscribe for.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can be allowed unless the money is remitted
direct to the publishers. No premiums given to
clubs.
Circulars with urther particulars may he had on

application.

decl

dtf

F G Gil HER BOOTS !
If yon want
Boot go to

a

GOOD Rubber

Vaults Cleaned.

Steam Engine and Boiler
raiUE ENGINE an upright of about six horse
A power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WILLI AM LOWELL, 36 Union street or W. H. PEN-

octl2

jncilgdtf.

For Sale.
Brig Torrent, 336 tons, coppered. Weil
brand in sails, rigging,
chains, an-

chors &e.

Could be sent to sea imme-

diately. For further information apply
to J. S wmSLQ'" & Coa«18tf
-t

•ss.-iyu

STORE,

Oft_dtf
ORDERS
or

-AT—

NOBBIDGEWOCK, MAINE.
For Circular Address II. F. Eaton, Priu.

augl9*tf

REDUCED
—

RATES

TO

—

Boston, New York, Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,
via all the Bail and Steamboat Lines.

Portland & Rochester Tickets
—

TO

—

Worcester, Springfield, Hartford, New
Haren, New York, Philadelphia, and
Wn.hfngton at a reduction.
MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,Augusta and Bangor less than rcgnlar fare
BOSTON BOAT TICKETS.

ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
No. S'i Exchange Street, Portland.
dtf

promptly

addressing

CUT GLASS
FOR

DOORS, WINDOWS,

SHIP’S

CABINS, &C., kc.
undersigned is now prepared to furnish cut
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity

THE
and at

the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men oF experience and
skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to any
desigu of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
he had on application by mail.
My terms are as low as can be obtained
»n the country.
are as

under Falmouth Hotel, and ask
lor a pair of PURE GUH, and you
will get a Boot that is WARRANTED NOT TO CRACK, also Hen's
Rubber Boots only 92.65, and
every variety of Rubber Goods at
Lowest Prices.
P. S.—Don’t make a mistake and
get into tbe wrong Store under the
Falmouth.

ALLat

Eaton Family School For Boys,

Jy3

The Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,
41 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK.

FOR SALE.

NELL & CO., 38 Union street.

EDUCATIONAL.

...

HALL’S RUBBER

DEVOS’S

Maine.

in the World

■00,000 Kook, without
regnrd
«ood Clock., Watch. ,
an.l

FURNACE,
This is the ONLY
Furnace that is
made ENTIRELY

no25If

but

nol8dtf

deodCm

~~

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

PARLOR SUITS,
EASY CHAIRS, DIVANS.
MARBLE TOP TABLES,
BLK. WALNUT SETS,
PAINTED CHAMBER SETS,
LOUNGES, SPRING BEDS,
AND MATTRESSES,
will

ON

of Children’s Garments can
found on our counters.

TERMS (IYCLUDIHG

FURNITURE
of all

CITY

>

Complete in itself—containing a perfect
Spring Mattress, a Receptacle for Clothing. 'Che pillow rest can be adjusted to
any degree.

aid oi the Centennial Fund will be given by the

Ladies’ Centennial Executive Committee
oi Portland,

An endless variety, too
ous to mention,

THE ELLIS PATENT

be called a

FIRST-CLASS

Party and Ball

—

can

CONSUMERS!

GAS

ONLY

SOFA

STATE.

UlilVlER & HERR,
35 Temple Street, near Congress.
tf
dcG

A.

mu.

THE

■N

si

uenteimiai

No other Store east of Boston,
Keeps them.

FOUR LEADING QUARTERLY REVIEWS:

PRICES.

VERY LOW

Tickets 25 cents—to be obtained at Stockbridge’s
and at the door.
Doors open at 7, Concert at 7| o’clock. dcclOdot

■

separate.

A

ranged especially with

Mme. F. 0-o.rcoa.-ci..

e,

for Children from i to 9 years to sell

continue their authorized Reprints of the

Cutlery

Casco Street..
L. F. PINGKEE, Chairman.

SHORT PANTS

41 BARCLAY

Mn. Merrill, Soprano; Mr. Morgan, Tenor;
Mr*. Frail, Contralto; Mr Wall., Basso;
Mrs. Plummer, Accompanist,
assisted by Boston’s gifted Soprano,

dcclOdat

©

©

Can’t be beat on Earth.
Sizes from
2 1-2 to 5 years.
Prices from $3.00 to

BUT

Also the only complete stock oI

and

5

-*1

*

nuv

Look at tbe following array of talent:

KEV. J. W. JOHNSTON,
Subject—“Sunshine.”
(.Mechanic.’ Building) Cor. Congres.

tt
&

«

Christmas Presents

RESORTS^"

public.

The fonrth lecture in the course will be delivered
MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 13, by

2

«

•©3

Superb, Exquisite, Excellent.

octl2

dim

SUMMER

GRAND CONCERT!

M.

Iron
FURNACE.

Wrought

u

SUITS,

233 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. B. WING, Proprietor.

LECTURE!

Richardson & Boynton’s

PORTLAND. ME.

MONDAY EVENING, Dec. 13th,

O.

KILT SKIRT

C. D. B. FISK &

WALKER,

dec7

LAST ENTERTAINMENT

M.

STOVES.

DR.

Plane, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
criptiou of building,

Lecture Course !

FREE

Jl. W. & H. H. McDUFPEE, Cor, Middle
& Union Sts.

od

SOMETHING NEWFOR PORTLAND!

Don’t waste your time and tire your feet
In travelling about from street to street
When ALL KINDS OF CLOTHING are sold so low
At the ONE PUICE Store in Hussey’s Row.

1-3

Dec. 12, at 71-2 o’c’lk.

Sunday Evening,

(ga\d ffiiiivkh)

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,

NO. 88

ARCANA HALL,

Cape Overcoats for the little
folks, in Drab, Bine, Brown or
Black, ranging in price fro
$4.50 to $13.00.

A Grand Reduction

tl

GEORGE

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

are

$12.00.

No. 37 Plum Street.

180

J. A. MERRILL.A. KF.ITH.

2

has been made in the price of the above
We are now selling them
garments.
front $2.00 to $5.00 lower than any
other concern in Maine.

9

J. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St.

them from $7.00 to $15,00 Plain
Overcoats, without capes, in both
smooth and rough goods, long and
warm, from $3.00 to $7.00.

Counsellor & Attorney-at-law,

OF BOSTON,
will bold

mid

The general get-np of these garments
not only genteel, bnt are as Artistic
in design as can be lonnd in America.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

I

dly

fficok) Job

Dress your Children warm and
Doctors’ bills.
School Suits and Dress Suits,
ranging from $5.00 to $13.00 a
snit.

save

Streets.

*

FOR ALL CREATION.

STEPHEN BERRY,

SUPPER SERVED FROM 6 TILL S.

Children’s

of

We have good substantial Working Suits from $6 50 to $10.00.

reliable

OF

Tableaux and Muisc.

Stair Builders.
B. P. LIBBY, No. 939 Pore Street, cor.
Cron St., in Delano’s Mill,
t). L. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple

2

Overcoats, Ulsters, Reefers

Admis sion Free.
ENTERTAINMENT

Street.

p=s

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, DECEMBER
9th and 10th, Afternoon and Evening.
FINE

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

uisters.
They are now all the rage. A
more stylish or comfortable garment cannot be found. We sell

108 WALNUT STREET.
PHILADELPHIA.

feb8

specialty

attended to l.y catting
R.

GIBSON,

588 Congress Street
dtf

Notice.
requiring work ilouc please apply to
“Home” ol W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidocgfltf
ering and fancy-work in wools, &c., Ae.

PERSONS

QliEIGHS.-At Wholesale and Retail cheaper
lo than can ho bought at any other factory in
Maine. Parties wishing to rmrebase can Rave money,
if they will come to my Factory in Gorham, opposlto
WHITMAN LESLIE.
Depot.
uoy3
dtf

We do not read anonymous letters and communl*
cations. The name and address of the writer arc In
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return cr reserve communications that are not used.

City Expenditures.

C. EL FARLEY
4

With nearly three months of the municipal year remaining, the city government
finds several of its appropriations already expended and the city council has passed a partial deficiency bill to enable it to meet current expenses. Already wo see a
to hold the Street Commissioner

disposition
responsible
for the $18,000 called for and the $14,000
voted to supplement tho regular appropriation of that department. IIow is this? Has
the present Street Committee authorized
Commissinnpr

Beal Estate Agents.

a

Petroleum, Crain and other Charters,
Negotiated. Fieight Engagements made

lor all parts of the world.
Marine Insurance eflecled in
Ollcc..

FAIR
IN THE VESTRY OF

H. L. GREGG & CO.,
SHIP’

Roofers.

uoys’ ana unnarens

These are the Working Man’s friend.
A good Suit for little money. Don’t fall
to see them. It is our aim to keep so
large an assortment, that all classes may
be both fitted and suited.

Waldron.

Pattern and Model Maker.
A I. BARBOUR, 330 Fore Street, Cor.
At Cross, Portland.

J. N. McCOY Ac CO., 38 Spring Street.

or Age no object, we can
years of age to any size re-

PRESS.

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

Horse Shoers.
ROBINSON Ac YOUNG, Experienced
Horst shoers at No. TO Pearl HI.
T Snliran, Foreman.novMtf

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER.No.Ol Federal Street

fit from 21-2
Onr $3.00 and $1.00 Children’s
Suits (to fit from 5 to 9) are exactly the
thing for ont of door play garments,
dark, heavy and warm.

quired.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

The capes can be removed from these
garments, leaving a neat fitting Sack
Overcoat.

Painter and Paperlianger,

Order Slate at Sargent & Lang’s, 578 Congress St.,
nov24dlm
Kilby & Merrill’s, 217 Spring St.

a

Park._

WALTER COREY St CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. S0 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

We guarantee that the cut, style aud
lit of these garments are not excelled by
any Custom Cutter in this city, and that
the price is one-third less than custom

prices.

08 PEARL STREET,

We make

Clothing, Size

THE

journal.

and Builders.

Photographer.

dtf

tion of Three Woolen Hills, we hare
manufactured the goods into very bandsom, stylish Pantaloons, which we pro*
pose to seU for the small sum of $3.50.
The same style and quality cannot be
bought less than $5.00 or any other
dealers in Haine.
In connection with the above, we have
the largest and best assortment of Dress
Pants to be found in Haine, at prices to
suit the times and purse.

Artists.

Roserved Seats.

P.

No. 33 Plum

A. S. DAVIS Ac CO., No 80 Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 133 Middle St.,cor. Cross.

Examine our Prices down below.
And if you think that they are low,
Direct your course to FISK & CO.’S,
Two-Thirty-Three Middle Street, in Mussey’s Row.

G. A. CLARK, iff. D.
FREE STREET

posite

to Please!

sure

Now is the time to clothe your family
From little Tom to big fat Henry.
We can both fit and please you all
If you will only give us a call.

WM. H. ANDERSON,
HORACE ANDERSON.
STERLING DOW.
(Late with Rollins, Lorine & Adams.)
Ocl26-tf

OF-

Varloty

Agents,

a!6_

—

Carpenters

MAdTcLOTHING !
For Short or Tall, whether Large or very Small 1

No. 33 Exchange St.

74

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room It, Primers’
lit Exchange Hi.
No.
Exchange,
Hlreet.

WELL

GrEJS'ERA.L

—

BREE2SE,

One Price to all is

BOYD BLOCK.
wy22utf

Insurance

HOYT Ac FOGG, No. »l Middle Hired.

imALL&SHACKVORD,

TEEMS $8.00 PER

FRIDAY MORNING. DEC. 10, 1875

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

H. HOWE & SON.

Civil Engineers and Architects,
176 Middle Street.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

TO THE

66 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
jnl
PORTLAND, MR.
dly

every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three Insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction

Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
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Tue notable revival of interest in Scotland
in the study of the Gaelic language has
brought to the front once more the old controversy in reference to the Ossianic poems.
Mr. John Campbell, one of the highest living
authorities, holds to the belief that the Gaelic
Ossian of 1807 is a translation of MacPherson’s English volume, and that MacPherson’s
work was founded on an imperfect acquaintance with genuine remains of old Gaelic balThis theory is vehemently opposed by
ads.

Clerk,

another

high authority,

who de-

clares that

MacPherson undoubtedly had
some manuscripts, upon which.be based his
work, and that they were afterwards destroyed by him. Dr. Clerk says that a comparison of the English Ossiau with Gaelic
ballads recited by vaiious persons half a century before the publication of the Gaelic
Ossian, showed correspondences extending
sometimes to hundreds of lines. The controversy is of course carried on with much heat.
The Boston Herald publishes a letter in
its telegraphic columns, emanating apparently from the office of the Maine Standard.
The letter is addressed to Mr. Blaine, purports to he signed by “John T. Foster,” editor of the Newark Courier, and solicits Mr.
Blaine to join a secret auti-Catholic order,
of which President Grant is claimed to be a
member. The letter reads very much like a
forgery. The Herald declines to vouch for
the authenticity of the document, and sensibly remarks that “It is no disparagement
to the ex-speaker of the House that such a
letter has been sent to him, for a man is to
be judged by what he writes himself rather
than what is written to him.”

Is the average monthly profit estimated to he paid to
Holders of stock privileges by various hankers in Wall
Street. The house of Messrs. Alexander Frothingham & Co., 12 Wall Street, New York, who possess
a worldwide reputation for their strict integrity, offer to send gratuitously for one year their Financial
European papers find material for appreWeekly Report, and a book explaining how sums
hending war in these two incidents: 1. A
from ten dollars to thousands may he invested.
|
Those who invest little have the same advantage as
military map of Egypt, prepared for the use
large operators. Send for their Weekly.—Boston
of the Indian Office, has been transferred to
Post, Nov. 12th. Address
ALEX. FROTHINGIIAXI Ac CO..
the British War Office for the use of the
Bankers and Brokers, 12 Wall St., N. Y.
ma26
deodly
military staff. 2. An order has been re-

JOB PRINTING
this Office.

neatly executed

at

ceived by a Dundee firm from a Danish house
for 000,000 haversacks. As the Danish army

[New York Tribune.]
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“Rnined.”
It must have been a
very touching scene in
the Tweed mansion the other
day, when the

communicated to the family in such
and unseemly manner that the eminent statesman bad oozed away. "What!
Clone?” they all said, with uplifted hands and
staring eyes, hands that went up and eyes
that bulged with such
perfect simultaneouincss and
uniformity that it seemed as though
the movement could
only have been perfected
by practice. Then one of the sons, with a sudden realization of the terrible blow to the
reputation of the family, uttered the
exclamation,
“We are ruined.’’ Another member of the
family in dramatic attitude before a mirrorbelonging to the city of New York—gasped,
"Ruined!” A son-in-law of the statesman
who had oozed caught the refrain, and
agonizing away into the embrace of a luxurious
arm-chair—belonging to the city of New York
—moaned, "Ruined.” All over the mansion,
the princely mansion—belonging to the city of
New York—there were noises of sobbing and
wailings of distress, and everybody said, with
news was

The message created a great sensation in
and is generally regarded as
containing timber enough for a dozen political platforms. But an even greater sensation was created when Mr. W. H. Barnuni
of Connecticut took his seat in the House.
Heretofore that gentleman has been conspicuous only by his absence, and it is even
now a question if he has come to
stay. Indeed the same query arises as to the majority in the House.

Washington,

John Ross Browne, the humorist, and
traveler, died at Oakland, California, Wed'
nesday, aged 58 years. Mr. Browne was well
known fo the readers of Harper's Magazine.
In that magazine he published his Crusoe
Island, California and Washoe Sketches, and
American Family in Germany.
The best
known of his works is Yusef, sketches of
travels in the East. In 1868 he was appointed
MlUigvvt

llV
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Message.
a whole, is quite

equal to the occasion, since it treats of the
important, delicate, and sometimes very vexatious questions that have of late agitated
the country, with calmness, ability, and perspicacity.— N. Y. Com. Advertiser.
It is a document worthy of the man as
well

characteristic of him.
It betrays
a depth of study which his enemies do not give him credit of being capable
of, and a capacity lor close analysis of which
his friends and supporters may well feel
as

throughout

proud.—National Republican.
If Dr. Loring has not already selected the
centennial orator, the opening paragraph of
the message would recommend Mr. Grant to
favorable consideration in that connection.
For a man who has had so little experience
in twisting the eagle’s tail, he does it well.—

Springfield Republican.
It covers the field, leaving little to be desired, less to be questioned and very much to
ponder and approve. We believe it will be
received with satisfaction by the country and
be accepted as an additional evidence of the
capacity of the Republican party to govern
the nation wisely and well.—Albany Jour-

nal.
The message throughout shows evidence
of careful study of the political and administrative questions of the day, and of acute
and sagacious judgment. It is more skillfully written than President Grant’s previous
messages, and contains little that even a
political opponent could reasonably object to.
—Worcester Spy.
Although probably not written with a view
to any such dramatic effect, President Grant’s
penultimate annual message recalls forcibly
the Farewell Address of General Washing-
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dred years, the soldier and statesman stands
on the threshold of a Centennial epoch and
offers the result of his observation and experience and thinking to his fellow-citizens.—
Philadelphia Press.
This document, even judging the production as it comes to us, fearfully distorted by
telegraph, is a remarkable state paper; remarkable in the gravity of the topics discussed ; in the positions taken, and in the
force and ability which are conspicuous characteristics of the message. It opens with a
centennial resume of the progress of the

country.—Boston Transcript.
That the public schools, by wha tever authority established, when established should

be secured from all sectarian interference is
truth which no one trained in our American traditions and principles will dispute.
No less,wise, in our opinion, is the recommendation addressed to the states, we presume, as Congress can have nothing to do
with it, to remove the unjust exemptions of
religious bodies from their fair share of the
burdens of taxation—another measure which
the Evening Post has already urged.—N. Y.
Post.
The message will be perused with great
satisfaction, and it ought to have weight with
Congress. Well written, It is a statesmanlike document which will commend itself to
our own citizens, and the people and
governments of other countries. It is alike sensible, comprehensive and plain. Facts, argument and suggestion are so blended as to
make every point distinct, and leave no excuse for tbe national Legislature, nor for the
people,- if they do not consider and rightly resolve the important questions placed before
them.—Providence Journal.
President Grant’s seventh annual message
will add to his reputation as a thoughtful and
judicious chief executive. It Is somewhat
remarkable that tbe slate papers of a man of
a

no

legislative experience

nor

political training

should exhibit so much of what may be
properly called statesmanship. His treatment, for instance, of the Cuban question,
the most important and delicate question before the country, as far as our foreign relations are concerned, has been from tbe first
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Hartford Courant.

obliged to >laa west.” The stnrv nf bis bnlncr
martyred must be a bit of bumor, and the
congressman from the fourth will have to be
looked upon as a “little Joker” after this.—

by

the

New York Times over the discovery that a
perfectly smooth lining to water pipes, preventing all adhesion of ice crystals, will enable the householder to laugh at the plumber
and jeer at the plumber’s assistant.
The
Times boldly and openly mocks at the latter,
and the feebleuess he acquires, “after a few
years passed in sitting on the edge of bath
tubs and chewing vast quantities of tobacco,
while he considers what tools he had best forget to bring with him when he pays his next
weekly visit to see what wants to be done.”
The plumbers are doubtless lying in wait
preparatory to their annual raid this winter’
but the introduction of the
revolutionary
pipes, will in time result, the Times thinks,
in their portable furnace
being hung up at
Washington, alongside of the key of the Bastile.
_

The Bowdoin College Orient gives the following amusing personal remiuiscenee of Henry
W. Longfellow of Harvard College, the poet:
When he was a professor at Bowdoin College,
he was seriously aunoyedj during a very poor
recitation

iu French.

At last

a

student

was

called upon who had evidently made little or
no preparation, and was prompted by his classmates very audibly. The professor gave no
heed to the prompting, but let the student
blunder through his paragraph, and, when the
young man was seated, quietly said:
recitation reminds me of the Spanish
where the prompter performs a more

part than the actor.”

*

say they were ruined; and the hack-driver
round the corner doubtless joined in the general chorus with tin remark that he was
ruined; and Sheriff Conner, when he hoard the
news, immediately dropped his face into his
hands and said audibly that he was ruined.
For a little thing like that, we have never
known such largo and pervading consequences
in the way of ruin. Well might the sheriff and
his deputies meet each other with the melancholy remark, “What ruins we are and what
ruins we pursue.’’
And it is all very sad.
The saddest little
drama that has been enacted this many a day.
What careful rehearsal it mast have had. How
sincere and profound must have been the grief
of the Tweed family when they learned that
“the old man’’ was “not up stairs,” but had
gone off somewhere. No wonder they all exclaimed, “Kuined!” when the painful intelligence dawned upon them that the old man
was
uo^going back to jail with his keepers.
Nor is it any wonder that the son-in-law, sympathizing keenly with the sorrows of the family to which he was allied by marriage, clasped
his hands also in anguish, and turning tho
whites of
his
to
the
frescoed
eyes
ceiling--belonging to the City of New
York—exclaimed in the cliorns, “Kuined!”
Since William Nye made his great discovery
of the ruin effected by “Chinese cheap labor,
there has been no snch devastation of hearts
and hopes, no such unanimous despair. But
isn’t it queer after all that the whole family
should break out so suddenly and upon auen
an occasion and feel so dreadfully “ruined.”
because “the old man” had escaped from jail?
We do not mean to be inquisitive in the matter,
and yet this remarkable demonstration of
grief does make us curious to know something
a little more definite about the precise nature
of the ruin which the Boss has so suddenly
brought upon his friends. That they should
all discover it so suddenly and tear their hair
over it with such a harmonious movement
Was
seems, to say the least, a coincidence.
this a ruin of character, or of reputation, or of

financial prospects,

or

what?

Washington >'ews and
THE

RECENT

NAVAL

Uossip.

ACTtVITV.

The Democrats of the House state that there
will be an investigation into the cause of the
recent naval activity and expenditures con-

nected with it, since the President’s message
declares that our relations are pescelul with all
foreign powers.
THE PACIFIC

There is

RAILROAD

gpod ground

COMMITTEE,
for the statement that

finniar will liA rhairrmn rtf flm
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the Pacific
nessee,

Railroad, and that Atkins of TenPhillips of Missouri, O’Neil of Pennsyl-

vania, Throckmorton of Texas and Walker of
have places under him. Wells of

Virginia will
Missouri bad
committee in
stood he will
mittee.

the first Democratic place on the
the last Congress, but it is underbe put on the appropriation comARMY

REDUCTION.

A bill will be introduced early in the session
by a prominent member of the Democratic
side to reduce the army to 15,040 men. This
will be a reduction of 40 per cent, and a saving,
it is claimed, of 910,000,000 per annum. If
the bill passes, the occupation of 400 line officers
will bo gone. The argument for the measure
is that the army numbered only 13,000 before
the war, when the frontier was more open than
at present, and if that forco was sufficient then
it is now.
THE SOUTTI TO THE FRONT.

The

policy of

inaction advocated by many
Northern Democrats does not meet with much
favor among the Southern pi embers. They
don’t believe the

Presidency is to be won by
the gate post and waiting for someto turn up. Standing still and railing at

sitting

thing

on

the Administration does not pass with them
for statesmanship.' There is a good deal more
political sagacity, talent for public affairs ami
parliamentary skill (somewhat rusty from long
disuse) among the Southern Representatives
than among their brethren from the Northern
states.
The Southern Democracy, eager to
assert itself in national affairs, puts its best
men forward for Congress, while a large number of the Northern Democratic members were
nominated without any expectation that they
could be elected. The tidal wave of 1874 swopt
Lueiu imu uuk’h

in

iuu

auu oiieu

the disgust of their own party, which took
them up to fill tickets doomed, it was thought,
to defeat. There is no timber for the manufacture of statesmen in these accidental members, and not much more in a score or so of
muscular, loud talking men who have worked
their way into Congress from the back country
districts by dash and impudence rather thau
by brain power.

Art, Music and the Drama.
Mrs. Levy (Minnie Conway) will appear as a
soprano in her husband's new tronp.
The anniversaries of tbe births of Donizetti,
Ilellini, Spontini and Carafa, and of the deaths
of

Current Notes.
The sooner we get such a proposition as
Mr. Blaine’s ready for State sanction thejbetter.—Indianapolis Journal.
The disasters of the rag-money Democrats
are enough to cause them to act upon the advice given to Job by his wife.—Cincinnati
Commercial Ind.
Of the officers of the new House, the speaker, clerk and sergeant-at-arms could alone
take the iron-clad oath of office, and sixty
odd members were in the same predicament.
The trouble with the Democratic invesli
gations in the House is likely to be that they
can’t trace up a Republican ring very far
without setting their teeth on edge on a
Democratic link.—boston Transcript.
Representative Alexander H. Stephens of
Georgia, in order that his political views may
be correctly represented
in Washington,
whither he is unable to proceed on account
of his illness, recently sent for Senator Gordon of Georgia, and urged that the Democrats should let the session pass without an
attempt to repeal any of the Southern reconstruction acts of the Republican party.
Congressman Barnum’s martyr turns out
to he Rev. Israel Leander Townsend, formerly rector of the church of St. James at Daubury. He was a bitter copperhead during
the war, hut was not martyred by the good
people of Danbury. They had better business
to look after than caring for what a man of
Mr. Townsend’s stripe could say, and simply
stayed away from his church. Empty pews
of course wouldn’t support him, and he was

in

could not have been sureven
tbe old man himself had made
tbo returns, "Ruined!” Then tbe Sheriff’s

(hn

soundest reason, despite the pressure which
has been brought to bear in favor of an opposite course, and of the temptations which
an aggressive policy would offer to an ambitious man of military tastes and training.—

Hartford Post.
Hilarious jubilation is iudulged

unanimityif that

passed
out
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such expenditures as he desires ? If it has,
the Street Committee of which His Honor
the Mayor is Chairman is chargeable with a
plain neglect of duty. If the Committee has
not left Mr. Cousens to follow the dictates of
his own judgement about expenditures then
that gentleman cannot be made a scape-goat
for an expenditure of which he is in no way
responsibly. The Commissioner is empowered by the city ordinances to “make all contracts for the supply of labor and materials
for the same (the labor), take general care of
the carts and teams owned by the city and
make all necessary arrangements for cleaning the streets.” Beyond this he has no authority or responsibility. He cannot purchase a cart-load ot cobble stones for street
building without the authority of the Street
Committee. Further than this, ail the bills
of the Street Commissioner are submitted to
the Street Committee for examination and
cannot be paid unless sanctioned by a majority thereof. We cannot believe that Mayor
Bicbardson as Chairman of that Committee
has been careless about the Commissioner’s
bills and as we cannot learn that he and his
Democratic associates, Littlefield and Cunningham,have refused to approve any of them,
we have a right to presume that the attempt
of Democratic claquers to make Commissioner Cousens responsible for the large expenditures is ridiculous and puerile.
Last March, Mayor Bicbardson expressed
the opinion that the expenditures for streets,
especially for wooden pavements, were exorbitant and should be cut down. Imagine the
surprise of the average citizen when he saw
order after order for wooden pavement pass
the city council without the feeblest objection on the part of His Honor. Indeed,
Mayor Bicbardson as Chairman of the Street
Committee reported such orders to the city
council. If he did this as the mouth-piece
of the committee when opposed to them, he
is a very obliging gentleman. Nor can his
supporters who are now so eager to charge
the expenditures to the Republicans free him
from responsibility. True, the Republicans
have a majority in both branches of the
council, and if united can pass any order
not requiring a two-thirds vote. But have the
Mayor and his friends forgotten that he has
the veto power, and with more than a third
of one branch composed of his own party,
can defeat any order for wooden pavement,
new streets or tor any other expenditure?
Has Gen. Richardson so little of the Gen.
Jackson in his Democracy that he is diffident
about using the most effective weapon placed
in his bands ?
And in respect to such jobs and repairs of
the streets as do not require a vote of the
council to authorize, we doubt if any thing
has been done against the protest of Mayor
Richardson, the Chairman of the Committee.
In view ot these facts, fair minded men can but
arrive at one ot the following conclusions:
First, that the expenditures for streets, however largo, have been necesssary and consequently need no defence; secoud, if the expenditures have been extravagant and uncalled
for, Mayor Richardson, as Chairman of the
Street Committee, with the power to prevent
the paying of any bill and the power to veto
any order providing for any work, is mainly
responsible and has failed to carry out the
policy shadowed forth in this inaugural.
Another of the committees that has expended its appropriation and calls for more
money, is that on Public Buildings. Of this
committee His Honor is also Chairman and,
if we are correctly informed, relieves his associates of the greater part of the labors devolving upon them. The first appropriation
made for public buildings was $4000 and now
the committee have bee n grafted a further
sum of $1500, making $5500.
Last year the
Committee on Public Buildings expended
There has been a good deal of
$3214.05.
work done, but we have not noticed that the
jobs have been put upon the market for the
On Ilia other
lowest responsible bidder.
hand,there appears to have been a city painter and a city joiner, or perhaps two or three
city joiners, one of whom is a member of the
committee.
We make no charge against Mayor Richardson, and we should not have called attention to these matters were not some of llis
Honor’s political associates denouncing the
expenditures as excessive and attemptine to
shift the responsibility therefor upon others
than the Mayor, who, as the officer having
the veto power and holding the position of
chairman of the two committees asking for
additional appropriations, is chiefly responsible, whether right or wrong.

Dr.
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40,000 strong so many haversacks are
there; and as the payment is to
be made in roubles, Russian coins, it is suspected that the articles are for Russia, and
that the Russian government is preparing
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Henry J. Byron is expected to visit America
during 1870, with Mr. George Colman and Miss
Emily Fowler. They are to proceed in July
on a tour through tbe Stales, returning to tbe
London Olympic about Christmas next year.
The Paris correspondent of Appleton’s Journal says that Mile. Schneider forgave the director with whom she had the lawsuit recently,
and who replaced her by Mile. Aimee. “I cannot go against Scripture,” she said, ”71 lul tera
beaucoup pardonne parce qu’il a Aimee.”
Charles Mathews, the celebrated English dramatic author and actor, is seventy-two years
a few weeks.
He has been forty
years on the stage. Of lale years his voice has

old, lacking

lost power, but in every other respect ho seems
to be as hearty as ever. He is now on a professional visit to India.
A correspondent of the Mew York Sun asserts
that Miss Kimberly, who was said to be the
author of the words and music of ,:1 Want to
be an Angel,” cannot lay claim to the air. It
is borrowed from the Spanish, and as long back
as thirty years it was played in Havana by the

military bands, with the peculiar movement so
much affected by Gottschalk in “Bamboula”
and other compositions of Creole origin.
It appears that tbo six pictures recently exLSKSfn.l
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Alma Tadema, Meissonnier, Jules
Breton, and other celebrated artists, and which
drew so large a concourse of spectators, were
shipped to the purchaser, Mr. Stehbins, of Paris, ou the unfortunate steamer L’Amerique.

mens’by

They arc, however, insured for $07,000 in gold,
so

that the owner

will

sustain

no

pecuniary

loss.
Miss Susan Benin, the actress, died in BlufftoD, Ind., last Saturday, from the effects of a

playing ‘-Leah,” in Indianathree weeks ago. Miss Benin was bom
in Lombard street, Philadelphia, March 23t
183o, and her dehut on the stage was made in
that city, as the Child, in “Pizarro”; both sue
and her sister Kate afterward appearing at the
National Theatre as dancing fairies. The sisters, a few years later, met with muck success
fall received while

polis,

in a starring tour through the.country. Miss
Benin and her sister were among the tirst stars
that visited California. Of lato years she has
been travelling mrough country towns with a

company of her own.
It may not he generally known that the
only Italian opera company at present in this
country is under the management of Miss
Adelaide Phillipps. The troup includes eight
or ten excellent artists, several of whom have

appeared with Miss Phillipps for the first lime
;u this country. Miss Phillipps’s sister Matilda,
recently appeared as La Ceneneutola in Rossini's opera with brilliant success. The Richmond Inquirer says of her,"Miss Matilda Phillipps was a surprise. True, much was expected
other, but it can be justly said that she fulfilled

Her voice is a remarkably pure
and melodious contralto, ot wide range, and
peculiarly effective both in the upper aud lower
registers. Until the last act there was hardly
an opportunity of judging of her vocal powers;
but when she finaly came forward, arrayed for

expectations.

the first time in her queenly robe*, she thrilled
lier auditors with nr outburst of melody that
captivated all. An mcore was insisted upon,

>

and her second rendition of the difficult aria

WASHINGTON.

than the first. After
the curtain had fallen on the finale tlieapplauso
was long continued, and tho debutante was
obliged to appear again on the stage and bow
her acknowledgements. We congratulate Miss

ing were features ot tho

evening.”

Belgium.

Richard Gibbs, Minis:cr to Peru.
Christian Willweber, Minister to Ecuador.
John A. New to be Treasurer of the United
States.
Curtis F. Burthom to be Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury.
Henry A. Lockwood to be Commissioner of

Customs.

The recent inundation of the Thames in London recalls the fact that one hundred years ago,
namely, on February 1,1775, the Thames overflowed its banks, and did an immense
of damage in and around the city.

It. Holland

the

prompt

Mexico.
John

tory.
Wm.

re-

Joyce, the convicted whiskey ring conspirator, is writing in his cell a story in imitation of
“David Copperficld,” entitled “Live and Adventures of David Copperfield.” Tha last
chapters aro to be devoted to the whiskey ring

It will be published this winter.
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about men reputed to be scholars. W illiam
Ewart Gladstone doubtless thinas himself one
of the most learned of English statesman, and
yet he is as ignorant of Bessie Turner’s Bovel
as a babe unborn.

Christian joy and confidence, was never known
to smile. Then he never saw a cross eyed woto watch the movements of a fly.
“You have had a chance to see a good deal
of us Americans,” pompously observed a sallow-faced New Yorker to Lord Houghton the
other day. “Pray tell me, sir, what you think
are our most striking characteristics.”
“Im-

at.

Koppe
Bogota;
Piiiphnalvi Pharlna
at

John

P

Knotts

hare to do something for the English stockholders of the Grand Trunk.
The boating men of St. John, N. B., have

decided to raise the necessary funds to send the
celebrated Paris crew to compete in the fouroared shell race at the centenuial regatta, and
will also raise $5000 to match the Paris crew

English champion four oared crew
for the championship of the world.
The Philadelphians are resorting to novel expedients for “raising the wind” to keep the
centennial fund moving. The latest device is
in the form of “package parties,” where each
person carries a package containing some un
the

known and mysterious contribution of not less
than 25 cents value, and the articles are sold at
auction. One of these parties, if very success-

ful,

realized $75, at which rate it will take a
long time to fill Philadelphia’s quota.
A Protestant father and a Catholic mother at
Corydon, Ind., have for two weeks past been
nuarreline about the uossession of their two
of whom is dead. The child was
children,
first buried in a Protestant cemetery, but subsequently transferred-by the mother to a Catholic grave, and again removed to its first restingplace, whereupon the wife left, taking the remaining child with her, but the father, who
one

went aftei her, took the child from her in
and left the mother to take care of

LouiBville,

herself.
The khedive has absolutely abolished the use
of the Koran in the administration. The kbedive, like the sultan, is a Mohammedan; bat,

Destructive fire at Five Points.
Nkw York, Dec.!).—There was a destructive
fire this morning at the Five Points. The five
story iron front building Nos. 3 aud 4 Mission
Place, occupied by John Taylor, dealer in paper
and paper stock, and the adjoining building
Nos. 1 and 2 Mission Place, and the rear of the
buildings 58 and GO Park street and 148,150 and
152 Worth street, were burned. Tbe Five Points
House of Industry and Mission Mouse were in
great danger, but were saved by the firemen.
The police removed the inmates without causThere was great excitement
ing a panic.
among the occupants of tenement houses in
the vicinity.
Taylor’s loss $30,000: insured. Carrow &
Sons, book-binders, $25,000; insured $8000.
Building was owned by James Cummings, and
was a total loss.
Valued at $40,000; partially
insured. The building 1 and 2 Mission Place
was valued at $50,000; total loss.
It was occupied by Donaldson Bros.’ lithograpers. Loss
$130,000; insured $85,000, mostly in foreign
companies.
Reprieve of Mr. Noe’a Murderer.
In the casa of John Dolan, sentenced to be
hanged at the Tombs to-morrow for the murder of Mr. Noe, Gov. Tilden to-night granted a
respite of one week to give time to investigate
newly discovered evidence. A motion for new
trial will be made in the Supreme Court, on the
ground of this new evidence, probably to-mor-

in Egypt. On next New Year’s day,
regular tribunals, corresponding iu character,
power and

action

with those of civilized naThe office of cadi has
been abolished, and a native school of laws
established at Cairo.

tions, will be opened.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Rockland Water Rates.
[Special to the Press.]
Kockland, Dec. 9.—The City Council has
passed an order instructing the Mayor to petition the Legislature to amend the charter of
the Bockland Water Company so Commissioners can be appointed by the Judge of the Supreme Court to establish water rates, which
have become obnoxious to water takers under
the present management.

row.

The bell boat at Owl’s Head has sunk.
Crimea and Casualtiea.
Henry A. Mann, the defaulting treasurer of
Saratoga county, N. Y., has been arrested,
A. J. Edmonson, postmaster at Noble, Ind.,
has been arrested for robbing the mails.
W. Rogers, a Rochester, N. Y., shoemaker,
beat his wife to death with a hammer Monday
night. Rum.

THE WHISKEY FRAUDS.
The Indianapolis Cases.
Indianapolis, Dec. 9.—The trial of Jas. K.
Hill, deputy revenue collector of the 1st district commenced today in the U. S. Court before Judge Greshaw. The Bingham Brothers
appeared iD person in court this morning, and
with the remaining parties who have pleaded
guilty to defrauding the government are awaiting sentence. Lewis B. Broscher, arrested at
Cincinnati on the charge of complicity in the
Evansville frauds, was released today on S23
000 hail.
General Babcock Indicted.
St. Louis, Dec. 9.—The U. S. grand jury,
which has been in session since Nov. 2d, adjourned today after presenting thirteen new
indictments to the court. Although it has not
been officially announced there seems to be no
doubt whatever but that one ol these indictments is against Gen. Babcock, that copies for
his arrest were sent to Chicago last night. Of
the other indictments it is understood none of
them are of any significance, they being principally against persons charged with counterfeiting, forgery. &c.
Gen. Henderson Not Believed.
At this writing—10.30 p. m.—it can be said
upon good authority that no dispatch has been
received by Gen. Heoderson relieving him
from farther service in the prosecution in the
whisky cases here as intimated in a Washington despatch tonight.
The It. l.onis Grand Jnry to President
Grant.
Previous to the adjournment of the grand
jury today nineteen of the jurors, all who were
present at the time, residents of all parts of
this district and a number of them Democrats,
signed the following letter which was sent to
its destination tonight:

Ren. Henderson Denies that He Intended to Reflect on the President.
St. Louis, Dec. 9.—It is asserted on authority of a man who has seen the despatch, that
Mr. Henderson telegraphed Attorney-General
Pierrepont to-night, stating that he had no intention to reflect upon the President in his
summary of the Avery case, and that he stands
by his speech and has no apologies to make.

FOREIG N.
The Wrecked Deutschland.
London, Dec. 9.—The Times says efforts hill
be made to save tli9 Deutschland.
Both the
Wesser and channel pilots were on board when
the steamer went on the Knock.
No definite
explanation is given for her deviation from her
course, except that a thi ck snow storm prevailed.
The Siberia takes the Deutschland’s
mails for the United States.
Eleven additional passengers were saved. It
is probable some others are saved who are net
identified, on account of confusion of names.
The child of Anna Giroeik died on the steam
tug after leaving the wreck. Altogether about
40 of the passengers and 50 of the crew are
still unacconnted for. The steamer will probably become a total wreck.
The Times on the Message.
The Times editorial on President Grant’s
message, referring to the part about Spain aud
Cuba says: ‘‘If Spain cannot suppress the
Cuban rebels, if the Island must behalf ruined
while she holds it. if she will not put an end to
that institution which is the main source of
disturbance, it would be hard to expect the
United States to let the work of devastation
proceed unchecked, merely out of regard to the
nominal sovereignty of Spain.
Spain is on
trial. The limit of her power to restore order
will be the limit of her rights.”
With the latest information at hand it is estimated that at least (id persons, of whom 46
were passengers, were drowned with the loss of
the Deutschland. Acorouer’s inquest has been
held at Sheerness on the two bodies found in
the quartermaster’s boat.
The jury refused to
adjourn finally till the result of the official inis
which
held
is
kuown.
In the
quiry
being
meantime they have returned an open verdict
of death from exposure, thus leaving the H»rwich inquest to hx the responsibility for the
disaster. The inquest at Harwich opened yesterday. The captain and other officers of the
Deutschland were examined, but nothing new
was elicited.
The inquest was aijiurned till
Tuesday next. Six more dead bodies have been
brought ashore at Harwich.
A despatch from Sheerness reports that the
Deutschland has broken in two.

TJ. S. Giiand Jurv Boom, I
St. Louis, December 9.
(

2b U. S. Grant, President of the United States,

Washinulon, D. C.
The undersigned late U S. grand jurors for
the Eastern District of Missouri, iu discharging their sworn duty have fouud it imperative
upon them to present to the U. S. Court of said
district the names of many officials and other
persocs as being connected with a conspiracy
to defraud the internal revenue of the United
States.
A3 citizens of our common country
desiring to uphold the hands of the Chief Executive in securing an honest collection of the
.-.

»»^

testifying

to

vauuhn

icildiu

iI(JUJ

IUU9

estimation
of
the
moral
support
which
we
have
leaned
as
upon
imported in your notable
instructions to the Secretary of Treasury, ‘‘Let
no guilty man escape.”
With this all good
citizens caD contribute their share in
aiding the
government and iu sustaining your administration in its endeavor to conduct it with puritv
1
J
and fidelity.
We individually and collectively tender to
you our highest considerations of esteem and
confidence, aud an assurance of our appreciation of the wisdom, patriotism and independence displayed in directing the measures necessary for detecting and correcting the gigantic
frauds which have so lately preyed upon tbo
our

public revenue.

London,

Dec. 10—Latest estimates makes
the number of lives lostoD the Deutschland 78
It is now ascertained that the crew numbered
90, of whom 14 were drowned.
The steamer
Mosel takes the surviving passengers to New
York.
French Assembly.
Paris, Dec. 9.—In the Assembly to-day balloting began for the election of 75 Senators who
are to hold the office for life.
The Due d’
Audiffret Patquier, President, and M.
Martel,
first Vice President, were elected, no other
candidates obtaining an absolute majority
which is necessary on the first ballot.
The
Left developed surprising strength in votin".
Their candidates received an average ol 335
votes each, against an average of 317 thrown
for those of the Right. The members of the
Right are astounded at the result.
Npnni«h JournnlM on llie HIcMaije.
Madrid, Pec. 0.—'The Journals comment
variously on the message of President Grant,
but all hope that Spain will vanquish the insurrection iu Cuba by force, energy and per-

*

Bigamy Tried at Sail Lake.
Salt Lake, Dec. 9.—The case of George
Lake, indicted for bigamy, who has uoce been
tried and convicted but the verdict set aside
by
the Supreme Court ou
account of an error in
is again on trial
jurymen,
p£aud
before the 3d District
Court, and a jury was
jury
atBeavc,10^ The PaDel of the

grind

<illed to-day.
There is
,?nTv,Ltab‘ was this
Krand jury, aud it is
eiDected that”,0?
“umber of indictments
onlv

°U

forPbieamv
viH be
hB
oigamy will

ror

thmr attention to

f,!
as the Judge called
found,
polygamy an* lasciviouscon-

Tkc Babcock

Chicago,

Commiasian.

Dec. 9.—Lieut. General. Sheridan
Gens. Hancock aud Krnery,
comprising the
court of

inquiry appointed at the request of
Gen. Babcock to consider questions raised
in
the prosecution of the whiskey cases at St
Louis, affecting his reputation, met at the 1‘all
met
House
to-day and decided that the
court should hold an
open session. Major Gar*
the recortlcr, staled that on account of
“or,
,
of witnesses
nothing could he done tc-day
anu the court
accordingly adjourned until to
morrow.

severance.

Foreign

1

Nolen.

A Berlin despatch says the natioual liberals
in the Reichstag have resolved to consent to
the political clauses in the bill
amending the
penal code.
Paul Frederic Emil
Leopold, Prince of
Lippe, is dead.
court maitial has sentenced Gen.
<•
vb,e,
Car!!st
Seballs to four years’ impiisonment.

me

juuiuiai >
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resume
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specie payment

was

by appreciating

tbe paper now in circulation. He was not in
favor of any increase of the paper currency, but
he wished to appreciate that paper as long as
the country had the system of National Banks,
—whether it was a wise one or not, it seemed
to him that it was the duty of Congress to give
that paper as much value as possible. He desired the amount of legal tenders now in circulation to remain as at present. He looked upon any contraction of tbe currency
as
runious
to the country.
He thought the bill submitted
by him could be explained as the only measure
which could possibly lead to resumption, and
at the proper time he would explain it.
Mr. Morrill of Vermont, said he would not
discuss this measure now, but after the statement of tbe senator from Missouri, he (Morrill)
deemed it proper to make a counter statement.
It was perfectly clear that the measure which
the senator proposed would be one of contraction. It would at once drive out of tbe country
what little specie we now have. When there
was no use for specie it became a commodity
and it would be exported. The passage of this
bill would be a violation of the public faith and
he was sorry to ree that it was tbe first proposition in regard to finances brought into the
chamber. Should the bill be passed it would
reduce our revenue at least 25 per cent. Tbe
very salvation of the country depends upon a
strict adhereance to tbe pledges of tbe government.

The bill was referred to the committee on
finance.
Mr. Hamlin submitted a resolution directing
the Committee on Public Buildings and
Grounds to inquire into the expediency of authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to sell
a small piece ef ground from the custom house
lot at Bockland, Me. Agreed to.
Mr Morton submitted a resolution to amend
the 25th rule of the Senate, so that bills may
kn onkmkfnj
nAt'.AA
1,
a

1

it should not be necessary to state in the minutes that permission had been asked and obtained to introduce a bill without such notice.
Mr. Morton said it cost several hundred dollars every session to print these formal words
in the records, and he saw no use in it.
Referred to the Committee on Rules.
Mr. Bayard said on behalf of the minority of
the Senate he desired to express a regret that
upon the Committee on Finance numbering
nine members, tbev bad not been allowed the
same proportion which in eeDse of justice on
the part of the majority bad given the minoriAt this time considty ou other committees.
ering the importance of the duties of that committee the number of the minority and their
share of the responsibility in moulding legislature in regard to the finances, the ratio
deemed by the majority and minority a just
one upon other committees, should prevail upon this committee.
He bad understood, however, that two members of the Finauee Comthe
senator
from
Illinois (Logan) and
mittee,
the senator from Nebraska (Jones), would be
here soon, and upon their arrival it was proposed to consider the subject of allowing the
minority a greater Dumber. He hoped the
proposition would be carried.
Iu the Senate, after the introduction of a
large number of petitions and bills, a motion to
go into executive session was agreed upon, and
at two o’clock the doors were reopened, and the
Senate adjourned until Monday.
In executive session this afternoon the Senate confirmed the following nominations: Z.
Chandler, Secretary of the Interior; Pierrepont, Attorney-General; John C. New, Treasurer; John A. Smith, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs; John Taffe of Nebraska, Secretary of
Colorado, vice Jenkins suspended duriDg the
recess of the Senate.
The following are the standing committees,
the first name in every committee being chair-

man :
On Elections—Messrs. Morton, Logan, Mitchell,
Wadleigh, Cameron of Wis McMillan, Saulsbury,
Merrimou and Cooper.

Foreign Relations—Cameron, Morton, Hamlio,
Howe, Frelinghuysen, Conkling, McCreery.Bogy and

Eaton.

Finance—Sherman, Morrill of Vt., Ferry, Frelinghuysen, Logan. Boutwell, Jones of Nev., Bayard and
Kernan.

Appropriations—Morrill of Me.. Windom, West,

Sareent. Allison. Doraev. Davis. Withers and Wallace.

Commerce—Conklin, Spencer, Boutwell, Cameron
Wis., Burnside, McMillan, Ransom, Dennis and

of

McDonald.

Manufactures—Robertson, Booth, Bruce, English

and

Wallace.

Agriculture—Frelinghuy-en, Robertson, Harvey,

Davis and Gordon.

Military Affairs—Logan, Cameron of Pen*., SpenClayton. Wadleigh, Burnside, Gordon, Randolph,

cer

and Cockrell

Naval Affairs-Cragin, Anthony, Morrill of Me.,
Sargent. Conover, Norwood and Whyte.

Judiciary—Edmunds, Conkling, Frelinghuysen,
Wright, Howe, Thurman and Stevenson.
Post Offices and Post Roads—Hamlin, Ferry, Dorsey of Nev., Dawes, Paddock, Saulsbury, Maxey and
Key.
Public Lands—Oglesby, Windom, Harvey, Hamilton, Paddock, Kelly McDonald and Jones of Fla.
Private Land Claims—Thurman, Bayard, Bogy,
Edmunds and Christiancy.
Indian Affairs—Allison, Oglesby, Morrill of Me.,
Ingalls. Claxton, Bogy and McCreery.
Pensions-Ingalls, Allison, Hamilton, Booth,
Bruce, McDouald and Withers.

Revolutionary Claims—Stevenson, Johnson, Goldthwaite, Morrill of Vt., and Wright.
Claims—Wright, Mitchell, Wadleigh, McMillan,
Cameron of W&., Caperton, Cockrell and Jones of
Fla.

District of Columbia—Spencer, Hitchcock, Dorsey,
Ingalls, Robcrston, Merrimon and English.
Patents—Wadleigh, Windom, Dawes, Johnson and
Kernan.
Public Buildings and Grounds—Morrill of Vt.,
Cameron of Penn,, Paddock, Cooper and Whyte.
Territories—Hitchcock, Cragin, Patterson, Christiancy, Sharon, Cooper and Maxey.
Railroads—West, Hitchcock, Cragin, Howe, Ham-

ilton, Mitchell, Dawes, Ransom, Kelley, Caperton,

and Eaton.
Mines and Mining—Sargent, Hamlin, Alcorn, Harvey, Sharon, Goldtnwaite and Randolph.
Revision of Laws of the United States—Boutwell,
Alcorn, Christiancy, Caperton and Wallace.
Educatiou and Labor—Patterson, Morton, Morrill
of Vt., Burnside, Bruce, Sharon, Gordon, Maxey and

Key.

Civil Service and Retrenchment—Clayton, Wright,
Oglesby, Alcorn, Patterson, McCreery and Ran-

dolph.
To Audit and Control Contingent Expenses of the
Senate—Jones of Nev-, Dawes and Dennis.

Printing—Anthony, Sherman and Saulsbury.
Library—Howe, Edmunds and Ransom.
Rules—Ferry, Hamlin and Merrimon.

Engrossed Bills—Bayard, Withers and Anthony.
Enrolled Bills—Conover, Robertson and Kelley.
Levees of the Mississippi River—Alcorn, Clayton,
Harvey, Cooper and Cocknell.

To Examine the Several Branches of Civil Service—Boutwell, Conkling, Allison,Merrimon and Ea-

ton.

Transportation Routes and Seaboaid— Windom,
Sherman, West, Conover, Mitchell, Burnside, Norwoou,

Information from different points along the
Rio Grande make the number of cattle driven
into Mexico during the month of November
1020.

uitvis auu uuuutou.
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Fargo.

Camden, Dec. 9 Arrived, schooDer Moni
tor, Capt. Keller, from Islesboro, with a cargo
—

of lumber for Camdeu parties, taken from
schooner Oliver, of Bangor, which was blown
ashore last week, and is now beached at Islcsboro full of water.
A Pacific Mall Steamer Mining.
San Francisco, Dec. 8.—Great anxiety is
felt here for the safety of the steamer Los Angelos, six days overdue at Victoria from this
port, as a heavy storm has prevailed up the
ciast. The revenue steamer Bicbard Boss was
despatched to-day iu search of her.
MEIVOBOLUKICAL
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TWENTY FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
December 10, (1 A. M.) )
For New England.
lower lakes, and Middle states, rising barometer, slightly cooler, northwest winds, cloudy
aud clearing weather.
What to do with Tramps.
Columbus, Dec. 9.—A convention of city
aod town officials from 25 cities aud towns,
was held yesterday to consider the
tramp evil.
Besolutions were adopted that workhouses be
and
that no stranger he given charestablished
ity who will not work, aud that magistrates be
empowered to commit vagrants to workhouses,
or in places where there are no workhouses, to
a chain gang to work on roads, etc.
Obed Wilson, a prominent resident of lTork,
N, H., died Saturday aged 55,

In this city, Dec. B, at the residence ot the bride's
lather, by Rev. J. F. Morgan. Jas. C. Stott of New
York City and Miss Anna H. Shaw of Portland.
1 In this city, Dec. 9, by Rev. W E. Gibbs, J. E.
Woodsum of Harrison and Miss Fannie E. Foye ot
Portland.
In this city, Dec. 8, by Rev. Geo. W. Biclmell, Fred
W. Noble and Mrs. Frances A. Jacobs, both ot Portand.
In Aina, Nov. 27. Charles E. Stinson of Bath and
Miss Dora E. Brown of Aina.
In Wiscasset, Nov. 27, Chas. H. Smith of Deerfield
and Miss Etta Brown or Westport.
In Woolwich, Nov. 28, Jesse Bailey and Miss Akby
C. Gould.
PIED.

FINANCIAL. AND COMMERCIAL.
Portion.1 Wholesale Markets.
Thursday, December 9.—The markets are steady
to-day with but tew changes to note. Granulated
Sugars are quite active at tic. Flour is firm with a
fair demand. Fish are dull with but few changes to
note in prices, and a general tendency to inactivity.
Molasses is dull.
_

In Augusta, Nov. 24. Mrs. Mary A., wife of John
Dorr, aged 73 years 9 months.
In East Jefferson. Nov. 26, Mr. Wm. C. Jackson,

aged

67 years 11 months.

In Whitefield, Nov. 27, Mrs. Mary PeasLe, aged
S3 years 8 months.
In Waldoboro, Nov. 30, Mrs. Margaret B. Roberts,
aged 52 years 7 months.
In Wilmington. 111., Dec. 5. Mrs. Martha, wife ot
Eben Moulton, aged 71 years. [Eastern papers please

Foreign Exports.
ST. JOHN, NB. British Schr Orrrie—600 bbls of
flour, 298 hags bran, .266 .do feed, 1250 gall kerosene
oil.
CORNWALLIS, NS. 1323 bbls flour, 50 bags of
cracked corn, 10 bbls oatmeal.
ANTIGUA. Schr Samuel E Faben—25 bbls flour,
It do beef, 1 chest tea, 5 boxes soap, 3 do lard, 4 do
milk, 200 lbs bsms, 3 bbls apples, 2 do onions, 3 casks
nails, 45,000 shingles, 40,000 ft lumber, 7 packages of
merchandize.

Gold.

_

Highest Rales Paid for Called

_

Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Bermuda—9 packages
do do to HE Mulong, 5 do do

skins to Hart He Go, 3

FBOM
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Why let aches and pains your temper spoil?
cure is sure by using
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Miniature Almanac .Dec ember lO.
Rises.7.191 High water. 8.30 AM
Sun Sets—.4.27 | Moon sets.3.35 AM

Daily Domestic Receipts.
conveyance—1000 bosh cornmeal to G W

MARINE

Renne’s Magic Oil !

NEWS,

2
20 Boston & Maine Railroad.110
6 Eastern Railroad. 10}

19.a.do. 1C}
Second Call.
13 Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.—@90}
100 Eastern Railroad. 10

Kew York Stock and Money Market.
New York, December 9—Evening.—Money was
easa at 4 @ 5 per cent
alter
up to 5} per
cent. Foreign Exchange quiet at 484} for bankers
60 days sterling and
tor demand.
Gold opened at 114} and closed at 114}, all the
sales of tue day bavibg been made at these figures.
The rate paid for borrowing were flat to 1-64 per
cent, per diem, but finally 3 per cent, was paid to
have the balances carried. The clearances at the
Gold Exchange Bank were 937,578 000. Customs

loaning

487}

receipts to-day were $340,000. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $22,000 in interest and $158,000 in redemption ol bonds.
The following were the closing quotations of Govsecurities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup.123}
United States 5-20’s, 1865,old.115}
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new. 120}
United States 5-20’s, 1867.122}
United States 5-20’s, 1868.122}
United States news’s.
117}
United States 10-40 coupon....117}
Currencv 6’s ex.
122
The lollowing are the closing quotations
of
Stocks:
Western Unirn Telegraph Co—ex diT.76}
Pacific Mail.40}
N Y Central and Hudson R.consolidated,'ex-dv. .1054
Erie.
16}
Eriepreterred.
25
Michigan Central....
61}
Union|Pacific Stock. 76}
Panama.125
Lake Shore... 60}
niinois Central, cx-div. 96
Chicago & Northwestern.
37}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 53}
Chicago & Rock Island..104}
St. Paul Railroad. 36}

ernment

preferred. 66
Wabash. 41
Atlantic & Pacific, preferred. 3}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 8}
St Paul

Missouri Pacific.12
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.106}
Union Pacific do.104}
Union Pacific land grants..100}
Sinking Funds. .94}
Providence Print Cloths Market.
Providence, December 9.—The Printing cloths
ann rather weaker,
although

market continues quiot
not quotably changed.

Domestic Markets.
New York, December 9— Evening.—Flour receipts
18,174 bbls; the market is without decided change
with a moderate export and home trade inquiry; medium and high grades rule quite heavy; sales ot 17.900 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 40 @ 4 75;
extra Western and State at 4 90 @ 5 45; choice Western and State at 5 50 @ 6 00; White Wheat Western
extra at 6 05 @ 7 00; Fancy white Wheat Western
at 7 05 @7 75; extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 40: extra St
Louis at 510 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to
prime 6 60 @ 7 25; choice to double extra at 7 30 @
9 50, including 4500 bbls shipping extra at 5 00 @ 5 50;
3800 bbls extra mill flour chiefly at 6 00 @ 6 50,closing
quiet: Southern flour 510 @8 75. Kye flour steady
at 4 25 @ 5 30.
Cornmear is steady at 3 15 @ 4 00.
Wheat—receipts 56,600 bush; the market is dull and
in buyers favor; sales 51,000 bush; 101 lor rejected
Spring; 120 @ 125 for ungraded Spring; 1 32 @ 135
for No 1 Spring; 1 30 for very choice new Winter Kod
Western and nominal; 110 @ 112 for 3 Chicago; 113
@ 114 lor No 3 Milwaukee; 126 for No 2 Milwaukee;
1 23 @ 125 for No 2 Chicago, latter r-.ot ottered in the
market. Kye is scarce and firm. Barley is quiet;
buyers and sellers apart; 2500 bush '2-rowed State at
100; 7000 hush extra choice 2-rowed Jefferson county
at 112 in store.
Barley Malt is quiet and steady.
Com—receipts of 37,200 bush ;the the market opened
dull and closed heavy and lower;sales «053,OOO bush;
73Jc and nominal for steam Western Mixed; 74 @
75c ior sail do, closing at 74 bid, 74Jc asked; 75c lor
high Mixed and Yellow Western; 75c for White Wes-

tern; 61 @ 70c for new Western Mixed; 70 @ 72 tor
old and new Western Mixed; 71c for new White and
Yellow Southern. Oats—receipts ot 16,700 bush; the
market is steady; sales of 59,000 bush; 43 @ 49c lor
Mixed Western and State; 45 @ 50c for White do,
including No 2 Milwaukee at 49c afloat; old No 2
Chicago at 48c in store; White State 50 ftfi 54c. Hay
firm at 75c tor shipping. Coffee—Kio at 184
@ 21c
gold for cargoes; 184 @ 22c gold for job lots. Sugar
dull, heavy and unsettled at 8 3-16 @ 8 7-16 for fair
to good refining: 84@8Jc for
prime; refined is in
moderate demand at lOJc for standard A; 104c for
granulated and powdered; lOJc for crushed. Molasses—Orleans in lair request; 200 bbls at 58 @ 62c for
good to choice. Kice is quiet and unchanged!. Peleum is quiet and steady; crude at 7c; refined at
12jc.
Pork is firmer; 350 bbls uninspected new mess 21874
@ 22 00;500 bbls seller December at 21 35. Beet is
steady. Cut Meats—Western quiet; middles Arm;
Western long clear at 10! ffl 103: rit.v inn» liar at mi
(Hi lie. Lard steadier; 500 tes prime steam at 13 ®
13 1-16; 2000 tes seller December at 13 1-16 ® 13J;1|'50
do seller January at 13 3-16; 5000 do seller February
at 13 5-16; 1000 do seller March at 13 7-16. Whiskey

quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is firm.
Chicago,December 9—Flour is dull. Wheat is
in fair demand and lower; No 1
Chicrgo Spring 104;
No 2 Chicago Spring »t 1 00 on spot; 1 054 for seller
JaHuaryjl 02Beller February; No3 Chicago Spring
at 80$c; rejected at 67 @ 68c. CorD active and lower; No 2 Mixed at49}c on spot; 48}c bid for Bellor
December; 45c seller January. Oats quiet and firm;
No 2 at 303c bid on spot; 30} @ 303c seder tor January. Barley—market firmer though not quotably
higher at 87c on spot. Rye is dull at 68c Pork is
m good demand, lower and unsettled at 19 25 on
the
spot; 19 30 seller lor January. Bulk Meats irregularbut in main higher; shoulders at 7}c; short rib
middles at 104c; short clear middles 104. Whiskey
quiet and steady at 111.
Receipts—9,000 bbls dour, 52,000 bush wheat, 17,MO bush com, 10,000 bush oats, 8,000 bush barley,
1,000 bush of rye.
Shipments—10,°°° bbls flour,23,000 bush wheat, 38,000 bush com, 8,000 bush
oats, 8,000 bush barley,
108 bush rye.
On the call of the

Board in the afternoon—Wheat
was lower.
Pork lower at 194 @ 1917} seller all the
year; 19 35 seller February. Lard firmer at 12 35 lor
seller January; 12 50 seller February.
Toledo, December 9.—Flour is dull. Wheat is
firmer and held higher ;No 3 White Wabash at 120’-;
No 1 White Michigan 1 26; No 2 White Michigan at
113; extra White Michigan 133; Amber Michigan
at 117; seller December at 117}; seller
January at
118}; No 2 Amber Michigan at 97c; rejected at 88c.
Com is dull and prices a shade
lower; high Mixed at
55c; new 49}c; low Mixed new at 48c; no grade 54c;
damaged new 42}c. Oats dull; No 2 at 35e; White
40c; Michigan 34}; rejected at 31c. Clover Seed is
steady with a moderate demand at 7 12}. Dressed
Hogs steady with moderate demand at 8 25.
Receipts—000 bbls flour; 16,000 bush Wheat, 26,000
bush Com, 3000 bush Oats.
Shipments—000 bb.s flour, 10,000 bush Wheat.CI.1
000 .bush Cora, 1,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, December 9.—Flour dull and unchanged. Wheat steady; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 014;
seller January at 102}c; seller
February 1 04}; No 3
Milwaukee at 85c. Corn is scarce and higher; No 2
at 50c. Oats in good and higher; No 2 at at
32|c.
Barley i9 dull and weak; No2 Spring at 99c; No 3
do 64c. Rye is unchanged; Nol at 71c. Provisions
quiet and unchanged. Mess Pork at 19 874. Lard
—prime 12} @ 13. Sweet Pickled Hams at 10} ® 11c.
Dry salted meats—shoulders at 7c loose.
Receipts—6.000 bbls flour, 99,000 bnsh wheat, 0
000 corn, 00,000 bush oats, 000 bush
barley, 0000 bush
rye.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat
000 bush corn,0,000 bush oats, 0000 bush rye.
St Louis, December 9.—Flour is dull and unchanged. Wheat is higher; No 2 Red Winter at 1 42
@ 1 43} bid cash, according to quality; sales at 1 49
@ 1 49}; No 3 do at 1 29 bid cash. Corn panicky and
difficult to give accurate quotations; No 2 Mixed at
42} @ 44c cash; 43} @ 44c seller December. Oats are
scarce and higher; No 2 at 34 @ 34}c.
Barley quiet
and firm for State test best grades; others
very dull
.“

Keceipts—5,000 bbis flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 15 000
bush com, 3,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush barley. 0 000
bush rye, 8100 hofcs, 1000 cattle.
Cincinnati, December 9.—Pork dull; sales regular at 20 00. Lard is in fair demand and
firm; steam
at 12} @ 12J cash; 13 10 @ 13 50 buyer March; kettle
13}® 13}. Bulk Meats are quiet and unchanged;
clear rib at 11} buyer March. Bacon is quiet ami
unchanged. Green Meats firmer and field higher
Hams sold at 10} @ 11 lor heavy and light. Eoes
active and advanced; common at 6 75 @ 7 10 fair tc
good packing 7 30 ® 7 50; choice heavy 7 55; pens are
cleaned; receipt-6500; no shipments. Whiskey is
firm at 110.
Cleveland, Dec. 9.—Petroleum firm; demand is
heavy; standard White at 9} for State test and lOtc
•
for car lots.
New Fork, December 9.—Cotton firm; Middiin?
*
upauds 13}o.
Charleston, December 9.-Cotton is quiet; Mid-

dling uplands at 12jc.
Mobile, December 9.-Cotton quiet; Middlin'?
*
uplands at 12 jc.
Savannah, Dember 9.—Cotton steady; Middliuir
s
uplands 12}c.
New Orleans, December 9.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands 12}c.
European markets.
London, December 9-12.30 P. M.—Consols at
for money and account.
London, December 9—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds 1867, at 1093; new Es
104|; Eric 14}.
Liverpool, December 9-12.30 P. M.—Cotton is
firm; middling uplands at615-16d; do Orleans at
7 3-16<l; sales 11,000 bales including 2,000 bales for
speculation and export,
0? 13-10

Del A vs

dangerous, persons snftering from
dropsy, Bright’s disease, kidney, bladder and glandular maladies, diabetes, gravel, mental and
physical
debility, retention aud incontinence of urine, female
are

irregularities,

and in fact all aftcelions of the urinogenital organs should at once partake of Hunt’s Herr>
erty. It is the balm of Giload for such distressing

complaints.

dec8e<xl&wlw

POST OP PORTLAND,

ARRIVED.
Steamship Bermuda, (Br) Cleaver, Halifax—pasand
mdse
to
John Porteous.
sengers
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Brig Iris, (Br) Qould, Cornwallis, NS, 21 days, for
Boston. Took Ihe gale of the 30th when oft Thatcbet’s Island,and was blown back to Brier Island, NS;
lost and split sails.
Sch Tennessee, Pillsbury, Deer Isle tor New Tork.
Sch R L Eenney, Tolman, Thomaston for Boston.
Sch Amazon, Fernald, Thomaston for Boston.
Seh C B Jones, Snow, Rockland for New York.
Sch Pallas, Rhoades, Rockland for New York.
Seh Mattha Brewer, McFarland, Belfast tor Boston
Sch Goo B McLellan, Keene, Bremen.
CLEARED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry
Fox.
Sch Sam'l E Fabens, Lyman, Antigua—master.
Sch Albert Clarence, Hawes, Virginia—Jas Freeman.

Sch Carrie, (Br) Bonnell, 5t John, NB—J Porteous
Sch Bonctta, (Br) Clark, Cornwallis, NS—John
Porteous.

Brig Frontier is being topped up and having a full
ppop built on, which will greatly increase her carrying capacity. Her bottom is vevy heavily timbered

and on examination was lound to be as sound as new.
She was built in 1862.
Sch Wm Thomas has been undergoing extensive repairs the past season. She baa been rebuilt from tbe
water-line up, a new house put up, newley rigged,
and will come out good as new

[FROM

CORRESPONDENT.!
LUBEC, Dec 3—Sid, barque Nicola, Smith, for
Bristol Channel; scbs Clara Jane, Garrison, Norfolk
and Richmond; Lahaina, Houghton, St John, NB,
to load tor Cuba.
Sch Virginia has been chartered to load lumber at
St John. NB for Port au Prince, at $7 gold and port
charges paid.
Barque Jas E Ward, 362 tons, built at Wiscasset in
1858, has been sold to parties in Philadelphia.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 8th inst, barque New England,
Baxter, Bath.
NEW OKLKANS—Cld 2d, sch San Juan, Noble,
Galveston.
Cld 8th, ship Carondelet, Stetson, Liverpool; sch
Nellie Bowers, for New York.
Ar at SW Pass 8th inBt, ships John Watt, Deehon,
Havana; Success, Chase, Antwerp.
PENSACOLA—Ar 3d. sobs Canton, Henley, from
Havana; Wm Wilson, Curtis, Aspinwall.
Cld 4tb, barque Florence Peters, Mountfort, for
Havana.

ST AUGUSTINE—Sid 5tb, sch Annie P Chase,
Poole, New York via Jacksonville.
SAVANNAH—Ar Gth, sch A L Fitch, Fitch, from
Boston.
Cld 6th, ship Valley Forge, Ames, Liverpool.
Sid 7th, barqueK A Allen,Tarr,for Liverpool; sch
E A Haves, for New York.
m

vunuuuuavai—«vm

u>ue|v>vn

ley. Philadelphia.
Ar 8th, ech Jennie F Wiley, Trefethen, Boston.
Sid 7th sch Anna Frye, lor New York.
WILMINGTON—Cld 7th, sch John L Tracey, Meserrey, Providence.
Ar 8tb, sch Joe Carlton. Thurston, Rockport.
RICHMOND, VA—Sid Otb, sch Leonessa, Achorn,
Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 6th, brig Ernestine,for
Havana.
In Hampton Roads 6th, Bhip H S Gregory, Anderson, from Norfolk tor Liverpool.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, brig Callao, Leeman,
Rotterdam.
Ar 7th, sch Elwood Doran, Jarvis, Charlesfbn.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, schs Belle BrowD, Knowlton, Rockland lor Baltimore; Carrie L Hix, Hix,
Vinalhaven ; Alpine, Holmes, Rockport; Orient.

Staples, Newport.
Old 7th, schs Henry G Fay, Philbrook. Trinidad;
Parepa, Packard, BarDaboes.
Cld 8th, barque Fannie, Carver. Liverpool.
PAWTUCKET-Ar 8th, sch Tim Field, Leland,
Bangor.
NEWPORT—Returned 7th, seh Veto, Bradford,
Rondout for Portland.

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 7th, brig Geo S Berry.
Lewis, Savannah 18 dnys lor Portland; schs Eben
Fisher, Reynolds,Alexandria for Boston; G M Bralnard, Averill, Spruce Head for Washington; F Mayo,
Hall, Rockland for Virginia.
SALEM—Ar 7th. schs Nellie Bell. Benner. Eliza-

bethport; Lucy J Warren, Stinson, Bangor.
Below 8th, barque N M Haven, Ulrick, fm Havana

lor Portland.
Cld 8th, sch Ella Clifton, (Br) Kimball, Portland.
In port 8>h, schs Mahaska, Thos Hix, H L Curtis,
Defiance, Susanna, Lottie, J F Carver, A J Crocker,
Idaho, and others as before.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 8th, sch G M Porter. Allen,

Elizabetbport.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 8th, sch Addle Ryerson.Cousins, Hoboken, (jib split.)
EOBEIUNPORTS.

Singapore Oct 21,barque Wealthy Pendleton,
Blanchard, Sourabaya, (and sailed 27th lor Hong
Kong.)
Ar at Fayal Nov 20, brig Neponset, Strout, Wilmington via Bermuda lor Glasgow.
Sid 1m Malta Nov 17, brig Alton, Copp, Boston.
Sid fm Paullac Nov 23, barque Fred Eugene, Smalley, Key West.
Ofi Brixham Nov 25, brig Josie, Pettigrew, from
Ar at

Shields for Trinidad.
Ar at Penartb Nov 26, sch E 8 Newman, Newman,
London lor Cardiff.
At Callao Nov 11, ships Austria. Gilmore, from
Cardiff, disg; Geo M Adams, Morrison, for Europe,
ready; John 0 Potter,McClure, for do,do; Resolute,

Nichols, disg;

Are prepared to exchange City of Calais Bonds aid
Levy’s Island Baiiroad, due December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds due Deoember,1891, without expense or loss of interest. No
city in the state stands better financially tb&n Calais, and this is a very desirable exchange for all
holders of the first issue above named.

paid for

•

Called 5-30 Government Bands,
State of Maine Bonds.
Calais aid Railroad Ronds,

and other desirable securities.

Swan

cfc

STREET.
sn3m

Warranted three Bushels to the Barrel
and for sale by

—

Matanzas; 29tb, Acacia, Anderson, do.
Ar at Havana 6th Inst, sch Zeta Psi, Jameson, New
York.

SPOKEN.
Oct 27, lat 8 50 N. Ion 28 W, ship Martha Cobb, lm
J.obos for Falmouth, E.
Nov 1, lat 25 N, Ion 38 W, ship Thos Dana, from
New York for San Francisco.
Dec 6, lat 38, Ion 70 50, barque Lizzie, Carney, from
Savannah for Genoa

Lipion thnuujimiH nf nmaatlnna

nn

stalinata tAnina

hut

deterred from doing so by their modesty. This
work answers just such questions bo fully and plainly
as to leave no one in doubt. It is sold by Agents, or
sent by mail (post-paid) ou receipt of price
Address
the author, R. V. Pierce, M. D., World's Dispensary,
Buffalo, N. y.
Fromjthe Lafayette Daily Courier.
are

X VALUABLE WORK.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, distinguished in surand the general practice in the profession be
honors, has made a valuable contribution to the medical literature ot the day, in a comprehensive work
entitled “The People’s Common SenBe Medical Adviser." While scientific throughout, it is singularly
free from technical and stilted terms. It comes right
down to the common ssnso of every-day lite.
Dr.
gery,

Pierce is a noble specimeu of American manhood.
sprung from the people; aud, with many
sympathies iu common with the masses, has sought
to render them a substantial service in this the great
work ot his life.
OC29
decSdeod&wlw

ing ancsmla, hypochondria, rheumatism, insomnia,
and many other disorders and disabilities originating
in poverty or impurity ot the blood, nervous weakness or over-excitement, or an imperfect perform,
once of the physical functions.

50
00
65

Total.$3,308,856

80

Rollins, Loring

A

Adams,

_AGENTS.
STATEMENT OF THE

SPRINGFIELD F. & M.
INSURANCE CO.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
9000,000.00

Cash Capital,
...
Amin.

BOOK”

TAR

1-2 EXCHANGE

STREET,

LEAVITT.

marcspeed If

OYSTERS !

Oysters
—

OF

D. R. SMITH, President.
S. J. HALL, Secretary.

ROLLINS, LORINU &
AGENTS.

for the

Holidays

WAY'S
Compound Syrnp of Lungwort works the
best of any Cough Medicine I ever had in my
GEORGE E. ROSS,
iamily.
at CAPT. J. B. COYLE’S.
Deering, Nov. 19, 1873.
I agree with the above statement.
ma2sntfK. A. MABSTON.

NEW

He Never Fails to Cure where
Possible.

BELIEF GUARANTEED
without resort to that

Utt

NELSON & CO.
Offer ibi.

The sole duty of tho
is to restoie health to the sick in as mild

prompt manner as possible.
OfHce Hours from 9 in 19 A. M., and 1 In
3, and T lo 9 P. M.

CONSULTATION

at

1835

Actually

WHAT THE 1875

Insurance

Company

Has Dsie ter its Policy-Holders
Total amount paid to Policy-Holders from
organization to Jan. 1,1875.$17,9(2,465
Total amount of present investments for

Policy-Holders. 13,581,118
Total premium receipts from organization to Jan. 1, 1875_$28,252,125
Total interest received. 3,261,458

Glass

vestments for, its Policy-Holders, amount to $3,231,458 more than it has received in premiums.
It is evident, the Company that absorbs the least
In running expenses, can furnish Life Insurance the

cheapest.
New England Co.’s expenses of management to total assets in 1874 was. 1.31 f cent.
Average expenses lor all Lire Companies
doing business in Massdchusetts in
187#. 3.81 ft cent.
The conclusion to which careful investigation and
unbiased judgment will lead one is, that there is
nothing desirable In Life Insurance, which may not
be secured by a Policy Holder in the old New England Company of Boston.
Energetic anil reliable nsea wanted to
represent tais Company in Maine. Address

TARBOX,
General Agent.

Once—for. •( Middle k Exchange Street*.
Portland, Maine.
octOdt

CO.,
ST.,

Jau abort ike Pnkle Honor.
dtf

Goods Store,

Fancy

IV

—

—

Deering Block, Congress St.
where

can

be found a desirable assortment of

PALL GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
toll stock ot

A

PLAIN AND FANCY HOSIERY,

Ladies’ and Cldren’s Merino Underwear
li.w Price, medians and Fine G.«d.,

Laces,

Fringes,

Gimps, Braids, &c.,

HAND.KNIT WORSTED GOODS*

French and German Corsets,
Thomson's Glove Fitting, Madame Foy’a
and

Comfort

Coraeta.

The Latcit Nerellie* in Neck Tie*, Handkerchiefs, Kuching*, Ac.
oc29
d3m

PRATT’S

ATLANTIC

Absolutely SAFE

OF NEW YORK.

Marine Risks Only
—

ON

Perfectly Odorless

RAND.

Manufactured expressly to displace the
use of highly volatile and
dangerous oils.
ITS SAFETY under every possible leaf, and
its perfect burning qualities, are proved by tbe tact
that hundreds ef thousands ef families
have continued to rte it for reara, and

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels NO ACCIDENT
HAS EVER OCCURRED
by the year or passage.
a eecTC

$16,003,584.74
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Preminms terminating in 1874,

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Company,
LOSSES

PAID IN THIRTY
AFTER PROOF.
J.

from burning, storing or handling it. Insurance
Companies have never paid a loss arising from Us
use; while millions of dollars have been saved them
on account of its general introduction.

;nend fob cibccjuab.

CHARLES PRATT & 00, Naw York,
Hale Proprieien Ml manwfaciwrers.

CAPEN, SPRAGUE & CO.,

DAYS

Custom

Street,

House

BOSTON,
NEW ENGLAND AGENTS.
ocl?eod&a3m

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

D. JONES, President.

Newspaper
Advertising.
WTmUNGER,

JOHN

CORRESPONDENT,

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the

Office 166 Fore Street,

Canada, haviDg a population greater than 5,000 according to the Tast census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of the places named. Also a catalogue of news-

PICTURES FOE THE MILLIONS.

Minnette

dtt

novlO

Steam, liras and Water

Photographs
—

AT

—

$1.00 PER

DOZ.

xuese pictures are not "artistic,” and they did not
take the tirst premium at the State
Fair, but they
are true to life.
Come in and see. about it at

United States, the Territories and the Dominion of

papers

which

no-

at this establishment lower Ilian anywhere in the
State. Beneficial advice given on consultation and
service rendered at reasonable wages. Orders solicited which will be filled and despatched promptly.

BURNHAM’S
MARKET

auuruBB

r> ouncuii

—OF—

NEW

CO.,

EXTENSION,

NEAR ATLANTIC AYE.

Oysters $1.00 per gallon, soli.l; $1,110
per sack (9 bush ) Large Norfolk Oysters
dec8dlw
f 4.00 per Barrel,

GOODS

Embracing All

II,,

DEALERS IN

State and City

32

and all kinds ot

Is

Southern Pine Flooring.

the

300 M.

SWEETSIR& MERRILL’S
169 Middle Street.
]al2eodlr

*3m

Farm for Sale.
FARM of about 80 acres, together with a large
two story house and out buildings; situated in
Scarboro1, known as the “Waterhouse Farm," and
lately occupied by Chas. Rounds. Inquire at the
office of
SMITH dt BIRD,

A

Exchange Street, Portland,

48

°oyl8_
money

IN

Maine.

dlw&w5w4«

to Loan.
.urn. to .oil
pnriir. on Real Estate
>*«.
«. R. RAVIN,
*2
Real Estate aad Mortgage Broker.

nov2eod6mi3

Exchange Street.

_eodtf

STAPLE FANCY GOODS.
Especial attention is called
Illustrated illottaes.

Securities,

BANK STOCK, Ac.,

the

liatest Novelties
Trimmings, Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,

Hotel

auglOeodLf

I

Goyerninent Bonds,

nov!8d3m

during tne past year has been entliely
remodeled and enlarged by the addition of 24
new rooms, also new dining room, reading room,
sample rooma and billiard hail, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now, with
one exception, the largest Hotel in the city.
It has
been newly pa in tea and frescoed, refurnished, (many
of tbe rooniB with black walnut lurniture) and newly
carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
and bright, and will be kept in all respects as a lirst
class hotel. .Most centrally located in tbe business
part of tbe city, it oflers superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the
choicest that tbe market aftords,
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT, Proprietor.

OK

dl3jm

SQUARE.

STOCK

224 Federal Street.

PORTLAND, ME.

as

41 Park Raw, New Vark.

eodly

McDonald,
Hotel,

recommended to advertisers

OOMS, H. M.
Payson& CO.,

—IN—

decl5

are

giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed In the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.

se7

City, Town and Country Purchasers arc hereby
tified that they can buy
PIPES AND FITTINGS

OYSTER

!

Burns in any Lamp |

—

PORTLAND.

EXAMINE.

United States

!

ILLUMINATING QUALITIES

febldlmeodllm&w6w

Congress Street, between
Green and Oak Streets.
AND

OIL !

ASTRAL^

Marine Insurance 1

New Store with

GOODS,

ST.

92,00.

Worth

CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-rres’
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary,

RAND,

Crockery, China,
Ware, &c.,

RICHMOND

—

CONGRESS

$31,483,483 $31,483,583
Thus it will be seen that the entire principal, and
$3,000,000 of interest has been saved to the Members of this Company, after having paid all the expenses of conducting the business.
Or, in other
words, the Company’s payments to, and present in-

sntf

BOSTON

GLOVES
FOB

PURCHASERS WILL DO ELL TO VISIT

Informs his Friends and tho Public in want of

This

the very low price of

—

495

FREE.

dec8

k.

week IOO

EMBROIDERED LINEN SETS

Nos. G aud 8

much in vogue at present.

R. S.

Congress Street.

dtf

Distasteful and Painful Treatment

PLEASE CALL

493

PORTLAND,

63,783.04

...

Cure is

a

He will give yon a true dlagnois of your disease;
seeing at a glance the physical condition of the entire
organism, thus locating disease with perfect accuracy. Particular attention paid to the treatment ot
those diseases peculiar to the female organism and

NEW

SOLE AGENT FOR

CASTOR

YORK,

INSURE AGAINST

where he will be happy to see all who desire relief
from sufl’ering. The Dr. is a regular graduate of two
of the first Medical Schools in the country; has been
in extensive practice for 20 years. Bis success in the
severer foims of disease, both acute and chronic,
warrant his saying

569

Charles Custis& Co.,

lOO Pain !l Ballon

dec6

Surgeon,

Mecnanic's Man mm,, Kooms no. l and \

a

who hare

them.

used

SUPERIOR TO GAS!

Respectfully informs the citizens of Portland that he
is conveniently located in

that he has opened

Recommended by all

Cash Capital,
8400,000.00
Asset..

THAYER,

R. S

Buckskin

Hanover Fire Insurance Co.

Late of Philadelphia,

Physician
and

PATENT

UNDERWEAR.

ARAMS,

NOTICE.

Physician and

so

atf

—

119 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
jyHe fill/ orders promptly and at LOWEST
MARKET PRICES.no23snlm

DR.

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

janll

STATEMENT OF THE

V. €

MEDICAL

OWEN&MOORE,

484,973.00

over

Awniugs, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, ftc„

Order your

SOLICITED.

E. S. MERRILL’S

and application.

A.

EXAMINATION

dec4

sn9m*

F.

per

Skein.

TAR.

oct5

49

Germantown lVor.ted.nll colon,93c

1,903.14383

Outstanding Liabilities,

CROCKETT,

the black and worthless substances and secured in a
Their preparations ol “Forest Tar,”
pure form.
“Forest liar Solution,” “Forest Tar Troches,” “Forest Tar Salve,” and “Forest Tar Soap,” mnst work
radical changes in treating diseases of the Lungs
Kidneys, the Skin and all Catarrhal affections of the
The
mucous membranes.

He has

A Widely Applicable Remedy.
Few remedies are applicable to such a wide range
of disorders as Ho.-tctter’s Stomach Bitters, and this
not because it has special properties adapted to the
cure of each—such a pretence would be manifestly
absurd—hut on account of its wonderfully improving
ofiect upon the general tone ot the system, and its
alterative action upon the organs of nutrition, secretion and discharge. Besides its well-known properties as a remedy for intermittent and remittent fevers, dyspepsia, constipation, torpidity of the liver,
general debility, urinary and uterine difficulties, it
invariably proves to be highly serviceable in overcom-

110,000
52,988
453,630
242,768

ALFRED G. BAKER, Pres.
THEO. M. REGER, Sec y.

The Forest Tar Co., of Portland, Me., are sole proprietors of a new invention by which the medical
properties of the Pine Tree tar are separated from

“Heal Thyself.”
The People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, a
book of about 900 pages, illustrated with over 250 engravings and colored plates, and sold at the exceedingly low price of $1.50, tells you how to cure Catarrh, “Liver Complaint,’’ Dyspepsia, or Indigestion,
Sick, Bilious, and other Headaches, Scrofula, Bronchial, Throat, and Lung Diseases; all diseases peculiar to women, and most other chronic as well as acute
disorders. It contains important information for the
young and old, male and female, single and married,
nowhere else to be found. Men and women, married and single, are tempted to ask their family phy-

9400,000.00
3,308,830 80

■

se258D.'im

use

87c. and 91.
89 30 each, worth

at

SMITH’S

85 Commercial Street.

explains their

Af«ban.

ROLLINS, L0R1N(T& ADAMS, Agents. NELSON- &

the Orchard.

'‘FOREST

8«??'UP**
MO.

R. S. WESCOTT, President.
I. REMSEN LANE, Secretary.

NICE MICHIGAN APPLES,

FOREST

Nnbia.at43c.aOc, «9e, 73c,

.

JANUARY lit, MTS.

Liabilities,

EnlawF6m
selO_
APPLES.

and others.

Ar at Valparaiso Oct 29, barque John Zittlosen,
Merriman, Buenes Ayres; 30th, ship Camilla, Humphrey, La Pais for Liverpool, (put in lor men and
provirions); Nov 2, Independence, Stront, Boston.
Sid Oct 29, barque Norwegian, Rogers, (from Lobos)
for Queenstown, having repaired.
Chartered
barque Lizzie H Jackson, Marwick,
to load nitrate at Autofagasta lor Boston, at 63s 6d.
Ar at Sagua Nov 28, barques Daring, Branscomb,

AMS,

JANUARY lit, I STS.

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.

J. S.

91.00 and 91.93.
Job Lot Minot’ Jacket, with Mleere. at
73c aad 87c,
Band Knit Gaiter, for Ladle, and Mian.,
Bargain., at 73c, »7c, $1,00 and

PHILADELPHIA,,

OF

OF

& PERRINS’
Is the only GENUINE

In

at

FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO. Perforated

LEA

Packed

LORING &

STATEMENT OF THE

Barrett,

200 HIIDDLE
Portland, Dec. 4, 1875.

1,557 76
24.172 81
63,858 61
7,500 00

Worm, Bitr. H«»y,

Am’t of all the assets ef the Company. .3685.089 21

OF

Id OR SALK,
PORTLAND CITY R. R. AID.O’s
FOR CLAND CITY MUNICIPAL.O’s
CLEVELAND CITY.O’s
CLEVELAND CITY.7>s
TOLEDO CITY.7’s
ST. LOUIS COUNTY GOLD.6’s
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.T’s

OUR

HE MOB AND A.
Sch Oliver, W Mead, from Bangor for Camden, beashore
at isiesboro, dragged her anfore reported
chors daring tbe gale of the 30th and struck bottom,
causing her to leak badly and nas full of water at 5
PM. On tbe 1st, the crew were taken olt by Capt 6 F
Kellar and Ueo T Wyman of lelesboro, badly frostbitten. Tbe vessel was not stripped of sails, &c, as
reported, but ber chains were slipped and she went
on tbe beach, and was left in charge of the wreckers.
The Oliver was owned by A P Veazie & Co, and others, of Bangor. No insurance on vessel or cargo.
Ship ltaska, Cotton, which sailed from Baltimore
April 25 for San Francisco, was spoken July 4, lat 30
Soutb, by brig Gladiator, Capt Lennon of Baltimore,
who tbiuks the ship should not be given up yet.
Brig Geo S llerry, Lewis, from Savannah for Portland, put in Vineyard-Haven 7tb and reports having
experienced N and NE gales and lost part of deck
load hard pine.
Brig Neponset, Strout. from Wilmington NC lor
Glasgow, put into Faval Nov 20, leaking badly. She
will take extra help and proceed without repairs.
Brig Chas Wesley, lrom Bucksville for Searsport,
before reported abandoned, was picked up by fishing
schr Zina and seven men placed on board, who got
her into Portsmouth 7th,
Scb May Wyman arrived at Bass Harbor 4th inst
with loss of mainboom and mainsail badly torn in
the gale of Nov 30.

BARRETT,

Bates

-$588,000 00

Cash on hand in office.
Cash in Bank of Commerce, St. Louis.
Premiums in course of collection.
Personal property.

LoaDS.
Stocks—market value.
Casli.

200 MIDDLE ST.,

Highest Market

ASSETS.

65
Mortgages..T......$2,449,469
00
Real estate.

CALAISJONDS!

Thursday, Dec. 9.

410,1180.91

9683,080.91

United States registered bonds. $191,000 00
Missouri bonds (short). 294,000 00

Realized Ataeti,

Ceneral Agents, Portland, He.
novl7eod&«3m

SWAM &

99*3,000.00

...

..

*•£••.»*»•!

lu, 1873.

Capital,

J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
au!7

Surplus,

Worsted Goods.
SPECIAL OFFERMSFORTHE HOLIDAYS

MO.,

AGENTS

RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Rheumatism,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Neuralgia,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sprains,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Bruises,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Colic,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Cholera Morbus,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Coughs,
RENNE’S MAGIC OIL cures Sore Throat,
And is sold by all dealers in Medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass.

Boston 8toclt Market.

[Sales at tbe Brokers’ Board, Dec, 9.]
Pennercll Manufacturing Co.730

LOTJie.

Cash Capital,

ROLLINS,

water

True & Co.

Company,

ance

GEO. T. CRAM, President.
JAMES NEWMAN. Secretary.

deoiianly

A

9

Central Insur-

Net amount of unpaid losses.. .$39,928 65

WOODBVRY & MOULTON,

Sun

By

f.overn-

Bonds.

ment

departure op steamships.
Cruz. Now York .Havana.Dec
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
.New York..Liverpool_Dec
City of Berlin
.Dec
Prussian....Portland...Liverpool.
Atlas.Boston.... Liverpool.Dec
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
City ot New York. .New York. .Havana.Dec
Frisia.New York. Hamburg_ Dec
Sarmatian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Dec
Claribel.New York. Jamaica. <£c Dec
Moravian..Portland... Liverpool.Dec
Victoria.New York. .Glasgow.Dec

American

JANUARY

6 per cent. City of Portland, Municipal.
6 per cent. City of Portland, aid K. R.
6 per cent. City of Bath,
ft per cent- City of Rockland,
ft per cent. City of St. Louis.
6 per cent. County of St. Louis, Gold.
7 per cent. City of Chicago.
8 per cent. City of Toledo.
7p r cent. Maine Central R. R.
6 per cent. Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.,

FANCY GOODS.

STATEMENT OF THE

SAINT

copy-1

SAME.
City of Vera

INSURANCE.

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

110T23

and firm at 86|c.

MARINE

MARRIED.

__

_

Mr. legal Is introduced a bill to amend tbe
act of of July 2d, 1864, to aid the construction
of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri river to the Pacific ocean. Beferred to
tbs railroad committee.
Mr. Bogy introduced a bill authorizing the
payment of duties on imports in legal tenders
and National Banknotes. (It provides that
from and after July 4th, 1876, duties on imports may be paid in legal tenders and National
Bank notes or coin at the option of the importers.) Bogy said it was not bis intention, at this
time, to discuss the merits of the bill, but he
looked upon it as a measure tending to specie
resumption, and ip bis bumble opinion it was
the only way the country would ever attain resumption. He offered the bill so as to prepare
the way for this operation. Tbe only way to

T.inoaIh nf Mio

NEW rOBK.

justice

Nlack

icrreu iu

him, perceives

that the Koran is insufficient as a code of laws. New laws, called the
Egyptian code, founded on the system of juris
prudence for which France is indebted to the
sagacity and the genius of Napoleon I., are to
be henceforth used in the administration of

r"'

so much of the 12th section of the
act as excludes insurance co.’s and allows them
to participate in the award. It also extends
the time of the court for a period sufficient to
enable it to bear and dispose of such additional
claims, such period not to exceed one year from
tbe expiration of the time for filing the claims.
Mr. Sherman also entered a bill to extend the
duration of tbe court for the adjudication of
claims arising under the Geneva award. Re-

of

Alabama Claims Bill.
The bill introduced by Senator Sbermau relating to.tbe Geneva awards provides for amending the act ot J une 23, 1874, so as to make it
include all claims directly resulting from dam
ages caused bv the so-called insurgent cruisers
Shenandoah, (before her departure from Melbourne Feb. 18, 1803,) Cbickamauga, Georgia,
Nashville, Retribution, Sumter and Tallahassee, respectively. That they may bo presented
to the Coutt ot Commissioners of Alabama
claims within six months after the passage of
the amendatory a ;t.
The bill proceeds to declare all such claims shall be received, adjudicated and paid to the same extent and effect,
and in the same manner and out of the same
fond that is provided in the act of June 23,
1874, for claims resulting from damage caused
by acts of the Alabama, Florida and Shenandoah after their departure from Melbourne.
The second section provides that the Commissioners shall as soon as practicable, report to
the Secretary of the Treasury each of the several judgments which have or may be hereafter
rendered by them by loss or damage caused by
the Alabama aud Florida and their tenders
from Melbourne, and the Secretary of the
Treasury shall, as soon as may be practicable
after either of said judgments are reported,
pay the same with interest from the date of
loss as certified.
The hill finally provides that the duration
and powers of said court shall be extended to
the 22d day of January, 1877, and authorizes
the Piesident by proclamation to further extend said tima and powers for a period not exceeding one year thereatter.
The Bill Belating to Pacific Bailroads
Senator Ingalls’ bill to amend the Pacific
Railroad act ot July 2d, 1804, provides that the
failure nr omission of pilhor of the Psoitis
Railroad Co’s to pay tha cost of surveyiog the
lands to which they are entitled under Congressional grants, or to take patents, for them
shall not except such lands from the local taxation, but they shall be subject to taxation by
the states and territories upon the evidence of
lists which it is hereby made the duty of the
commissioner of the general land office to prepare and furnish to the government of any
state or territory that may apply for same,
showing wbat lands pertain to the respective
state or territorial limits.

He thought the Dominion government would

*

diciary.
It repeals

The

pudence and indigestion,” quietly replied his
lordship.
Mr. Jaby, in the legislature of Quebec Tuesday night, said that the province could not bear
the expense of $13,000,000 for more railways.

unlike

Colorado Terri-

gation at Paris.
Postmasters—C. W. Goddard at Portland,
Me., together with many others for posteffices
of less importance, for which appointments
were made during the recess.

trying

against

of

sissippi, at Canton; Lewis Richmond of Rhode
Island, at Cork; Geo. Howen of Vermont, at
Messina; V. N. Smith of Arkansas, at Si.
Thomas; Wm. J. Riley of Virginia, at Zanzibar; A. G. Webster at Hobarttown; D. C. Van
Remandt at St. Martins; Daniel S. Richardson of California, to be Secretary of the Legation in Mexico; Gratiat Washburne to be Secretary of the Legation at St. Petersburg; Eugene Schuyler to he Secretary of the Legation
at Turkey and Consul at Constantinople; Henry Vignaude to be second Secretary of the Le-

An Iowa clergymau informed his congregation in a sermon delivered Sunday before last,
that the Apostle Paul, though btim full of

man

Taffee, Secretary

Sanborn Secretary of Arizona.
Edward C. David, Surveyor of the Treasury.
For Collectors of Customs—Wm. C. Marshall at Belfast, Me.; Moses Lowell at Saco.
For Consuls—Solomon Steinberger of New
York, at Minitatlan; Ed. A Farmington of
New York, at Valencia; W. J. Newwitter of
New York, at Osaka and Hiago; L E. Dyer of
Tennessee, at Odessa; Chas. W. Daughers of
the District of Columbia, at Puerto Plata;

sponse.

war.

Commissioner of

John A. Smith of Ohio, to be Commissioner
of Indian affairs.
Edward S. Tobey, Postmaster of Boston,
Mass.
Major Robert MacFreeley to be Commissary
General of Subsistence with the rank of Brigadier Gener il.
Col. McKee Dunn to be Judge Advocate
General with rank of Brigadier.
George W. Emery of Tennessee, Governor
of Utah.
D. B Axtell of California, Governor of New

amount

and cost $11,000. And Senator Jones has also
got control of the San Francisco Post.
A few hours after the report of Tweed’s escape had begun to circulate, Judge Noah Davis
was asked why he ran away.
“Oh, I suppose,
was

to be

Patents.

Senator Jones of Nevada has had a private
car built for the exclusive use of himself and
family. It is a richly furnished house on trucks

larger field,”

Duell

TELEGRAMS.
dealers in linings and
manufacturers of sheep skins, of Buffalo, have
failed. Liabilities, 8185,000: assets, 8100,000.
Navigation on Lake Michigan has closed.
Gov. Irwin of California, in his inaugural,
yesterday, urged the legislature to bring its influence to bear upon the general government to
secure a modification of the treaty with China,
with a view to restrict Chinese emigration;
also to demand a return to specie payments.
MINOR

Lymeburner & Tony,

Washington, Dec. 9.
In the Senate the standing and select committees were announced.
All the bills and memorials of yesterday
were taken from the table and
referred to appropriate committees.
The Secretary of the State has sent in documents covering the expenditure for the recep
tion of King Kalakaua; also a list of the consular officers not citizens of the United States;
also fees collected by the diplomatic and consular officers. Referred.
Mr. Boutwell presented the memorial of
Marie Louisa Perrin and Faustina Perrin of
BostOB, praying for compensation for loss of
property at Georgetown, Central America,
when that place was bombarded by the United
States sloop-of-war Cyoane, on tho 13th of
duly, 1854. Referred to the committee on
claims.
Mr. West presented a letter from N. L. McMillan of that state, asking permission to
withdraw his credentials as senator elect of tho
state of Louisiana(by the McEaery legislature).
Mr. West sent to the clerk’s desk and had read,
a letter recently published
by McMillan, giving his reasons for withdrawing his credentials.
an
order
that
the request for
He submitted
withdrawal of the papers be granted, but objection was made by several senators on the
Democratic side, and it was laid over.
Mr. CoDkling introduced a bill to amend the
act creating a tribunal to adjudicate the Geneva award.
Referred to the committee on ju-

Zacbariali Chandler to be Secretary of the
Interior.
Edwards Pierrepont to be Attorney General.
Ayer 1*. Merrill to be Minister resident at

Kewsaud Other Items,
At a centennial tea-party in Westfield, N.
Y., last week, a young lady was dressed to
“represent Martha Washington at the critical
moment when she was saving the life of John
Smith from the Indians!”

Session.

SENATE.

Appointment, of the President.
Washington, Dec. 9.—The President sent to
the Senate 10-day, a large number of nominations, most all the appointments being made
during the recess. Among them are the following:

Phillipps on her achievement and on the heartfelt cordiality she elicited from her hearers.
Miss Adelaide Phillipps sang the part of Thisbe, and her graceful manner and effective sing-

to seek a

Fortj "Fourth Congress—First

perfect

was even more

Dry 1 & 11-4 Inch
FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,
For sale in lots

loads at Cargo Prices.
DEEMING,

or car

J. W.

410 Commercial Ntreef, Feat af Centre Ml
ncl2
eodtf

Portland Academy.
Monday, Nov. 28tb, and
Pupils of both sesos received at any time during the term. For particulars
ETTA A. FILES, Principal,
inquire of
TERM begins
WINTER
continues 10 weeks.

Portland, Nov. 21th,

1875.

No. 11 Elm Street.
nov25eod3w

in Wall Street often
to
l"
*• leads to lortune. A
72 page Hook, entitled men nud Idiom, of
Wall Nfreel, explaining everyl hing.

ilH

vtH'l

SENT
FREE. aSETSS,
and Brokers,

Bankers
*1 rh.

7J

II road tray.

New

juciaeod&wljt

ARMY AND

Brief JeuinR*-

PRESS.

THE

The Plymouth church entertainment will
come off this evening instead of last evening,
as has been stated.
Lori eg, Short & Harmon have issued calen-

■FRIDAY MORNING, DEC. 10, 1875
THE PRESS

dars for the

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes-

coming year 1876,.

premiums yesterday.
It is expected thit the

annual address before
the Portland Benevolent Society will be deliv-

by

ered

New Advertisement* To-Day.

At. C. M. A.—Free Lecture.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To Let—Clark & Emerson.
The National Traders’ Bank.
To Let—A Desirable Suit of Rooms.

Holiday Goods—Abner Lowell.
To Let—One Tenement.
For Sale or Rent—Wm. H. Jerri*
Canal National Bank—The Annual Meeting.
Plated Ware—Abner Lowell.
Holiday Goods at Cost—Abner Lowell.
Rogers' Groups of Statuary—Abner Lowell.
Casco National Bank Annual Meeting.
To Let—A Pleasant Tenement.

the street.
Mr. Holmes had a large party at bis ball
Lancaster hall last evening.

Postmaster.
Assistant-Postmaster

once Honrs.
From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.

Portland, Me., Dec. 2, 1875.
Arrival and Departure oi Hails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and
m.

Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 pm. Close at
8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at.1.20 p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3.00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Express, Angnsta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
St 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowbegan, Intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowbegan closed poach closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. B. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a
m. Close at 6 JO a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and
m.

North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 11.45 a m, and 4.45 p m. Close at 7.00
and 2.30 p

m.

By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive

6JO

at 3

p

m.

Clese at

am.

Eaetport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00

a m.

Close et 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Monnt Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machlas, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Malls per Allan Line direct close every

Saturday

at 3 p

12m. and

2.00

nnd

8.00

ing speaker to open their course. He has a
genius for holding the attention of his audience
throughout his lecture. This was done to perfection last evening. His subject was “The
Century in an Hour,” or “An Hour with the
Century.” He began by saying that if we reduce a description of the century to an hour, it
would be following the example of the age in

people.

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of each month.
MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, Xo. 95 Exchange Street.
TOBK BITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

sfamlnnint. viz! National.

social and religious. In order to find out the
value of a nation, we must see how it rates in
the family of nations. It is neooesary to consider her beginning, her increasing influence,
and her after mature development, together
with the reason thereof. It is also necessary

Meetings.

Mrs. Merrill.

Trio—Memory.Leslie
Mrs. Merrill, Mrs. Pratt, Mr. Morgan.
Song—Alice, (by reoneBt).Asclier
Mr. Morgan.

Serenade—Sing, Smile, Slumber.Gounod

Madame Garceau.
Duett—Nocturne.Donizetti
Mrs. Merrill, Mr. Morgan.
Part song—The Sands of Dee.Macfarren
Mrs. Merrill, Mrs. Pratt, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Watts.
Song—Heart whence thy Jov.G umbert
Madame Garceau.
Trio—Protect us through the Coming Night,
CnrscUmaun
Mrs. Merrill, Mrs. Pratt, Mr. Morgan.

it'A

1i9rA Vint, fin!

V f»mwn

NPAatAP And

Wedding.—A very pleasant wedding came
off on Spring street yesterday morning. It was
the marriage of Mr. J. E. Woodsum of Harrison, and Miss Fannie E. Foye of this city. The
services were conducted by Rev. W. E. Gibbs,
at the residence of the bride’s father.
Vote

ment

Bank of Portland.—In order to give Mr.
Goold time to make a thorongh examination
of his books and papers, the oontinuance of his

examination
noon

to take in a thousand greater or less details,
including her honesty, justice, prosperity,

purity of motives, patriotism—in fine, all the
virtues, with a sprinkling of the wickedness
and vices, that belong not only to individuals,
but which fasten themselves to nations as
well, forming part of their very existence.
This being the case, let ns go back one hundred
years. We might note by the way of preface
that although we boast of one hundred years,
it is after all not so long a period. There have

President, yesterday,
of Hon. Charles W. Goddard to

sent the name
the Senate, for Postmaster of Portland.

Business Notes.
About 30 cars per day
average ha ve
been passed from the Grand Trunk to the
Maine Central for some time past—chiefly flour
and grain from the west.
Messrs. Little & B<*n have disposed of the
Kennebec portion of their express line, and
will hereafter devote their whole attention to
the Lewiston and Boston line.
The lumbermen about Moosehead are now
well at their winter’s work, and the snow is
deep enough for a first rate business. Less is
being done in this branch of business this
on an

which he considered to be

vices. A people who can endure such a civil
service as ours must indeed have a vigorous
constitution, bnt the most vigorous constitution must break down at last if too persistently
debauched. There are two things which we
can do—we can by continued efforts at least
limit the mischievous tendencies; we can demonstrate our respect for public and private
honor by word and act; we can convince our
children that the man who has money only
makes himself great by the way in which he
uses it; that culture and refinement do not
consist in large diamonds and a fine turn-out
at the races; that the appearance of being rich
without the possession of wealth puts a man
on the road to the penitentiary or the poorhouse; that a woman who in the best moral
sense is her husband’s partner is much more
to be respected than the one who makes a
blazing display of diamonds her greatest pride.
Hard times are upon us. It is the follies of
There are
our ways that have brought them.
beneficent uses in adversity. Hard times tell
us that we cannot appear richer than we are,
consume more than we produce, with impunity. But with the movement to reform our social life must go an honest effort to reform political life; but so long as office remains the
spoil of partisan services, you may put rascals
in jail only to see more rascals coming up. The
only wonder is, not that our civil service has
produced so many rascals, but that it has left
It is opportunity that
so many honest men.
makes the thief.
There is but one way to restore the government to the parity of its first dajs; we must
return to the principles on which that government was established. In those early days a
public officer was not required to serve God
and mammon at the same time; his recommendation was his fitness for the office; his duty
was to the government, but his political opinions were his own. To be an officer of the government was an honor, and not a ground for
This spirit we must revive if we
suspicion.
wish to restore the government to its original
purity. It will be the battle of the patriotic
oitizens against the worst elements of both
parties, backed by the whole power of corrup-

Duonunin *
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Congress and

An Anxiou3 Inquirer —The Argus editor
—possibly the counting room editor—appeared
Mr. Thomas
as an anxious inquirer yesterday.

Casco streets.

Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar-

cana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
street. Mystic, Thurs
in Williams’ block,
day, at Sons’ of Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad, Thursday, at West End.

Coflferess

departemployed
duty election day and the Argus
supposed that that department having
taken up Tammany tactics, had furnished a
Such is not
man to drive a Republican team.
the case; Heffron got permission to furnish a
did so and paid the
man to drive his team,
We make haste
man out of his own pocket.
to give this information knowing that it will
greatly relieve the mind of the C. R. E. (short
for counting room editor.) The trouble is an
Argus reporter asserted at a date too near to
election day that a certain man who voted the
Heffron,
ment,

Patriotic Order Sows of America—Camps No
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office
Plum Street; No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday evening.

Superior Court.
DECEMBER CIVIL TERM, 1875,
SIDING.

SYMONDS,J«, PRE-

Thursday,—William B. Winchester et ux. vs.
Dr. Joseph A, Parsons. Action to recover the sum
of five thousand dollars for an alleged malpractice on
tbe part of the defendant.
The female plaintiff was thrown out of a sleigh in
tbe town of Windham, in the spring of 1874, and sustained a fracture of the radius of the right arm above
the wrist, known to the profession as Collee’s fractuie. The defendant was called as a surgeon to attend the case, and the plaintiff claims that he treated
it as a dislocation, applying only one splint, and that
to the palmar surface which was, according to the
testimony of the physicians upon both Sides utterly
supposing the Injury to have been a

it.,, ininrtr

noniirrOfl

OTlfl

and iu the normal conditiou of voting the Democratic ticket, he surprised all and disgusted
the aforesaid
AAO

m_

Address.—Burnham Wardwell will speak
next Saturday at 7i o’clock p. ra., near the
Boiling Mills, at the public hall iu Cape Elizabeth. Next Sunday at 10£ a, m. at the Pond
and
Cove seboolhonse at said Capo Elizabeth,
at 2J o’clock the same day at the Bradley
in Deenng, on the subject of

nieetiDg-house
“Temperance ahd Piisons.”

UlttU

IU

tu«v WUUIIIVM

James Stevenson, formerly

superintendent of

the Quebec division.

out.—By

the decision of the Supreme Court, Hon. U. O. Brackett will not be
a constitutional candidate, as the vote of one
Counted

|

trying part for

a

lady just recovering

from a severe illness. To say that she sustained it well does not exceed the truth, and nnder
the circumstances is certainly high praise. That
she is capable, under more favorable circum-

stances, of affording a better rendition we feel
confident.
Her conception of the part Is correct in the main, but in some scenes she failed
to adequately portray that intensity of passion
which Dickens’ creation calls for—a lack largely attributable, however, to her ill health.
Mr. Arnold found an arduous task in the
character of Fagin, the crafty, cowardly Jew,
but be performed it [admirably.
The prison
scene where Fagin sits in abject terror, crazed
by the horrors of his impending doom, is one
which severely tries the abilities of an actor.
There is great dapger on the one hand of burlesqueing it by exaggeration, aod thus rendering it ridiculous, and on the other of making it
tame and powerless. Mr. Arnold on the whole

managed

it very successfully and gave a rendition which adds another proof of the versatility
of his talent.
Mr. Snyder’s Bill Sykes was an excellent im-

personation

of the brutal and

cowardly villain,

whose character seems not to hare a single
trait to relieve its hideousness. He looked and
spoke the villain, and in the scene where he
kills

Nancy portrayed finely

that superstitious
the presence of death which almost
invariably is found in natures like Sykes’.
Miss Preston made a sufficiently domineering
Mrs. Corney, while Sutherland was a humble

terror iu

aod submissive
mer was a

enough

Miss Ulgood Oliver Twist, though the part
Mr. Bumble.

District,

has accepted the appointment
of general agent of the company, with headquarters iu Boston. He will be succeeded by
Eastern

j

Susan Williams. Intoxication. Fined $-5 with
costs. Committed.
.John H. Mulloy. Larceny from person. Probable
Ordered to recognize with sureties in sum of
cause.
$300. Committed.

CVCIJ

Republican ticket.

Personal.
Hon. Carl Sburz was the guest of Collecter
Washburn while in this city.
T. H. Cooper, recently Assistant Superintendent of the Grand Trunk railroad of the

municipal Court.
Fined

lUSlODD tuail

the

to tbe Democracy, and all this while
he can’t reconcile himself to the loss of a real
Democratic vote.

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Larceny.

by voting

belongs

t>lP

limb was dressed, to her borne in Portland, she retained the dressing, as applied by the defendant, for
six months, and testified that tho doctor, at the time,
informed her that it was merely a dislocation, and
after reducing it said “it was as straight as a schoolmarm.”
This the doctor denied. The jury remained out
until half-past twelve at night, when it being evident they could not agree they were discharged.
It is understood the jury stood ten for defendant
and two for plaintiff.
C. W. Goddard for plaintiff's.
S. C. Strout with L. M. Webb for defendant.
Alonzo H. Libby ve.
Edgar S. Brown. Assumpsit
upon an accouut auncxed against an attorney at law
of
the
sum
to recover
(29.19 as constable’s foes. After the case was opened to the jury, it
appearing that
the defendant disputed each and every item, and
the
statute
fees
claimed that ouly
should be allowed,
the case was sent to L. M. Webb, Esq., as auditor.
Larrabee for plaintiff'.
C. E. Clifford for defendant.

Thursday.—John Ramsdell.
$5 with costs. Committed.

off

voting anything but the regular "Dimercratic”
tioket, for the reason that he industriously
kept himself saturated with whisky. Election
day came and the fellow turned np, but despite
the fact that be was tolerably full of whisky

fracture of the radius.
The defendant testified that the injury was a fracture of the radius known as Collee’s fracture, and
that be treated it as such; applied two splints reaching nearly to tbe elbow.
Tbe plaintiff acknowleiged that after returning
1

was

He threatened
Democratic ticket was a thief.
to vote tbe’other ticket in spite. The C. R. E.,
who is a leader of the Democracy in Ward 7,
judged there was no danger of the fellow’s

inadequate,

TXT1.. 11...

in the street

who is

a

town, by a blunder of the clerk, was returned
for Uranus Brackett, omitting the middle initial. Messrs. Goodwin aud Cromwell are the
constitutional candidates. By the same decision the Democratic candidates for County
Commissioner and Treasurer in Washington
county lose their election.
Document Boxes.—Messrs. Bailey & Noyes
have a very desirable article of document boxes,
which every person, whether merchant, book,
keeper or the average fellow who has papers to
handle or keep, will find most
used will save lots of time and
bitions of bad temper.

useful, and if
frequent exhi-

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:

Cape Elizabeth—Lot of land from Joshua
Lufkin to Horace D. Marble and Octavia W.
Scales.
Windham—Lot of land from Johanna W.
Babb to William H. Rogers.

Curtis made the Artful DoJgcr very amusiDg,
though perhaps he failed to portray some of the
characteristics of Dickens’ creation. The other characters do not call for particular notice.
Oliver Twist will be continued during the
week.
_

Masonic.—At the annual meatiug of St. Alban Commandery of Knights Templar last
evening, the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: B. F. Andrews. E. C.; J.
A. Locke, Generalissimo; F. E. Chase, Captain

General;

Schlotterbeck, Treasurer;
Franklin Sawyer, Kecorder; J. M. Caldwell,
Trustee; Wm. N. Prince, J. W. Perkins, W.
A.

G.

P. Chase, Finance Committee.

change of programme
at the Adelphia was very agreeable last evening. There was a good house and the entertainment was well appreciated by the audience.
This is getting to be a favorite place of amuseA
ment and promises to be well supported.
The Adelphia.—The

new

company will appear next

will

give

a

week.

They

matinee Saturday afternoon.

Yacht.—Joseph H. Dyer is bnilding a
now yacht of 25 tons on Back Cove, near
Emery’s stone yard. She is all timbered out
and is a perfect model of naval architecture.
She will be finished the coming spring.
New

The M

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed i 100,000,

ALL KINDS

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

JUST

The Republican Journal says that Judge
Johnson has issued a warrant against Lot V.
Bartlett of Waldo, on' complaint of Mrs.
Georgiana Frost of same town, for an attempt
to rape.
Mrs. Frost says she called at the
house of Bartlett where the attempt was made.
Mr. B. is a man over 60 years of aga widowHe stoutly
er and possessed of some property.
denies the charge, and says it is an attempt to
extort money from him.
On Friday evening the storehouse of Hon.
Wm. McGilvery on the wharf at his shipyard,
in Searsport, was totally destroyed by fire, together with all the contents, consisting of
about ten tons of pressed hay, ship moulds,
trenails and other vessel stock, as also some
choice lumber for cabinet work belonging to D.
S. Simpson. Total loss from $1500 to $2000, of
which aboht $400 falls on Mr. Simpson. Cause
of the fire unknown. No insurance.
Daniel Whittier, a well known citizen of
Palermo, met with a painful accident while
handling a young colt. He was thrown upon
the frozen ground, dislocating his right shoulder and injuring the bone.
Capt. Fred S. Dyer of Lincelnville, in the
bark Alice, recently made ‘.the passage from
New York to Seville, Spain, in 19 days.
The thief who recently robbed the dwelling
house of Capt. Joseph Park of Montville last
week returned the two pocket books and some
valueless papers, depositing them beneath a
tree near his residence.

Church Dedication.
Kennebunkport, Dec 9.
The South Congregational Society of this
town have the part summer entirely changed
their house of worship, and this afternoon the
dedicating exercises were held.
The new audience room has been obtained
by arching into the roof, and trussing with both
iron and wood, thus giviDg both good height
for the church and ample space below, which
will be made into a hall for general purposes.
The room is 65 by 50 feet; the pews of beautiful
chestnut wood, with angular backs, and black
walnut trimmings, all corresponding with the
pulpit and organ finish; the entire floor is covered with carpeting of rich crimson shades.
which match in color the terry of the uniform

cushioning.
he orchestra is in an ample recess in the
of the rulpit; the organ, made some years
since by Hook of Boston, bas been entirely rejuvenated, and speaks now creditably both to
the holders and repairers; the new set of pulpit chairs, the new bible and choir chairs, are
all in taste and keeping with the well arranged
rear

The external appearance of the

premises.
building has been changed but little beyond
the enlarged windows. The old clock still
marks the regular time, after half a century of
service, indicating no “discontented pendulum"
below. The bell after nearly as many years of
mellow sound, and having worn out two wooden yokes, bas been taken down and refitted
with an iron frame, which makes its new yoke
easy and its burden light
This symmetrical edifice was built in 1824,
the ministry of the late Joseph P. Fessenden,
whose deacons, and excepting four church
members, are all deceased; but two of the
original pewholders were present to-day at the

shinhis

SOMERSET COUNTY.

It
Somerset Supreme Court begins Dec. 21.
is understood that Chief Justice Appleton will

hold tho tpmi.

Young Welch of Skowliegan, who was injured at Madison slate quarry, will no doubt recover, as no bones were broken, and he is getting along nicely.

Fred E. Wright of Woolwich fell from a
wagon loaded with barrels on Tuesday last,
and his leg was run over by the wheels of the
wagon and the bones broken.
The Bath Times says that the Bath Manufacturing and Commercial Co. have taken a
large order for lumber from the Bates Manufacturing Co. of Lewiston, to be used in rebuilding that portion of their mill recently
burned.

YORK COUNTY.

From the Biddeford Times: The public house
at South Berwick is kept by Deputy Sheriff
Paul of that town, a “prince of good fellows.”
But like his apostolic namesake, he thinks a
little wine is good for the stomach’s sake.
Constable King of Saco took it npon himself
Wednesday to look over the premises of Paul,
and the latter paid Judge Derby something
rising $50 as compensation for the trouble taken

by King.

Adoniran Lodge F. and A. M. cf Limington
elected the following officers Tuesday evening
for the ensuing yeaf:Henry Hasty, w. M;Willard Boothby, S. W; Ira Berry, J. W; F. A.
Hobson, Treas; J. B. Tufts, Sec; Israel Boothby, S. D; Leonard Abbott, J. D; \V. G. Lord,
L. J. Strout, Chas. E. Chick, Finance Committee.
F. O. Bailey & Co., will continue the sale
of dry and fancy goods this day at lOJ o’clock—
this will be the last chance, and tho goods must
be sold regardless of cost.
It' ITV’It

Sr WllTTIUDV

ATT.

Benediction.Rev. W. B. BartlctThe sale of pews will take place Friday af
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Lyon’s Kathakion prevents the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews it growth,
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It

cheapest and

is the

most

desirable Hair

Astonishing to AH!
The Tremendous Fall in Prices

AT

The Lewistou .Journal says that

od

Wednes-

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

A bearing on the petition of Luther Curtis
for pardon of sentence to Auburn jail will
take place in the council chamber, Augusta,
Dec. 29.
The annual meeting of the Chesterville Fire
Insurance Co. was held on Monday of last
week. Geo. L. Riggs, Joseph Keith, Edwin
R. French, Benning Glines and .T. W. Lothrop
were elected directors, and C. V. Pinkham,
secretary. At a subsequent meeting of the directors, Geo. L. Riggs was reelected president.
The company has been in operation less than a
year, but has already issued, more than eighty
policies, covering the buildings of some of the
most careful and influential citizens of the
town.
The Chronicle savs that a bear was discovered in a camp near Kingfleld by several men, a
few days since and killed.
Franklin County Council P. of H. will hold
their annual meeting at Temple Mills, the
fourth Wednesday of December, 1875, at 10 o’a. m.

The Ellsworth American says two valuable
horses, one owned by the Messrs. Halls and
the other by Melatiah Jordan of that city, died

this week. The one owned by the latter, was
a trotter, had shown great speed and promised to be among tbe fastest horses in the state.
ne was luereiurc uigmy prized
oy ms owner.
Ellsworth merchants had $1)500 worth of
goods on the schooner Mountain Laurel, recently lost, about half of which was covered by

insurance.
The American says that F. Buck of Orland
has imported from Connecticut 3 Ayrshires, 2
South Down sheep, 1 Jersey from Massachusetts, within a few months.
This with 1
Ayrshires with 1 Jersey imported last year
gives him a fine nerd of dairy stock.
Cbas. W. Springer, formerly of Franklin, a
graduate of {he Normal School at Castine, is
editor of the Superior Enterprise, published at
Superior, Neb.
Wonderful!} smart old gentlemen down in
Hancock county. Mr. Whitaker, aged 83, has
just framed a barn. Mr. Stanley, aged 72, shot
a wild goose the other day, and J. L. Hovey of
Gouldsboro, an old offender, has got into jail

selling

matches

without

stamps.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Masonic

fraternity

of

Winthrop

an-

grand levee, to be held at the town
Tuesday, ..Wednesday and Thursday
evenings of next week; the proceeds will go tonounce a
hall on

wards furnishing tlio new Masonic
to be dedicated.

hall,

abont

accident, which nearly proved fatal,occurred in North Yassalboro, ou Saturday evenA sad

aud

MARKET

elegant

More

SQUARE,

prepared

to

show

one

of

tbc finest and best

CLOTHING AND

PRICES !

FURNISHING GOODS

NOTICE

B.

place

The largest assortment to be found in the city, at

Streets,
BOOHS OVEB A. B. HYTI.EB'S,
Where I shall be happy to show them

ot

REMOVAL.
a

REMOVAL.

Fine As-

BUTLER

Goods for Fall and Winter Wear

13t

W. €.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of "The
National Bank of Portland,” for the
seven directors, and the transaction of
any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their Banking House, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day of January, 1876, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMEBBY, Cashier.
December 10,1875.
declOdtd

Canal
THE
election of

Street,

ABNER LOWELL.

BECKETT,

MERCHANTS’ BANK

MERCHANT TAILOR,

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
of Directors

and the transaction of such other busilegally come before them, will be held at
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 11th day of
January, 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M.
WM. A. W1NSHIP. Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10,1875.
declOdUl
ness as

may

HOLIDAY

dtf

BROS.’,

OWN

REMOVED.

delO

CLOTHING,

FURNITURE!

CLOTHING,
If you arc iu want ol any kind
Furniture now is the time to

CLOTHING,

o1

buy.

MU LESS THAN TUG COST

The National Traders’ Bank.

ALLEN & CO.,

shareholders of The

National Traders* Bank
of Portland,
THE
hereby notified that their
nual
will be held at their
Room
meeting

TUESDAY, the 11th day

oi

Banking
January next,

anon

three

at

ol manufacture, we arc selling it
at retail lor much less than regular WHOLESALE PRICES.
All
ol our own Furniture we will
warrant as the best made in the
market.

o’clock P. M., to choose five Directors for the ensuon any other business that may

ing year, and to act
legally come before

them.

ALLEN & CO.,

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
declOdlm

December 10, 1875.

ALLEN & CO.,

ONE

4 rooms;

S8.00

a

month; 108 Newbury Street. Also a Store,
which will be vacant sometime in January, 276 Congress Street, near corner of India.
Inquire at
108 NEWBURY STREET.
decIOdtf

187

To Let.
over

Best

on

MIDDLE

ST.,

Well

or

ileG

with Book nnd Foot Rest may be
found at our store.
Our facilities for manufacturing
and producing are such that we
can DEFY COMPETITION.
Our Stock is twice as large as
any dealer's in the State.
Customers will have a splendid
Stock to select from.
All kinds of Furniture made to
order at short notice.
It is for the interest of every one
to call and see our stock of goods
before purchasing

J1W4FU

oth-

CLARK & EMERSON.
d2w*

DESIRABLE suite of unfurnished rooms in
suite or separately, to let with board. Also
Table Boarders wanted at 62 Free St.
dtf
declO

A

Nice large

stable.

the State.

A. L. MERRY,
has

To Let
PLEASANT and convenient upper tenement
of 6 rooms at No. 90 Clark Street.
declO
dlw*

—

A

pronounced by all

NOW FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
and what

the State Fair to be the best
Lounge ot the kind yet.

VERY

Lamson’s

BRO.S’,

Mandrake Pills

Will be found to possess those qualities necessary to
IbcTotal eradication of all bilious attacks, prompt to
start the secretions ot the liver, and give a healthy
tone to the entire system. Indeed, it is no ordinary

discovery in medical science to have invented a remedy for these stubborn complaincs, which develop all
the results produced by a heictoforo free use of calomel, a mineral justly dreaded by mankind, and acbe destructive in the extreme to the

That the properties of certain vegetables comprise all the virtues of calomel without its
injurious tendencies, is now an admitted feet, rensystem.

human

dered indisputable by scientific researches; and
those who use the Mandrake Pills will be fully satis_i.. 4.1.„

aro

those provided by

.1

These pills opeu the bowels and correct all bilious
derangements without salivation or any of the injurious eftccts of calomel or other poisons. Tho tecro
tion of bile is promoted by these pills, as will be seen
by the altered color of the stools, and disap].earing of
the sallow complexion and cleansing of the tongue.
Ample directions for use accompany each box of
pills.
Prepared only by J. H. Scheuck & Son, at their
principal office, corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, and for sale by ail druggists and dealers.
Price 25 cents per box.

jvl4

JUST RECEIVED
NOW

OPENING,

50 Cases Rubber Boots,

or

those most exquisitely artistic, colored

PURE RUM BOOTS
good as tlio best, and a large variety of different
grades as cheap as the cheapest. Also the largest and
as

finest stock of BOOTH AND HHOEH lor Men
and Women, Boys, Misses and Children ever offered
in New England. Boots made to measure and warranted a perfect fit by

IE. «. PALMER.

AND

finished by Mr. Lamson's special artist, Mr. Frank
Leman, now well-known to liis Portland patrons as
by far the bc6t Photo, colorist ever in the state of
Maine.
({TD« not Delay too long, and thus avoid the
rush and hurry of the last days when work can be
delivered for holiday gifts.
Remember ihc Place,

344

MIDDLE

ST.
dtf

novl2

Low
—

CONSISTING OF

AT

Prices
AT

46

—

<lec9

Having completed

our

Foreign and Domestic pur-

chases for the

Christmas Season,
shall be pleased to submit for your inspection
a tine collection of

We can give special bargains to the jobbing trade.
Call and examine before purchasing.

from the Art Gallery of Goupil,

C.

H.

STORE.

LAMSON,

Watch-Maker and Jeweller,
NO.

201

MIDDLE

STREET,

Nearly opposite tlic "Falmouth.”
nov4(Ilf

MDLLE. BOUTELLE,
Seventh daughter of the seventh Son,

Fortune Teller,
describes your future wife or Husband, looks after
absent friends, l ost or stolen goods, gives advice on
law and business, gives names, tSfce. Office,
564 l-!l Congress Street, (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 8 a. in. to
10$ p. m. Satisfaction guaranteed. Terms, Ladies
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.
dGw*ttf

0Ct28

To Let,
.L\.

SUIT of rooms without loard
47 Daufortli Street.

A

popularity.

Swiss Carvings and
Domestic Black Walnut Articles,

232

ui me same

pages, full music size.

iunu

net? edition, com“Gems of Strauss.”
prising over 100 best Strauss Waltzes, etc., etc.
“Organ at Home.”
“Musical Treasure.”
“Gems of German Song.”
“Pianoforte Gems.”
“Gems of Scottish Song.”

small oval ana spare on Paintings,
to have you examine.

SCHUMACHER BROS.,
NO. 463 CONGRESS ST.,

“Moore’s Irish Melodies.’’

DEEIIING block.
Portland. Doc. 1, 1875.dcTdtial

Any
price.

of

the above books scut, p at-paid, for retail

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON SI CO., 711 Broadway. N. T.
no30
d<& w'iw

The Celebrated Doubel Elastic

SKATES !

iu Stationery
may wish to try
them, Sample Cards, containing; one eaeh of the 15
numbers, wilHie sent l>y mail on receipt ot !)$ cts.

arc for wale by all dealer*
For the convenience of those who

138 iL 140 lirand 8treet, New York.
8el5
eod3m2p

»***•

A

also a flue lino of

us

accompa-

extraorTbe X. Y. Evening Mai: says: "A most
*
One
diuary collection of really tine mngs.
veritable
guns could
could hardly imagine so many
be contained lu a single volume.
Price, $2.50 plain; $3.00 in muslin; $4.00 full gilt.

Mouldings,

which it will gratify

Out.—New, Fresh nod Handsome.

perfect collection of songs, with piano

niment, comprising over 75 ot tho choicest Sonps,
Ballads, Duets and Quartets known; selected with
great care, and with especial regard to quality and

large stock of

lvison, Rlakcinan, Taylor & Co.,
Apply at No
my24distf

.lust

FRENCH AND GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHS
a

NEW

GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG !

the celebrated Ormola Vases and Perfume Sets, Engravings, English,
German & American Chromos,

191 EXCHANGE STREET.
w6w46&dfdec6to24

FOR THE HOLIDAYS,
SO GIFTS BETTER APPRECIATED!

a

Bronzes, Parians, Alabasters, Spa Goods,

CHAS. DAY, Jr., & CO.

Utf

Announcement !

Holiday

wc

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.

OClG

<11 w

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Fruit
Knives, Napkin Kings, Wold and Rubber
Pencils. Fancy Goods, Albums, Work Baskets, Work Stands, Wallets, Pocket
Knives, Sleds, Skates, Picture Books,
Games, Brackets, Desks, Work Boxes,
Doll Caps, Carts, Fancy Goods and Toys.

uol8

Manufacturers and Dealers in

237 Middle Street.

CHRISTMAS GOODS
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

—

HORSE BLANKETS
—

A

dtt

—

PHOTOS,

Clairvoyant and

Arctic and Overshoes, including

uo20

Photographs,

MINIATURE

decleod3dp&wlmsu

AND

Buffalo Robes G. A.
Whitney &Co.

of

PORCELAINS,

d2m

ocll
Schenck s

one

money by

51 EXCHANGE STREET.

No Trouble to Sliow Goods!

OF Alili KIXDS.

a

Holiday (lift,

LOW.
save

—

-ALSO-

than

DEANE

to

appropriate lor

at

Parties intending to purchase will
calling before they buy at

knowledged

more

and

MEN’S GLOVES

Sole manufacturers of the

Lounge,

nice line of

a

Terms easy. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.

decl0d3w*

Lounge

Easy Chair

Best

OPPOSITE CANAL BANK.

No. 153 Middle St.

the premises,

Bed
and the

To Let.
Sebago water.

Tenement;

THE

AT

—

dtf

GREAT SACRIFICE.

Eureka Bed

a very large
first class Furniture tot

very

To Let.

GOING AT A

are

Having bought

stock of

dl5t

Black Walnut and Fainted
For Sale or Rent.
two storied dwelling house, No. 68 Brackett
Chamber Sets
THEStreet, above Spring
Street, together with the
lot.

We

Room, to 31* EXdeclidlm

Sales!

Holiday

ABNER LOWELL, 255 Middle Street.

declO

MANUFACTURE

We won’t be undersold bv any bouse

SMITH’S

ST.CHANGE STREET.Counting
JOHN

COST 2

Apply

Suits

in

(13m

GOODS

for

OUR

C. F. LIBBY.

BUTLER.

M. M.

no25

Fine Mantel Vase*. Parian Statuette* and
Fancy Good*, carried over from last year, to be
sold at the above prices and less.

chambers

OF

BUILDING,

NO. 31 EXCHANGE STREET.

244 Corner of Middle and Cross Streets.
ocl6

Law,

at

dl5t

dec6

Parlor

LIBBY,

have removed to

Rogers’ Groups of Statuary
Just the thing* far Christmas Present*.
All the new pieces to be found at

&

Counsellors

and he more happy to sell them.

Canal National Bank.

delO

M. G. DOW.

Regular Sales of Furniture. Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SATURDA T, at Salesroom No.
IS Exchange street, commencing at 10) o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland. May 15th.
mylSdl*

sortment of.

STREET.

255 Middle

DOW,

A. M. MORGAN.

and Cross

Ifaiisnal t»iv Prices to anil the Times.

&

MORGAN

Anctioneers and Commission Merchants,
(Salesroom No. 18 Exchange SI.

WILL THE HTLH1
new

Auction.

AUCTION SALES-

d3m

Of Portland and vicinity call at my
business,

at

WE

AARONSON,

eept22

Furniture

have received instruction from our Consignee
to hold another Sale of Furniture before the
25th, and they say “we must have money, no matter
how great the sacrifice.’*
The stock will be fully
equal to the last, and contain a general variety.
Further particulars in a few days.
F. O. BAILEY de CO., Auctioneer*.
dec7dtf

NO TBOUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

C£,Q€KS~! 244, Cor. Middle

ABNERLOWELL,

Elegant

East of New York, anil with fair anil squaro dealing I hopo to win the patronage of all that will favor
me with a call.

No. 13 Market Square, opposite
Old City Hall.

MIDDLE

LEWIS PIERCE.
Public Administrator of the estate ol Dan’l A. Brown.
F. O. BAILEY dc CO, Auctioneers.
declO
d2t

MEN S AND BOYS’

A

—

fied that the best medicines

HANCOCK COUNTY.

new

f n
SATURDAY, Dec. 11th, 1875, at 12 o’clock at
on the premises, a lot of land situated on the northerly side of Turner St., in Portland,|Maine, and numbered two, measuring forty feet on said street, and
having a depth of eighty feet. Being the same which
was conveyed to Daniel A. Brown by Moses Qonld by
deed dated February 14th, 1865, and recorded In Cumberland Registry of Deeds, book 333, page 227.

er

M. Jameson, while working in the
woods in Danville, upset the sled on his leg
crushing the ankle, breaking a bone and bursting a blood vessel.

in

am

GOOD opportunity is offered for ladies and gentlemen wanting employment to make good pay
selling Holland’s Christmas and New Year’s Books.
Outfit sent on receipt or $2.50.
JT. 8. CLAPP, Gen Agent,
Brunswick, Me.

day last, A.

persisting

1

the wholesale boot and shoe
adapted
THE
similar business. Possession given immediately.

si_i

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

he

stocks of

Agents Wanted.

DEANE

of

Is hereby, given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator of the estate of
DELBEET N. SAWYER, late of Standisb,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
HENRY W. SWASEY, Administrator.
Standisb, Dec. 7, 1875.
del0dlaw3wF*

—

FURNITURE
—

Administrator’* Sale.
the Court of Probite lor the County
BY oflicence
Cumberland, 1 shall sell at public sal

Prices to suit the times and compare favorably
with other houses.

delO

ON

deefld3t

ABIHEBXOW£LL,
355 MIDDLE
STREET,

955

SATURDAY, Dec. lltb, at 10o’clock, at Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange Street, we Khali sell
Parlor. Chamber and Dining Room Furniture,
Mattresses, Bedding, Stoves, &c., &c.
«• BAILEI’ Sc CO., ABCtitBMM.
V

Opposite Old City Hall,

The largest and most complete stock in the city, to
be sold at the

are

PRICES

for

NO. 13

Tea Sets, Water Sets, Ice Pitchers,
Cake Baskets, Fruit Dishes,
Card Receivers, Vases, Ac,

FRENCH

BAILEY fit CO., Aarlieuen.

dec7*__dtf
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, &e
AT AUCTION.

Tonic

produced. Used by the elite. Price only
50 cents,
iaprltieod dawly

OF

reserve.

« on

Having opened

PLATED WARE !
PLATED WARE!

ever

—

on

valuable Stock of fine Gold Jewelry,
also Solid Silver Ware, in variety. Thin stock was
taken on a Mortgage, anil is sold by consent of parties.
Is first class, and the stock embraces the finest
goods manufactured. Sale positive aud without

CLOTHING.

Fancy Goods carried over from last year, that I
sell at cost and less to close out the entire stock.
Call and examine. No trouble to show goods.
declO
dl5t

MARKET

MEXCIXG
Monday, Dec. 13th, at 10
J o’clock and continuing at 10 A. M., and 2 P. M.,
C'lO.M
largo and

d&w4m36

and
will

WARE

a

HOUSE.

PREBLE

SILVER

By Auction.

CALL.

se2

UV *VUV »V»

lowing Sabbath. The relation of Rev. Mr.
Gates as joint pastor with the first parish still
continuing as a most acceptable and successfu 1
alliance.
_x. y. z.
STATE NEWS.

clock

OPP.

NO. 255 MIDDLE STREET.

LOWEST

SOLID

482 & 484 Congress St.,

Statuary.

of

"LOWELL,

ABNER

Flowers, Immortelles, Mosses,
Grasses, Wreaths, &c., for Christmas decora

Anthem.r.Cboir
“Wake, wake the song of Jutiree.”

Rogers’ Groups

—A!U>—

Orin Hawkes & Go.

SOLID SILVER AND PLATED WARE
in particularly desirable designs.

SALE

Retail Ntock of Elegant

n

Solid Gold

E. O.

Ornaments.

and

of

Prices.

uFa

GIVE

mcnt of Dried

51 EXCHANGE ST.

Invocation.Rev. W. S. Kimball of Wells
Anthem.Cboir
“Awake, awake put on thy strength."
Readings from the Scriptures,
Rev. W. E. Darling of Kennebunk
Prayer.B. Southworth of Wells
Hymn, 136 Tribute ot Praise,
Rev. T. P. Adams, Methodist
And will the great eternal God
On earth establish his abode?
And will he, from bis radient throne,
Accept our temple as bis own?
Sermon.Rev. C, H. Gates, pastor
Hagaai II, IX—The glory of this latter house
shall be greater than ot the former, saitb the
Lord of hosts.
Hymn, 456 Tribute ot Praise.Rev. C. Chapman
Lord of hosts! to ihee we raise
Here a house of prayer and praise,
Thou thy people's hearts prepare;
Here to meet for praise and prayer.
Dedicatory Prayer.Rev. E. Chase, ex-pastor

ofl'ered in this market.

ELEGANT NEW STYLES IN FINE

Mantel Vases

MORTGAGEE’S

Scotch Wool and Heavy merino
Underwear, full lines nlways in
stock.

French Clocks and Bronzes
ever

Consignments solicited._oc3dtt

UR

Lowest

Goods.

The most complete'.stock of

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

interesting char-

i__j_’_i_s_i.___ji

Fancy

Regular salo of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street,
commencing at 9 o’clock a. nr.

Goods !

Jackets,
Underwear,
Buck, Cloth. Kid Kid-Lined, Fur
Top and Castor Gloves, Wool and
merino
Braces.
Sacks,
Shins,
Neckwear, Ear muds. Handkerand
Cuffs,
chiefs, mufflers, Collars,
a thousand other things suitable
for men’s and Boys’ wear at the

Watches, Chains, Jewelry, Diamond and
Stone Rings, Roman and Poiished
Necklaces, Lockets. Bracelets,
Charms, Gold & Silver Thimbles, Opera Glasses and

WALDO COUNTY.

known

(Oflier 15 Exchange Hired.)
O. W. ALLIS.

». O. BAILEY.

Cardigan

OPENED!

To be sold at very low prices to suit the present de
pressed state of business*.

The directors of the E. & N. A. Railway
met Wednesday and translered the Bangor &
Pisoataquis over to the trustee, and passed a
formal vote giving the E. & N. A. up to the
trustee.
The Whig says that at a recent temperance
meeting in Hampden, sixteen signed the
pledge, ten of them being young men, and one
of them was formerly a liquor dealer. The
temperance worx in uampuen is prospering.

morning at

Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

Holiday Goods ! Furnishing
NEW AND ELEGANT GOODS

entirely destroyed.

Capt. John Toothaker, a well
master of Belfast, died Monday
residence, after a long illness.

—OF—

such

work on tho Penobscot dam
Wednesday last for the season.
A young man named Nowell, of Hermon,
was struck in the nose bv a “spring-pole” in
the wbods at Greenfield, recently, and it is
feared that he will die from hemorrhage.
The dwelling house and outbuildings belonging to Ingersol Whitney of Hudson, were
entirely destroyed by fire on Wednesday mornThe family barely escaped with their
ing.
lives except one child which perished in the
flames. The property, valned at 81400, was

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

MEW’S AWD BOYS’

COUNTY.

big says

closed

and two wagons.

an

AUCTION SALES

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Messrs. Croswell of Farmington Falls, have
the reputation of making fine carriages. Recently they shipped a car load consisting- of 17

re-dedication
The exercises were all of
acter, in order as follows:
Organ Voluntary.

CLOTHING.

ease.

last week.

each requires powerful acting.
The role of Nancy was assumed by Miss Wal-

dron,

PISCATAQUIS

pounds. One year ago for the week ending
Dec. 9th, the shipments were 907 casesi and
the receipts of leather 59,602 pounds. The
manufacturers have nearly filled their orders,
and business is rather quiet.
Hazeltine & Bickford are putting in machinery at their grist mill at Goose River, Belfast,
for the grinding of corn. Stones for crushing
plaster will also be added.
Frozen smelts in large quantities from Castine, Brooksville and vicinity, are brought to
Belfast for shipment to Boston and New York.
Fifty-seven barrels were sent away in one day

sleighs

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Ths Piscataquis Observer says the canker
rash and scarlet fever are prevailing at Brownville village, and that some seven or eight
little children have died of the terrible dis-

During the previous week the shipments were
737 cases, and the receipts of leather 28,404

nnnn-

evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner

Mr. Josiah Evans second hand in the
Vassalboro woolen mills,
skating
pond, when a young man
named Riley accidentally met him, striking
him • terrible blow on the nose, the force of
which burst a blood vessel, and in less than 24
hours he had lost nearly six quarts of blood.
For some time his life was despaired of, but he
Is now doing well.
room of the
on the

weave
was

winter than in former years.
The Journal says that the Auburn shipment
of shoes during the past week have been 494
cases, and the receipts of leather 67,942 pounds.

been and are to-day older republics than ours.
To-day there is nothing but "Uentenniai,”
talked of on the street. This is well, but we
should
not be too proud of what we have acMonday.
complished. We should remember that we
Cohmandebies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monhad help in building this republic. France
day: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in helped os materially, and we had the sympaMay; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
thy of a large class in Europe. In the earlier
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m. ; Grand Comdays of the republic political parties were unmandery, Wednesday evening.
known ; political gatherings were unheard of
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesand the word politician with an eye to place
day in every month.
and
of
Portland School
Masonic Instruction—
power, heedless of principle, was not
known. These are of modern growth. Shams
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
were then the exception and not the rule. The
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH BITES.
century past will be a success according as we
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, firs
improve the example set by our forefathers.
Friday.
Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J
cond FriThey were satisfied with wooden ships and
day.
sails, while we rush along propelled by steam,
Chapteb—Dunlap Chapter Rose Crola de H., third incased in an iron steamer. Little care we for
Friday.
wind or weather, for by the advancements of
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
science, and with a code of national signals
Friday in March, June, September and December.
and "Old Probabilities” at Washington, we
have the weather all prepared for us. The old
I. O. O. F.
and new world are in constant communication
A t Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
by the aid of science. In invention we surpass
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient I the world. Our forests have been turned into
Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday gardens and parks. Distance is now nothing,
Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D.,oi
venings;
tion
rtinit
--,nfnMn nrill
ha QOfor people travel with the utmost comfort in
R
thDAnrl unit fourth Satiiriinv.
Pullman cars and floating palaces. By the aid
cjmplished until the patriotic people of the reEncampments—Macbigonne, first and third Wed- of the electric
are
nations
and
take the management of
brought public rise up
telegraph
nesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednes- side
by side, as it were. But all has not been political affairs from the hands of the wiredays; Portland, first and third Satutuays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday In the
perfect. The country has yet to learn how to pullers, and take it in their own. That is the
month.
Many way, and that is the only way to deliver the
perpetuate this American republic.
nanas nave neipea to Buna tnis repuouc—a
of
meet
Directors
Benefit Association.—Board
republic from the poison which is attacking
first Monday evening of each month. Association
When shall we feel more keenly
glorious union made up of all nationalities, its vitals.
of
meets first Monday evening
January, April, July French, English, Scotch, Italian, German, and that the memory of our fathers shall disgrace
and October.
millions
of
loyal liberty-loy- us forever, if we do not overthrow these powlast, but not least,
ing sons of poor old Ireland. All these classes ers of evil, than in onr centennial year? Do
TEMPLAKS OF HONOR.
have helped make this republic what it is tonot the American people at heart desire to put
At Templars’ Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
day—the model republic of the world, a home the authority of the government in the hands
in
free.
third
each
and
a
land
of
the
first
and
the
of
brave
of the men best qualified to administer it?
Mondays
Council—Maine,
month.
The speaker here passed to the second part
Now, in the centennial year, we are going to
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
of the lecture—the social position of the counshow to mankind how we choose the chief
evening.
try. Different minds take different views of
magistrate of this nation. What we need is
the social question. Young America is differonce more a true statesman at the head of our
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headfrom
old
America.
ent
Socially
speaking,
affairs; the knowledge, training, statesmanquarters in Fluent Block, corner of Congress and
there was a great deal of “old fogyism” one
ship, moral courage to save the vitality and
Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and hundred
back
honor of the republic, If ever, we should now
years ago, but still we may go
evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at
and improve. The theatres and courts of juslisten to the voice of patriotic pride and nation7} o’clock.
of
of
the
state
are
tests
tice
society.
al honor. I have long looked forward, said the
No.
75.—
good
Portland Typographical! Union,
Look at ours to-day, and see the state that
Second Saturday in each month.
speaker in concluding, to the Centennial year,
they are in. We have made some improve- as the time for a revivel of onr best impulses.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
ment in this direction, but not to that extent
First ThursNo son can recall the virtues of his father
Corner of Congress and Casco streets.
which naturally belongs to government by the
Will not
without shame for his own failings.
day in each month.
people in the absence of a standing aristocracy the same inspiration which made us bury all
Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
its
with
and the exclusive control of power
sectional enmities and which brought us all
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
good use by the governing and governed. To together as brothers under the shadow of BunKnights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjov Lodge, No. 6, Mon- be successful, we must make it permanent, we ker Hill, urge us to overthrow the great evils
most go back to first principles and renew the
which have crept into our national life? With
day evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
virtues of our forefathers.
such a people as ours, nothing is lost; and all
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
The lecturer then passed to notice the third
may be gained.
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each or religions aspect of the country. The growth
month.
of the Catholic religion has been very flatterThe Museum.
Portland institute and public library
ing. In the first few years of the country there
Oliver Twist was brought out at this popular
City Building, Open and free to all from 10 to 1
was but one bishop in America; now there
o 5 and 7 o 9.
are almost twice as many as there are states'
place of amusement last night to a fair audiPayson Literary Society.—Meetings eveiy
in the union. We connt the Catholic populaFor a first night it ran remarkably
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and tion by millions and schools and colleges have ence.
but there were some delays.and some
Congress streets, at 7j o’clock.
smoothly,
In
all
land.
over
the
increased
speakrapidly
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
ing of the Catholic church the speaker re- accidents which will be remedied doubtless
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivhereafter.
The play is too well known to reery of books, 2 to 0,7 to 9, day and evening.
transcendent in beauty as the truth of which
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street'
quire any sketching. Its strong characters are
she is the sole messenger as well as the sole
Every evening.
Fagin, the Jew, Bill Sykes aud Nancy and
possessor in entirety.
Chapters—Groenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Vernon, R.

at two o’clock.

Postmaster.—The

fathers.
Senator Schurz proceeded to examine the
causes of American political degeneracy, the

prominent of

postponed until this after-

was

ing last,

a

Portland, Dec. 2,1875.

that the best talent, and highest ambitions are
degraded to the lowest and smallest employments. But must we quietly admit that our
moral greatness has irretrievably declined?
No; if we can not show to onr centennial guests
a pure and irreproachable government, we can
at least show them a people earnestly striving
to the purer habits and principles of their

most

meeting of the
this afternoon, it was
the society be extendthe daily papers for
their late entertainS. H. Virgin.

Thanks.—At

gratuitously advertising

public virtue of the first
republic, when a man in
jealously guarded his own honor
public place
because he felt jealous of the honor of the

extravagance and the love of display, leading
to the desire to acquire wealth rapidly aDd creating the spirit of speculation. Every man, he
continued, who, m the greedy pursuit of rapid
gain, resorts to reckless speculation, not only
demoralizes himself, his wife and daughters,
but also contributes to the demoralization and
disgrace of the republic. This is the only civilization in the world in which the offices of

of

Samaritan Association
voted that the thanks of
ed to the proprietors of

country,—which made those in the public service proud of dying poor? The present machinery and methods of public life are not calculated to lift the politician to the level of the
statesman, but to drag the statesman down to
the level of the politician. No wonder, then,

and it shall remain with you to determine if
it be just to say we have spent a full hour with
tbe century. After this brief introduction the
lecturer proceeded to review th9 past century
t.hr#>A fnlil

Part song—We'll gaily sing.Pinsuti
Mrs. Merrill, Mra. Pratt, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Watts.
Song—Waiting at the Brookside.Torry

has become of the
bright days of the

through which we have passed as a nation, commencing, gradually expanding in vigor, developing in power like the humble seed
which though despised at first yet takes root,
planting deep its germ, finally towering in the
the majestic tree. If we treat our subject after
this fashion, then perhaps the subject shall be
more complete, the title be better sustained,

a

We should like to be able to show

richer and more powerful, but also better and
nobler. The centennial year finds the AmeriWe feel
can people in a decidedly sober mood.
that the great American exhibition may exhibitjnore than we would like to have seen. The
American Government, in its early years, was
the representative of the best thoughts and noblest virtues of the American people; now
where is the power and prestige of a noble example, which made the infant republic the admiration of all mankind? We have grown materially great, and morally we have shrunk.
What is the cause? There are two principal
ones; one is the growth of corruption, and the
other is the decline of statesmanship. What

years

from

Part Song—A Spring Song..Pinsnti
Mrs. Merrill, Mrs. Pratt, Mr. Morgan.
Duett—Ahl Morir.
.....Verdi
Mrs. Pratt, Mr. Morgan.
Cavatina—Regnava nel Silenzio... .Donizetti
Madame Garceau.
Trio—Life lias no power. Donizetti
Mrs. Merrill, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Watts.
Song—Good Night, Farewell.Kucken
Mrs. Pratt.
Song—Song or the old Bell.Barrl
Mr. Watts.

we

ent

which we live,which reduces even things of importance, at times, to the smallest dimensions;
which like mathematics, narrows things to
their least possible expression, thereby reducing
their standard, or seeming to place little or no
value upon time and measures. If we do this
with our subject we may in part be satisfied,
fulfilling in a certain degree, the title, for this
will be the century in an hour. If we spend one
hour in detailing methodically the one hundred

n. m.

Stated

that we are not so complete as we might
shall be apt to feel we should exhibit to
our cousins another thing, and that is, the
fruits of the self-government of an independ-

The first lecture m the Catholic Union Course
delivered by Rev. Mr. Goodwin of Laconia, N. H. The lecturer has a very easy and
graceful style upon the platform. The Union
was very fortunate in securing such an interest-

m.

began by reviewing

ded,

be;

was

Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ot steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.,

4

the great
display of material resources which will be
shown to European visitors in the centennial
year. But the thought will trouble us, he ad-

Lecture by Rev Mr. Goodwin.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

a. m.

essay.
Senator Schurz

CATHOLIC UNION COURSE.

Lowell.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Administrator’s Sale—F. O. Bailey.

3JO p

at

made them more than willing listeners to his
peculiar eloquence. Mr. Schurz’s effort could
scaroely be called a lecture, but was rather a

political

Congress Street Course.—The following
is the programme for the concert to be given
in the Congress street coarse nest Monday eve*

ning.

We doubt if the Dame of any platform speaker would bring out a larger audience than that
of Carl Schurz. Of course the Army and Navy
Union had one of its best houses of the season
last evening. Mr. Schurz was received with
applause, which was frequently renewed.
While many of the audience would most earnestly protest that the American nation is not in
so deplorable a condition as Mr. Schurz pictured
it, their admiration for the genius of the man

rlsam tViaf

Legal Notice*—1.
French Clocks—Abner

?..00 p.

Monday evening,

Dec. 19th, at the First Parish church, as usual.
Luther Benson, the eloquent reformed lawyer, of Bockwell, Indiana, will lecture at City
Hall, Tuesday evening, the 21st inst.
There are fifteen hundred signatures to the
Allen Mission total abstinence pledge. Earnest and interesting speakers will be present
this evening. All are invited.
Officers York and Miles arrested James
.Burns yesterday for an assault upon a man on

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
f
.engross Street M. E. Society-Lecture Course.

C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

Bev. Mr. Hincks on

Sahara’* ‘‘Centennial
Thought*”

in various noat

and handy styles.
Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co.. Andrewlj
The Advertiser learns that a large wool facWentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
on
all
Bros.,
trains that run out of the city.
tory is to be established near the Maine CenAt Biddeiord, of Phillsbury.
tral railroad station at Morrill’s Corner.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
At Water ville, of J. S. Carter.
Mr. Frank Noyes, the treasurer of the CumAt Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
berland County Fair, commenced paying the
At Lewiston, of French
Co.
&
Stevens
and
Bros.,
senden

CITY AND VICINITY.

Carl

Hon.

NAVY UNION COURSE.

1

SKATES

!

ACME CLUB and wood tup Skates. Can
Sleet Club Skates for 31.00 per pair, ail
rigged. Wholesale and Retail.
a. I.. BAILEY,
43 Exehnuge street. Agent for Du Ponfs Powder Mills. J shot Kevolver nud 100 Cnilridcra 31.30.
C#“Please tell us where you saw this Advertisean301jcodtt
ment.

1*Q£TRY.
Counting the Graves.
nv MBS, 8. M. B. FIATT.

>‘H#w many graves are in the world?” ”0 child,”
His mother answered, “surely there arc two.”
Anbly he shook his pretty head and smiled:
*1 mean in this whole world, you know 1 do.”
in this
“Well, then,and

whole world, in East and West,
In North
South, in dew and sand and snow,
In all sad places where the dead mav rest,
There are two graves—yes, there are two, I know.”
“But graves have been here for a thousand years—
Or for ten thousand? Soldien die, and kings,
And Christians die-sometimes.” “My own poor
tears

Have

never

yet been troubled by these things.

“More graves within the hollow ground, In sooth,
Thau theie are stars in all the pleasant sky?
Where did you ever learn such dreary truth,
Oh, wiser and less selfish for than 1?
“I did not know—I who had light and breath,
Something to touch, to look at, 11 no more.
Fair earth to live in, who believe in death,
TiU dumb and blind, he Ues at their own door?
“I did not know—I may havo heard or read
Of more.
But, should I search the wide grass

throngb.

Lift every flower, and every thorn,” she said,
“From every grave—oh, I should see but two.
—Appleton’s Journal.
From the Maine State Frees of Dec. 9, 1875.

History

of Seven

Days.

saw

light.

it in that

Tuesday. Both branches did little beyond
the reading of the President’s message.
Wednesday.—In the Senate, a large number
of bills, etc., were presented, among which
were the following: (by Mr. Morton) to provide

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The very bitter fight respecting tbe Speakership was settled in tbe Democratic caucus
Saturday afternoon. Hon. M. C. Ketr was
nominated on the third ballot, receiving 90
votes to 63 far Randall and 8 scattering.
Mr.
Kerr was born near Titusville, Pa., March 15,
1827, and is consequently nearly forty-nine
years of age.. He was chiefly self-educated,
attending several academies which teaching
school. Be afterwards studied law in the
University of Louisville. He soon began the
practice of law in New Albany, Ind. In 1856
he was eleoted a member of the state assembly,
and afterwards reporter in the Supreme Court.
He was first elected to Congress in 1864 and
was a bitter opponent of the Republican war
and reconstruction policy. He has been returned to every subsequent Congress except the
43d. He has always been among tbe foremost
of his party, though by no means so conspicuous as Beck, Wood, Cox, Eldredge, Holman,
Niblack or Randall. He was decidedly averse
to taking Mr, Greeley fer the Democratic candidate for President. Mr. Kerr is classed as a
Bourbon, but is on the whole a very good mao,
unless we accept the reports of the Randall
claquers before the caucus which would be
fair.

Gen. Babcock has asked for, and the President has ordered a military court of enquiry to
inquire into the rumors respecting his connection with the whiskey ring. Tbe Court will
consist of Gens. Sheridan, Hancock and Ferry
and will meet in Chicago Dec. 9. Gen. Babcock has partially been indicted at St. Louis.
nr. loDey nas beeen appointed postmaster
at Boston in place of Gen. Burt.
John J. Smith ex congressman of Ohio, has
been appointed Indian Commissioner.
Secretary Chandler is making it very hot for
bad men in the Interior Department. He has
discovered that a class of pension agents were
committing frauds and he is after them.
THE ANNUAL BEPOBTS.

The annual reports of the various cabinet
officers accompanying the President’s message.
The report of the Secretary of the Treasury
is a document much longer than the President's message. He recommends that meas-

be taken to prepare for the resumption of
specie payments, and devotes much space to
He recoman argument for coin payments.
mends the redaction of officers, the substitution of specific for ad-valorum. duties and the
exerciBe sf the strictest economy. The follow
ing are the receipts and expenditures of the
Treasury during the fiscal year endibg June 30,
1875:
Receipts.
From customs.$157,167,722 35
ures

Pacific Railroad.

Mr. Morrill

IN

The net expenditures by warrants during the same
period were—
For civil expenses.$ 17,346,929 53
For foreign intercourse.
1,265,418 23
For Indians.
8.384,656 82
For pensions. 29,456,216 22
For military establishment including
fortifications, river and harbor improvements, and arsenals.
For naval establishment, including
vessels, and machinery and improvements at navy yards.
For miscellaneous civil,including public buildings, light-houses, and col-

lecting the

revenues.

41,120.643 98

22

Total net expenditures. 274,623,392 84
Redemption of the public debt. 19,405,936 48
Total net disbursements. 294.029,329 32
Balance in treasury Juno 30,1875. 141,702,416 41

Total.$438,731,745

73

This statement shows that the net
revenues for the fiscal year were_$288,000,051 10
And the ordinary expenses, (including
the award to British claimants, $1,mnutni

ntl

Leaving a surplus revenue, exclusive
ofprovlsion lor the sinking tund....

nan

13,376,658

Estimates for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1877.
It is estimated tbat the receipts for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1877, will be—
From customs.$165,000,000 00
From intemalrevenue. 120,000,000 00
From sales of public lands.
1,500,000 00
From tax on circulation of national
banks.
7,200,000 00
From reimbursements of interest on
Pacifc Hallway Companies.
500,000 00
From customs' fines, and forfeitures
100,000 00
From consular—letters-patent, and
otber fees.
1,900,000 00
From proceeds of sales of government
property.
800,000 00
From miscellaneous sources.
7,000,000 00
Total ordinary receipts.$301,000,000 00
It is estimated tbat the ordinary expenditures for
the same period will be—
For civil expenses.$ 17,500,000 00
For foreign intercourse...
1,353,000 00
For Indians.
7,000,000 00
For pensions. 29,531,000 10
For military establishment, including
fortifications, river and harbor im
provements, and arsenals. 40,000,000 00
For naval establishment, including
vessels and machinery and improvements at navy yards.
21,000,000 00
For civil miscellaneous.inciuding public buildings, and ligbt-bouses, collecting revenues, mail steamship
service, deficiency in postal revenues, public printing, &c. 52,000,000 00
For interest on public debt. 97,000,000 00
For interest on Pacific Kailway bonds
3,878,000 00
■

Total estimated expenditures,
exclusive of the sinking-fund
account and principal of the

public debt.$269,265,000 00

The expenditures of the
present fiscal year
wilt 1m altnnl C'VJ 0.17 eio -1 ,u-_,

$297,456,115.
The Secretary o£ the Navy reports 147 vessels of various kinds carrying 1195 guns, with
a tonnage of 152,492 tons.
Of these 29 are
sailing vessels and the balance steam, which
number embraces quite a number of steam
tugs. Eighteen of the wooden ships are new
and eighty of both kinds are available for use
The Secretary of War says that the army
was reduced to 25,000 met), and they are more
contented than heretofore, there being less
desertion, while the recruits now being received are superior to those formerly in the
army. He desires legislation authorising him
to enlist music
boys under twelve years of age.
He commends the work of the
signal bureau
abd says that daily reports are
being arranged
with all the West India Islands. Of the
daily
report last year the
“probabilities” have been
fulfilled in 84 out of
every 100 stations. The
amount expended
daring the year in national

on

cemeteries was
still require

$231,387, and eleven cemeteries
enclosing walls; headstones furnished to date, 03,112, He recommends the en-

actment of a system of annuities for
the bene-

fit of the families of deceased officers.
The more important matters in other
reports
are referred to in the President’s
message.
CONGBK8S.

Monday.

The Senate met at noon and was
called to order by the President pro tem, Senator Ferry. Mr. Boutwell of Massachnssetts
nnonneed the death of Vice President Wilson
nd the Senate adjonnied.

a

Black,

The finder will be suitably
Bame at 29 Winter Street.

GOOD Tenements on Munjoy Hill, one for $12,
one for $9, and one for $7 per month.
ApW. W. CARR,
aec7dtf
197 Newbury St.
M O M.ei.

Desirable Basement Store,
of Middle
THEand
Market Streets. Suitable for Jobbing BusiImmediate
corner

posession given. Apply to J. C.
dcc6d2w
PROCTER, 93 Exchange Street.

ness.

HOUSE

modem improvements.
PIKE, 51 Union Street.

$40,000.
took place Friday morning
brick pyrotechnic factory at East

TO

in a small
Hew York. A laborer named Earnest Walker
was instantly killed and several workmen stunned by the concussion. The wall on one side

GENERAL.

BRIEF MENTION.

The German Republicans celebrated their

re-

cent

victory in New York by a banquet Friday
night.-A heavy shock of earthquake was
felt in Grass Valley, Cal., Friday.-It costs
$150,000 a year to run the Superior Court of
New York, and an equal amount to run the

Court of Common Pleas.-Mrs. Susan Mech
ler of Baltimore, has recovered $1000 from
John D. Newccmb, who induced heron wrongful representations to invest in Northern Pacific bonds.-The committee on the Sumner
statute has selected Thomas Ball as the artist.
-Permission has been given for seven hundred Indians from Canada to settle in Washington Territory.-Mexican bandits have been
raiding into California, and have killed and
wounded several persons.-Fulton has
finally
left the Hanson Place Baptist church.
KOBE ION.

Russia has succeeded in defeating the Khokand rebels, and has regained her authority in
that region.
Tho French Assembly will dissolve some
day this month, tho elections be held Feb, 20tb,
and the new chambers be couvoked March
7th.
American missionaries in China have been
assailed by Chinese
mob3, but no lives have
been lost.
There have been three great
colliery explosions in England this week. By one near Frewere

killed,

and ten seriin Yorkshire resulted in
the death of 140 men, and the wounding of
many others. By one in South Wales ten
men were

killed and twelve wounded.

A special despatch from Berlin to the Morning Post says it is reported that the conference
between Bismarck. Gortschakff and the Austrian Ambassador has shown that the powers they represent are in perfect harmony on
the easteru question.
Pern nyaointhe and fami.ly will visit tho
United States in the

spring.

Minister Washburno and his brother
be absent
months.

in

Egypt

and

Turkey

for

are

to

three

Very respectfully, yours,
A. B. HUNT,
Clerk Boston Post Ofice,

ABOUT

Consumption and Catarrh Cured
in Four Weeks.
The best physician in Charlestown had given me
up to die in the last Btage of the Consumption; my
feet were swollen so that I could find no shoes large
enough for them: my congh was distressing, and
Catarrh in its woist form was constantly troubling
me. I had been unable to walk alone lor several

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements. Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf
Jnel6_

THE

To Let at 9 Dollars per Quarter
SIX Octave Piano, rosewood case: may be seen
at 271 Spring Street. Address

A

das.

IUUUIUB,

To Let.
PLEASANT front parlor, wanned with furnace. Also an unfurnished front chamber, and
emaller rooms for lodgers. No. 4 Cotton St., second
door from Free St.nov30dtf

A

A

dtf

Furnished House to be Let,
on State street.
Very desirable. Inquire of S.W. Robioson, or Byron D Verrill. at

street,_

aug23tt

To Let.
Tenement, three
303 Congress St.

Chamber*,

ASIDE

QQT16_dtf

TO

!

_LET

No. 55 on the easterly side of Exchange
Street, live doors below Middle Street. Also
front and rear offices in same building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
172 Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or HENRY DKERING,

STORE

nov2dtf38 Exchange

IU1B

uuuuiuuu,

B1H1

a Donl

live months

1875.

%,®TA}!s persons placing

themselves

Marshall

under Dr.

treatment, will have the privilege of calling upon him at any time for additional information
or change
pt treatment, as symptoms may indicate,

without

additional expense.

se21d6m

DISEASES OF THE FEET
A.

SPECIALTY !

CORNS,
Bunions,Bad
Cbilbiaius
Nails aud

Dr. WELCH and

I.»tivaiuuv«uuuu

same

Have located at

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO LADIES
Operations performed by MBS. DR. WELCH.

Don’t (ail to
get a boa of Dr. Welch’s Bunion
Ointment. Parties treated at their residence per
order.
Dr. Welch has returned from his Eastern visit and
s prepared to receive
patients at his office.
se!8dtf

in

the

Blood.

THE PERUVIAN
8VRUP Vitalises and
Enriches the blood. Tones
np the System, Builds up
the Broken-down, Cures

iDyspepsia, Debility,
Dropsy, Chills and
refers, Chroair Diarrhoea, Nervous Affections, Boils, Hu.

mors, Diseases of the
Kidneys and Bind,
der. Female Com.
plaints, Ac.
Thousands have been changed by the use of this
remedy from weak, sickly, Buttering creatures, to
strong, healthy, happy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Caution.—Be sure von vet the spbritviim
SWBlip»(not Peruvian Bark.) Sold by dealeri
_

a treatise on Iron
medical agent and other valuable papers, testimonials from distinguished physicians,
clergyman
and others, will be sent free to any address. SETH
W. FOWLE & SONS. Proprietors, 86 Harrison
Avenue. Boston.1al8deod&weowiy

CHIROPODIST.
Has Ream, at the IT.
Hotel This Week.

8.

Corns, Bunions, Bad Nails, Warts, etc., treated
skilful manner without pain.
OfllceHour.from 9 a. m. till 8 p. m.,8atdec7
urday till 6 p. m.
dSt
in a

AVOID

from the effects of Early Evil Habits,
most surely would I save you from both
early
decline or from being quacked and humbugged as I
have been.
Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
d3m

SUFFERERS

no27_

LIVING

St.

HOUSE

Board.

A

REAL ESTATE.
Two Houses For Sale.
on Fremont Place, and the
same
formerly owned by Josiah L. Boston, will be
Bold separately or together. Bents at the present

SITUATED

time for $867. per annum. Bouses built five years
Terms cash,
ago. A good chance for investment.
subject to a mortgage of two thousand. Inquire of
CYRUS GREEN, I
Assignees of
JOHN DENNIS, t Josiah L. Boston.
Mr. Green can be seen at L. B. Dennett's office,
No. 1 Exchange Street.
dec7dtf

For Sale or to Lt;L
BROWN HOUSE, barn and out-buildings,
and 16 acres ef land, at Saccarapna.

OTIS
EDWARD F. FLINT

HOUSE an5 7 acres of land
in Cape Elizabeth.
NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Dccring, opposite town house
NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Pine streets.
Full supply of water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STOKE AND SMALL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams
street.
|

7000

For Sale.
FEET OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr

Streets. Good building lots. Will take mortgage
back for full value if built upon.
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built unon.
ar.vcHA.Li small,fAn&is in tlie
country, all in
good condition and on eas j terms.
#2500 TO LET on mortgage ot citv real estate.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
nov21d3m183 Middle St.

A

For Sale or to Let.
MODERN 2 story French Roof Brick House
Deering Street, with every convenience,

oa
in

For Sale at a Bargain.
NICE House, centrally located, containing 13
well finished rooms, having Sebago and gas
throughout. For furlher particulars inquire of F.
T. ME A HER, Cor. Preble and Congress Streets.
nov!7dtf

A

Portland

and gas; arranged for two families. For further information inquire on the premises, No. 167 Newbury street Portland, Me.
oct27dtf

Patterson’s

Beal

MOSEl

TO
LOAN
first class Real Estate security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes
paid, etc., on

ON
CommisHion.
G.

Houses bought and sold. Apply to
dealer in Real Estate. Office

F.

37!)j

PATTERSON,

Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tt

Job

Merrimac House, Newburyport, Mass., Dec. 16 and
16.

Congress Street, with
and fresh
stock of goods. A
LOCATED
opportunity for business
Lease
on

new

rare

immediately.
F. G. PATTERSON,
William.’ Block, 3d east of City Ball.

dec!

dtf

jj
jj

Agawam House, Ipswicli, Mass., Dec. 17 and 18.
Webster House, Gloucester, Mass., Dec, 19 and 20.
Sheridan House, Rock port, Mass., Dec. 21 and 22.
Essex House, Salem, Mass., Dec. 23 and 24.
Sagimore House, Lynn, Mass.. Dec. 25 and 26.
Franklin House, Lawrence, Mass Dec. 27 and 28.
Indian Head Hotel, Nashua, N. H., Dec. 29 and 30.
Washington House, Lowell, Mass., Jan. 1 and 2, *T6.
dec8
aat

AND

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at which,
the Daily Fbess may always be found.
AUBURN
Elm House, Court. St. W. 8. Sc A. Voung,

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.

Through bills ol lading given by the above named

BANGOR.
Franklin House,—Harlow St., mcUaugb
lin dr Davis, Proprietors.

tors.

Wasnlngton street,

Agents.

Passage *15.00. Excursion Tickets *25.
For freight or
passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dttProvidence, R.

STONINGTON

LIKE

FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

OF ALL

OTHERS.

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor
ovutvn.

Parker Haase. School Si. H. D. Parker Sc

Cm., Proprietors.-

St. James Hotel—J. K. Cracker, Praprielar.

Tremeat Haase, Tremeat St.-Chaple,
Garae? St Cm. Preprieters.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

BRUNSWICK, MB.
P. * K. Dining Reams, W. B. Field,

Steamboat Express trainB leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5JO p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49J Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.

CAPS ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. C kamberlaia, Prapri-

This is

ocll

’73■dtf

FOR

etar.

VUU1U1WVUU Oln

a^TPSrSlP

H.STEVENS,

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
Belfast and Dexter at tl2.3S a. m., 1.40 p. m.

Skowhegan

1.40 p.

m.

Arrangement of

Trains, commencing

Not. 8, 1875.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
*’•5® A. HI. for Bochrster, Naskna aid
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
a*
wlth Kspveo* Train tor Lowel
and Boston, arriving In Boston at 1.30 P. M.:
connecting at Ayer jnaetina with Express
Train far Fitchburg and Borne Tan.
nel Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
».«« F.
Train canned* at Kochester
with B.Sl_
& M. trains for Dover, Boston, Ac.
4.00 P. 1»I. New %ork Express Drawing
Krnnm

Par in Wnr^o.to.

STEAMSHIP

CALAIS.
Hatel, W. D.

Intcmalieaal

Praprielar.

Slmpsea,

CORNISH.
Cornish Haase, M. R. Dark, Praprielar
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trank Railway Depat, M. W. Clark. Praprielar.

City Hetel.—N. H. Higgins Sc Sans, Praps.
FOXOBOVT.
Pexcreft Exchange, P. M< JeEerds. Pre-

prietar.

_

HIRAM.
Ml. Caller Haase,—Hiram Bast an, Pre

prietar.

UIJOUU

LEWISTON.
He Will House, H. B. Wing,

CO.

SEMI-WEEKLY LISE

NEW YORK.

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayer* Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.
HACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. B. Stoddard. Prop.
NAPLES*
Elat Ham, Nathan Charch Ac Sana, Pro-

points.
Express Train leaves Wereester at«.3S P.
ML, connecting with Express trains leaving

Albany at 10 A.

51., and New Yerk at 1(M>6
M. arriving In Portland at 11.15 P. M.

A.

WTickets can be fonnd at BaRNER BROS., No.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LDNT, Sunt,
my?dtf

EASTERN RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, Oct 11th, 1875,
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR
Beaten 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.15 a. m„ 1.45. 7.55 p. m„ In ample
time to connect with New York and Western trains,
Lf», Salens, Newbaryport aad Pertameath at 2.00 (exoept Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
m.

Gloacester aad Rsckpsrt at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m
Dever at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Woltbore Reckeater aad Great Falls at
a. m.,3.10p. m.
Kittery, Eliot. Baatk Berwick .la action,
Norik Berwick, Wells aad Keruebsxk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Biddefsrd, Sacs, West ScarberaaRh, Rear,
bsroagk aad Cape Elisabeth at9 a. m.,

3.10, 5.20 s. m.
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE
Bastaa at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving In
Pnrflniw) of 1 II K AA
IO II
nv_iJ_t

OFFIO F.

Posters, Hand Bills, Bill Heads,

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

at shoit

_ocldtf

BOSTON
—

AND

—

PHILADELPHIA
notice.

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

So

Puts!

$100

Calls!

Stock privileges bought and sold by us on members
Stock Exchange. We give all orders our perattention and guarantee satisfaction. Explanatory Pamphlet Sent Free.
TUMBRIDGE & CO., Bankers and Brokers, No. 2 Wall
St., New York.
of the
sonal

Spreads! $200 Straddles!
t4w

Wharfage.

From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn.. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded iree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
„„
jn23-lyTOLoat Wharf. Beslan.

PQV23_

BOSTON STEAMERS.

NEW

BOOK FOR THE 1.000,000.
AVB western border
A Graphic History ot the Heroic Epoch of American
Border Life. Its thrilling conflicts of Red and White
foes.
Exciting Adventures, Captivities, Forays,
Scouts, Pioneer women and boys. Indian warpaths, Camp life, and Sports. A book for Old and
Young. Not a dull page. No competition. Enormous sales. Agents wanted everywhere. Circulars
free. Address, I. C. NcCCBDF & CO., 26
S. Seventh St., Philadelphia, Pa.
nov23t4w

1 (IPWTQ W A NVETl for the tx*t and fastest selAUIllllu
Alt IIIU ling book ever published.

Send for circulars and our extra terms to Agents.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO, PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
nov23t4w
Centennial Games of American History on
60 cards, 75 cents. Also a new parlor game,
Ten Plagues of Egypt, 50 cents. Sent by mail.
Agents wanted. E. B. Treat, 805 B’way,
N. Y.
nov23t4w

ARTI8TS,MATERIALS.aAflu“
line of goods for tho
Send for
holidays.

Catalogue.
A. A. Walker 4b Co., 594 Washington St., Bog-

ton. Mass.

nov23t4w

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 7 o’clock P, M„
WHARF, BOSTON, daily

and INDIA
al ] P. M

(Sunday, excepted).

FARE

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
QEO. C. GOUDWON & CO., Boston, Mass.
no24
d4wt
Agents Wanted. Goodehauce for making
money, to parties who devote whole or part
“4*** ot time in
selling our Teas. Liberal commissions. Send forterms. P. O.Box 5643. ttREAT
AMERICAN TEA CO., 31 A 33 Vriev
It. N. Y.no24t4w

A GREAT OFFER
'iBackehuth.or Life and Adventure! in the Orient." we make
Ibia extraordinary offer! IF« will tend a complete outfit
iprice t\.25] absolutely free to any competent perton of either
textohowu mark. It contalna SSO splendid Illuitrationa
costing *10,000 end the entire nreaa pronounce it “the best
new took out" In lomvnct it & the took for tho time*, end
Agenta fairly sell t to Id e day. We want Wnrteri In every
and the above great offer in bona fide. Large Illuatpird ramphlet, Specimen pagea. and full particulars free*
•sureaa A. 11. Woaiuiaoioa a Co.. Hrmosa. Can.
nor37
tlw

AGENTS.—Canvassers shopUl securo
territory at once for the Life and Public
Services of Henry Wilson, bv Kev. Elias Nason.
For terms address the Publishers, B. B. RUSSELL, 55 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
dcctkMwt

WANTED

rfflno
$JUUU
fifll T1

UyiiD
del

For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure,
Sol<t by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
Dn. F, W. KINSMAN, Augusta,
61 Maine,

diwt

eter.

PORTLAND.
Adams Hoase, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.

AlMoa House, 111 Federal St. J.S Perry

Proprietor.

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro-

prietor.

*“▼ Hotel, Cor. Congress and Greea St.
_*• K. martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Coagree* St. Oibsoa

AC*.,

Proprietors.

»*• Itlis* Hotel, Cor. middle aad Flam
St*. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.

*Awwassr v.'ispKsKSr'“ *■“- «
"ESSST
Proprietor.

WILTON.
Wilton Hoaee, H. N. Greea. Pseerisu.
^—P1^———

_AGENCIES*
ADVERTISING

AGENT*

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Bow, Now York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov-

inces.

~

S. R.

NILES,
AGENT.

ADVERTISING

EBS>

The splendid new iron steamship
“BERM UDA,”Capt.Clcaver. wifi
leave Grand Trunk Railway
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
tor Windsor, Truro, New
Glasgow and Pictou, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,
N. F.
B^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 400 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. rn. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dU
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

ARRANGEMENT
and alter Monday, Nor. 15th, 1875

Mail train for Gorham and intermediate stations a
7.10 a. m.
Express train at 1.40 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.1
p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate stations
8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Anbnrn at 8.45 a. m.
Mall from Quebec, Montreal and the West at 2.35
p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Anburn at 2.50 an
5.45 p. m,

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
ABB-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
Ta Canada. Detrait, Chicago, Mllwaakee, C'ibcinnali. Nt.
Awakg.
Rn|iiaw, Ht. Pawl, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Haa Franciacw,
and all points in the

^IRNIVAL, Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick*
est time of any route from Portland to tbe West,
WPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.S0 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible lor
baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate o
one passenger tor every *500 additional value.
Ge*eral Manager.
W- J- SPICER,
Superintendent,
Portland. June
jnel7dtf

^S]?P?J?AS580N-

21,1875._
PORTLAND & 06DENSBURG RR.
CHANGE OF TIME.

AGENCY,

WAREHOUSE,

100 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

C. I.

WHEELER,

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington

BATES *

LOCKi

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

JVH«B
1itS & Oo.
h. M. lettengill

D.B.Lockk.o Locke A
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice
newspapers.

At White Bock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standisb Comer.
At Baldwin for Cornish. Porter. Kezar Falls and
Fieedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgtoo.
ai e ryeourg lor Loren, Stowe ana t imtham

Passeugers for Luncastor, Wblteflekl, Littleton
St. Johnsbury. MoutraUer, Burlington, St. Alban's
and all points in Northern New Hampshire and Ver
inont connect at Fabyan’s wiUj
Boston, Concord and
Montreal

xv. xv

1140 •
Portland, Oct, 23,

advertising agents
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Bow, New York.

*.ype,

TELLER—Madame N. A
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctrcss, can be consulted at No. 3 Quin-

TjtORTL'NE
A

Madame vl. has had large experience in telling tortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, Ac., and was never known to be at tan It
Do not miss this opportunityof
consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons
entering intoany
new business or profession, the
ot which
conducting
do
not
they
understand, will find it to their advancy St.

a

visit.

She

can

fellaw*

RETURNING.
Passenger train leaves Fabyan’s at 6.00 a. m..ar
lives at Portland 11.40 a. m.
Mixed train leaves No. Conway at 12.30 noon, arrives at Portland 4.35 p. m.
(All trains between No. Conway and Fafcyau'i wdl
be mixed trains.)

CSEOBGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

tage to pay her

a*

Mixed train leave* Portland at 7.30 a. m.,arrlv
at No. Conway 11.30 a. m.
Passenger t rain leave Portlind at 2.S5 p. m., arrives at Fabyan's 8315 p. m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Newspaper Advertising AgeeU,
31

OCTOBER 95, 1879.
Train* leave aad arrive

Building,

PROVIDENCE, B. I.

Clyde's Iron Lino of Steamers,

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

On

^■E9E9trains will run a* follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. lor Auburn and Lewiston.

T. C. EVANS,

PHILADELPHIA.

With connection* to Prince Edward Inland, Cape Breton and St John*, N. P.

alteration in trains.
WINTER

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receined for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at tne lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuuruished.
HORACE DODD.

—

MAIL LINE TO

Grand Trunk B. R, of Canada*

J. C.

S. M. PE TTENGILL A CO.’S

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

and Philadelphia every WED55 ESDAY and SATURDAY gives
rect communication to aud from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates aro given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South ana Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwardiue.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE, Jr.,
Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.
Janll ly

Portland with all Steamboats and Railroad

Pullman Parlar and Sleeping Cam are
run on all
through train*. Stops for reireshmen
made at the usual places,
oelldtf
GEO. BACHELDEB. S«pt.

Northwest. West and (Southwest.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

No. 266

Running between Providence

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
directly tbrough to points on the Maine Centra
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connecrun

—

SKOWHB8AN,
Taruer House, W. G. Heseltou, Propri.
etor.

ADVERTISING AGENCY Ac PRINT*

A5D

at 8.59 a. m., 12.58,8.27 p. m.
Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Pertsmeaih at 11 a. m.. 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Darer at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Clreat Pall* at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. m.
Kenuebauk at 12.10,4.03.11.20 p. m.
made ford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 p.
Baca at 8.05 a. m., 12.36,4.25,11.42 p. m.

«-•

HTRNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood House.— B. A. C alder wood,

$1.00.

PORTLAND

nov23t4w

PHILLIPS.
Bardea House, Samuel Farmer, Propri.

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they ecure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston iat*
at

liTBB

JHRE

DODD’S
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

27 Warren St., N. Y.

tors.

ADVERTISING

FOR

BUILD-

PITTSFIELD.
Laacy Home—Fletcher Ac Sale, Proprie-

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
ail cities and towns of the United States. Canada
nd British Provinces.
Otfice No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D H. Young*
Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usnai.
A. B. COYLE, JB. General Agent.
oct!874

_^

riTalogue of New Books on

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel. H. Hnbbard, Proprietor

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

HUNDRED FEARS AGO.

_a.

diverging therefrom.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
ruiea Haase—W. T. Tones. Proprietor.

_

n,

a. m.

tion in

STRATFORD N. H.

Hoase, C S. Bailey * Co. P
prietor*.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec. St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Egf Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent. Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.

r

_

_NORTH
Willard

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

_e

Worcester to New York via Springfield all
connecting at Uraad Trask Jssctisa
(Portland! with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Anbnrn, and at West,
break Jnnctiee with trains of Mains Central R. R. trom Bangor, Rockland, and all inter,
mediate Stations, at Naakwa for Lowell and
Boston, and at Warrester (Union Depot) with
Boston & Albany Railroad for SpringfieldAlbany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
New Yerk about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
6.94 p. ns. train for Gorham.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan
rail

_

ELLSWORTH.

On and after October 8tb, 1875,
»F Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harps,
well Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at €hebeagne, Little Chebeague and Long Island. Returning, will leave
Portland Pier, at 3 p. m. touching at the above land*
ing8. Will touch at Cousens' Island each way. For
particulars inquire ot Captain on board or STEPHEN

for refresh-

dt
anS__
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

"rtfriftw.

HARPSWELL,
_

dining

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Augusta House, Slate St. Harrison Bah
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprle

Boston.

'.rains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes
ments at nrsc-class
rooms.

HOTELS.

CO.,

Floor, Stanton Block,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith,
222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore Sc Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219

Agent,

trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais, St,
John and Halllax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at. Gra.n/1
an.i
d..._•

noy9___3wis3wes

1st

OBce,

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aloCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
nnd SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Moselv.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South. W. M. Clark. Aeent. 240 Washington St.

Par Lowell at 6.15,9.00 a. o„ 3.10, p. m.
'*r Manchester and Concord and
Doper
Hailrenil (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10
m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
Por
threat Palu at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p.m.
PnrtniBgton and Alton
Bay at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3.10p. m.
Beach, Bine Paint, Old
Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford
and
Kenaebank at 6.15, 9.00. a. m., 3.10, 5.00 p. m.
Moraine Train, will leave Kenorbunk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, Brunswick tl2J0,
17.00 a. m., 1.40, A20 p. m.
Rockland 17.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath 17.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 17.00 a. m., 1.35,5.15 p. m.
Farmington 1.40 p. m.
The 112.33 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway fot St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
1Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Octoter 25,1873,oc25dtf

31 EXCHANGE STREET.

First Clam Steamship

—

TICKETS

W. D. LITTLE &

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
nnd SATURDAY.

8.15 p. m.

Monday, October 25th, 1875.

ACCIDENT

New

Printing

WILSON, M. D., TPIC

14.

The Best Grocery Stand in Portland for Sale.

week.

Train, will leave Portland for
Baoton at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arrir in.
Boston at 10.50 a. m„ 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Reluming, leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
3.30 d. m., arriving nl Portland at 1.15, 5.
at

via Portland and Rochester

NOBBfSOBWOOE.
Danierth House, D. Daaforth. Proprieto

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

has been engaged as Consulting Physician to visit a
few cities tor the accommodation of those unable to
visit the Institute, and may be consulted FREE of
CHARGE from 9 A# M. to 8 P. M. each day at time
and place as announced above and as follows:
Eagle House, Haverhill, Mass., Dec. 3 and 4.
Squamscott House, Exeter, N. H., Dec. 5 and 6.
Kimball’s Hotel, Dover, N. H., Dec. 7 and 8.
U. S Hotel. Portland, Me., Dec. 9 and 10.
Biddeford House, Biddeford, Me., Dec. 11 and 12.
Rockingham House, Portsmouth, N. H Dec. 13 and

BULLETIN.

or

Railroad.

ARRANGEMENT,

Passenger

S.

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington,etc .all Rail, or via Boston

Steamers,

prietors.

Is a large and commod ions building, situated on one
of the principal streets of Boston, centrally located,
and of easy access, as nearly all oi tbe city horse
cars pass the door, and all within a few blocks. Good
rooms with or without board, furnished those who
wish to remain at the Institute.
All prescriptions and medicines made at the Institute and sent by express to all patients who do not
call at tbe Institute.

DR. J. B. CHERRY

a

*

Would respectfully announce that

Estate

Rates,

We furnish through tickets for

New

STEAMSHIP LINK

TO

TTSBJ

Resident Physician and Surgeon,

heretofore.

Be particular to call at the old Union Ticket Agency of

Daily Press

105 Harrison Avenue.

D.

House for Sale.
STORY wooden house nearly new, 12 finished
rooms, good cellar and drainage, Sebago water

F. G,

For months I had been afflicted with severe pain
and soreness in my Bhoulder. Mr physician pronounced it an incurable cancer. The pain was so
severe at times that I could not sit up or attend to
my household duties. Having attended your lecture
at Woonsocket, R. I., I determined to consult
you
which I did with the following result: You [pronounced my case curable and gave me treatment for
it. The pain and soreness has now all left my shoulder, and I can sit, ride, walk or labor with perfect
ease and comfort, and would adviso all persons afflicted with cancer or other diseases to consult you
at once.
mahi l. iSKlTTOJa.
Blackstone, Mass, ApiilS, 1875.

THE INSTITUTE.

good order for immediate occupancy.
Price and
terms reasonable. Inquire ot UPHAm & GARDINER, Real Est. Agents, No. 7 Exchange St.
dim

2|

I have for several months been a constant sufferer
from rheumatism of the hip [Neuralgia Femorapoplitse], and to such an extent that I was unable (o do
anything, and could scarcely walk, until I consulted
a physician from the Institute, 165 Harrison avenue
Boston, who gave me treatment; and now, thank
heaven, I am cured of the disease. I had previously
tried various remedies without obtaining the least
relief.
JOHN D. WILLIS,
121 South Water street.
Providence, R I., April 12, 1875.

Robbiuston,

—

Lowest
a9

FALL

..

AT

PLEASANT lront room, newly furnished, to
let with board; suitable tor two gents or gentleman and wife, at 416 Cumberland street.
nov27-dtf

FOR

California and the West and Southwest

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

FURNISHED

One of the young ladie9 in my employ has been
afflicted more than a year with diseases which
caused a very severe pain in the head,from which she
could get no relief for eev nan hour, although treat ed
by many of the most eminent phyicians of the city.
A few weeks since she consulted a physician of the
Institute, No, 165. Harrison avenue, and in one week
was perfectly cured.
J. D. GILMAN,
Dining Rooms, 50 Sumner street, Boston.
June 11, 1675.

for

MAINE

MONSTEB,

To Lei.
I have been badly afflicted with gravel and inflamContaining 9 rooms, Sebago and gas, at' mation of the bladder for about five years; beve
154 Pearl Street. Inquire at
tried to get relief in various ways, but usually with
QCt28dtf152 PEARi, STREET,
but very little satisfaction. Dr. Caswell operated
To Let.
upon me twice to give me relief, and advised me to
rooms convenient for housekeeping
submit to a more thorough surgical operation which
at 376 Cumberland Street.
I preferred not to do, and continued to suffer until I
oct23
dtf
took treatment of one of the physicians of the Med.
Ico-Thermo-Pneumatic Institute, 165 Harrison aval
Good First-Class Rents
au uuc ui tnu
“ut-i "wwu,
uuiicou improveWoodford’s Corner, of 5 and 6 rooms, fo famiuaja
lies without small children. T. H. MANSmcnt, and I am now entirely well.
FIELD at Woodloi d’s Corner.
oet!5tf
ISABEL S. MOTT.
No. 3 Angel street, Providence, R. I,
April 23, 1875.
xSUAKJJ.

£.<«BipUlb

days.

Ull IUD

mar243tf

QUACKS

AND POISONS.

!

for any numbe of days while travelling at 25c per
day, insuring $3000 in case of fatal injury, or *15.00
per week in case of disability by accident.

as a

Kenison,

PASSAGE TICKETS

for Digby, Annap
oils, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.,Shediac,
Amherst, Picton, Fredcrickton, Charlottetown and
Snmmerside, P, E. I.
|y Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock, p. in.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

generally.
A 32-rage pain piet, containing

Dr.

aim

Connections made at Eastport
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John

WIFE, of BOSTON,

216 Federal St, Cor. Temple, Portland

WEEK

MONDAY, October 4th, the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, and
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
City
will ,eave Railroad Wharf, foot of
zsr*-—
State Street, every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p.
m. for Eastport and St John.

Four time*

Surgeon Chiropodists,

Iron

PER

On and alter

Treated without Pain.

£

400 FEET IN LENGTH.
For two years, to my knowledge, I have been
afflicted with a Tapeworm, and have been treated
by the best physicians in Salem, and by traveling
doctors, none of whom were able to remove more
than a portion of it, the head always being left, and
in about ten weeks after I would be troubled the
same as before the treatment. I consulted the
pky
sician of the Boston City Hospital, and was informed
that they often treated patients for Tapeworm, but
never cured tli em, and that it was impossible to remove the head of the worm. I waB about to
give up
in despair; but, hearing of the wonderful cures
of
diseases always before considered incurable, which
were being effected at the Institute, 165 Harrison
avenne, Boston, I rebolved to consult them.
This
morning 1 called at the Institution, and was relieved
in a few hours of the entire worm, head and all, the
length of which, including all I have passed during
the year, is fully 400 feet
DAVID CASHIN
No 2 Beach street, Salem, Mass., Oct. 2, 1875.

TENEMENT of House 413 Cumberland
LOWER
Street, Gas and Sebago. Apply at House.
no!9

SITUATED
205 Middle

ui

September 27,

To Let.

j

“Medical AdvertiserV

WK CONTINUE TO SELL

arrangements.

TRIPS

•

Commencing October 11,1879.

o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast. Searsport, Bueksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Mt. Desert, MiUbridge, Jonesport and Machlaspoit.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning al 5 AO o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Searsport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
nov27dtf
Oen’l Agent.

—

since, I consulted Dr. D. Wilson, at his Institute,
165 Harrison avenue, Boston, and was
perfectly cured
In four weeks, and am now enjoying perfect health.
MBS. LUCY A. SPENCiJ,
No. 4 Mead Street Court, Charlestown, (Hass.

iiAiiLun,

551 Broadway, South Boston, Mass,
octldlwteodtf

|

fall

—

Tho Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
commencing Dec. 2d, at IV

Calai. and St, John, Digby,
W ind.or and Halifax,

>ut

To Let.

Nancy Gammell, aged

our

give relief:

A few months since I called at your InHarrison Avenue, for treatment, and in
stitute,
a few weeks fully recovered my
health, and cheerfully recommend your Institution to all who desire
Medical or Surgical treatment.

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
JalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

tramps.

Boss Tweed has escaped. Last Saturday he
was taken to his house by Warden Durnham
of the Ludlow street jail, when he
requested a
private interview with his wife. It was allowed, and in a few minutes the warden went
to look for him, but he was gone. Where he
has gone no one knows. There are numberless rumors but nothing definite. The probability is that his escape had been planned long
ago, and quite likely the warden was bribed.
The general belief is that be took passage on a
vessel bound for South America. There is
little hope of his recapture.
The Centennial committee on
opening the
ceremonies at Philadelphia has selected W.
M. Evarts for orator, H. W. Longfellow for
poet, and a grandson of R. H. Lee of Virginia,
as reader of the Declaration of
Independence.
Ex-Senator Carpenter threatens to sue the
Chicago Tribune and Journal for charging him
with being connected with the
Whiskey R ng.

to

Debility

A

rifles to protect themselves and properas well as nights, from roughs and

such cases. If a natient dnffprlno wifh QTtty nf ♦Via
above diseases has any reasonable amount of nervous strength remaining, he can be cured with these
remedies.
See certificates ol remarkable cures in

after other

Boston, Not. 26th, 1875.
D. Wilson, M. D.: Deak Sib—I had for a
long
time been in iilhealth lrom Catarrh and Genebal

dtf

aiixa.

TWO

disease, can consult him free of
o’clock A. M. to 9 o’clock P. M.
Cases which have been pronounced incurable by
other physicians are
especially solicited Dr. Kelley’s
Medicines have reached and cured hundreds of just
any

Statement ot a Boston Post-Office
Clerk.

To Let.

William Alden chopped his wife’s head off
with an axe in Cincinnati Saturday, and then

been formed to recover that property which is
now worth $250,000,000.
The whiskey prosecutions go on. Mr. Chief
Clerk Avery has been convicted at St. Louis,
and a number of no account fellows have received an application of the President's order:
Let no guiltv man escaoe.

LETJ

DESIRABLE house to let oil Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace.
de:3tf
Inquire at No. 641 Congiess St.

Four disguised men went to the house of Russell Allison in Patterson county, one day last
week and shot him dead.

cil.
An association of the descendants of John
Vermilye, who, it is alleged, was the possessor
of the upper part of Now York in 1667, has

treatment

165

property.

a coun-

deldtf

ocl2

to save the

that Plymouth church is preparing for

Elm, with all the
Inquire of J. B.

Room in the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power 11
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

of the factory was blown out
John Carey, whose house in Hewport was
partially burned Friday, sent a check for
$500 to the fire department of that city, in rec-

Mrs. Moulton has written a very long letter
to Plymoath Church, setting forth her grievances and insisting on a council for the consideration of the matter. A later dispatch says

Let
near

charge from 9

FOR THE

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

on

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaatport,

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

MACH1AS.

SATURDAY, December 11th, ISIS,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of tbe previous day from Montreal. To be followed by the
Steamship Sarmatian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 1711 to $80
Payahlmn Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight otTabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
on
Drafts
S'ght
England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 23.1S75.nov2tdtf

Asthma,
Complaints, Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Fits, St. Vitus
Dance. Nervous Prostration, Rheumatism, Impotency, Bronchitis, Gout,Neuralgia, Hysterics, Apoplexy,
or
other

Etc.

FRANK M, TUBBS, Pierce’s Mill 416 Dorchester
Avenue, South Boston.
H. M. HORN, 48 How Street, Haverhill, Mass.
Mrs. ELLEN PRATT, Cape E lizabeth, Me.
Miss A. L. NICHOLS, Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Dr. E. A. BARTLETT, No. 39 Powers Block,
Rochester, N. Y.
GEO. JONES, Chestnut Street, between School aad
Park, umcopee, Mass.
THOS. McKINZIE, 0 Snowhill Street, Boston.
JOHN BETTER, Woonsocket, R. I.
Mrs. GEO. OATS, 45 Ellison Street, Paterson, N. J.
Mrs. CORA FAY, 521 Madison Street, Chicago.
EDWARD ANDREWS, Danbury, Conn.
Mrs. JANE CLAW, 2 Lincoln Street, Now Bedford,
Mass.

3 toand

HO Oxlord Street,

our

physicians had fulled

ply

Loss

VARIOUS MATTERS.

flesh is heir to by

To Let.

To

Myrtle Street, Portland, Maine,

The fell owing-named persons hare been
cored of the worst difficulties that human

A

Fletcher’s laundry, in Cincinnati, in the rear
of the Methodist book concern, was burned

Weston, a negro, sentenced to be
banged the 10th iost., was married in his cell
in a New York prison, Friday, to a white wo-

REFERENCES,

PLEASANT and centrally located lower tenement, lurnished or unfurnished; having the
usual conveniences, with furnace, gas and Sebago,
Apply to A. S. FULLER, No. 124Commercial Street,
during business hours -in the evening at No. 30 Elm
Street.decOdlw*

less mass.

Charles

necessary.

TO LET.

Street, Cleveland, exploded
Thursday, fatally injuring two men.
James Donaghue was killed at Bordwell’s
Ferry, Mass., Thursday, by the fall of a rock
weighing five tons. Ho was crushed to a shape-

to death in her
street, New York, early Saturday morning.

And references of patients cured by our mode of
treatment might be printed; but we give only a few
believing that our reputation is such that more is un-

Cedar

CORNER

Medicine sent to any part of the world.

THOUSANDS OP TESTIMONIALS

and Oxford Streets.
M.O. PALRER.
Price9330.
dec9__ deodtf

mills of

64 years, was burned
room at No. 353 West 41st

three hours.

Cottage to Bent.

dance hall.

block sawimr

Overskirt.
rewarded by leaving the
decldtf

TO LET.

&

degar twenty miners
ously injured. Oue

Scrofula, Cancers, (without knife, Caustic, Poison or
Pain) Weakness and General Debility, Headachs.
Rheumatism, Habitnal Costiveness, and, in fact, al*
Chronic (long standing) Diseases are positively cured
without the use of Calomel (mercury). When you
have tried all other modes of treatment, and after all
other physicians have tailed to give you relief, CALL
AND SEE US, or send stamp and description of
symptoms by mail. CONSULTATION FREE.
Will give $75 to any patient we fail to cure. We
give the names (but not the disease) of all wo treat, as
reference, and challenge the world to produce one
who has not obtained relief. Dropsy cured in six
days. Tapeworm (with head attached) removed in

November 29th, about 4J P. M..
ON MONDAY,
Spring Street, between Winter and Clark
Embroided Cashmere

assigned.
In Hookset, N. H., Wednesday night, a
young man named Barney attempted unsuc-

IN

FOUND?"

Lost.

burned to death.
Daniei Norton, a highly respectable citizen
of Melrose, was dangerously assaulted by a
tramp Sunday, who called at the door of Mr.
Norton’s house and because he was refused
money assaulted Mr, Norton with stones.
A fire in Wellsboro, N. Y„ Wednesday night
destroyed M’Donald’s residence and all the outbuildings. Loss 850,000; insurance 810,000.
Robert W. Dresser, a Boston merchant, committed suicide Thursday by shooting. No cause

26

The well-known Lecturer, Author, and wonderful
disease detective, locates the disease and describes
the symptoms of every patient without
asking a
question. He may be consulted daily, (Sundays excepted) from 9 A. M. to 8 P. M., at the Medico-Thermo-Pneumatic Institute, 165 Harrison Avenue, Boston, (or by letter) where Catarrh, Consumption,

Dog'Lost.

Streets,

du

with Pulmonary Consumption,
Coughs, Bleeding at
the Lungs, Scrofula, Dyspepsia. Cancer Diseases of
the Liver, Heart, Kidneys and Spleen, Eruptions of
all descriptions, Dropsy, Tumors,
remale

octlldtf

Will leave this port for Liverpool

STEAMBOAT.

PENOBSCOT, MT. DESERT AND

Return Tickets

la sick but

RAILROADS.

—

granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship
PRUSSIAN, Capt. Ritchie,

remedy which is warranted to
speedy cure of the now prevalent Epizootic

STEAMERS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

CONVEYANCE OF THE

FOR

Canadian and United State, mail*.

STREET,

Blanch Office of Dr. 8. Edward., !I50
Trement Street, Boston, the Successor
«f the late Dr. J. Clawson
Kelley,
t5°.,r j"0.Kne<l toiler of the Analytical Practice
w Medicine and the original
compounder of Dr.
Kelley's celebrated Medicine—would say to the
PeopJe of Portland and Vicinity, that be makes
Chronic Diseases a specialty, where those
suffering
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Steamship

Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.

DB. MARSHALL,

On Satnrday, Dec. 4th, a Brown and While
'Pup, lame in one fore foot. Any person returning the same or giving information as
■to his whereabouts will be fibrally rewarded
by calling at 31 Temple or 183 Pearl Streets.
dec7
dlw*

was

chasing
ty, days

Insure

No. 1

HAVING

progress.
Last week a barrel containing the dead
bodies of a woman and child was found in a
Chicago express office. They bad been stolen
by body snatchers.
Last Friday night Patrick Tooley, a laborer
in New York, saturated his wife’s clothing
with kerosene and then set it on fire. She

ognition of their successful efforts

oi

UNDER CONTRACT

a

oct!8

lost a note of hand signed by A. Deering
& Son, dated Dec. 1, 1875, for the sum of
twenty-seven dollars, payable to me or order, I hereby caution all persons against buying said note as I
have stopped Its payment.
ALVIN BROWN.
dec9d3t*
Portland, Dec. 8,187a.

The trial of Thomas W. Piper, accused of
the murder of Mabel Young, in the belfry of
the Warren Avenue church in Boston, is ia

A boiler in t.he wood

inquire
St.

Montreal Ocean

Dr. E. Maxwell,

NO. 31 FEDERAL

»•■»« wait until y.nr hone
take it in time.

D. WILSON, M. D

ALLA NL LINE.

EPIZOOTIC CURE
has discovered

9th and 10th.

Lost.

CRIMES AND CASUALTIES.

a

Agenis.

LOST AND

House not in session.

cessfully to shoot bis wife in

to

of Maine pre-

man.

50,528,536

terms

Commission asking for 81,500,000.

21,497,626 27

For interest on the public debt,including interest on bonds issued to Pacific Railway Companies. 103,093,514 57
For payment ot awards to British
claimants.
1,929,819 00

uuertti

very

Save Your Horses!

Thursday and Friday, Dec,

every city and town where gas is used for the
sale of the ELLIS PATENT GAS BURNER.

JTIAB8TON, 148 Exchange

From internal revenue. 110,007,193 58
hacked in a shocking manner his step-danghter
From sales of public lands.
1,413,610 17
and another woman who interfered.
From tax on circulation and deposits
of national banks.
7,268,319 16
A sugar house boiler on a plantation in FairFrom repayment of interest by Pacific
Kaliway Companies.
882,274 91 fax, La., exploded Friday night, killing three
From customs' fines, penalties, &c....
228,870 23
two and injuring sevFrom labor, drayage, storage, &c.
1,112,500 53 men, mortally wounding
From sales of Indian-trust lands.
243,671 66 eral others.
From fees—consular, letters-patent,
Pandia H. Benachi, a cotton buyer of Hew
and land.
1,818,884 29
Orleans, is charged with embezzling $40,000
From proceeds of sales of government
property.
1,278,693 87 from Rail Brothers of Hew York.
From marine-hospital tax.
338,893 78
xci/aa
saw uiiu
at vjiuvensvme, ja. jl., was
From steamboat lees.
260,944 7r I
From profits on coinage, &c.
burned Saturday. Loss $130,000.
452,657 40
From tax on seal-skins.
75
317,494
George A. Walker, freight conductor on the
From miscellaneous sources.
1,228’649 98
Boston & Providence Railroad, was crushed to
Total ordinary receipts. 284,020,771 41
death between two care Saturday.
Premium on sales of coin.
3,979,279 69
The office of the City Auditor of Toledo was
Total net receipts, exclusive of
loans. 288,000,631 10 robbed of $2100 Friday, while the clerk stepBalance in treasury June 30, 1874, inped out to speak to a lady.
cluding deposits of coin and United
The residents of Westchester county and isoStates notes represented by certificates outstanding. 130,731,694 63 lated neighborhoods on Long Island, are purTotal available cash. 438,731,745 73

PORTLAND,

Wanted.

Agents

Morton presented an amendmentkto the constitution providing that the President be elected
by a direct vote of the people. Mr. Oglesby
presented the memorial of the Centennial

Thursday night.
An explosion

hotel;

s.

WANTS.

a resolution

McMahan

u.

STEAMERS.

_MEDICAL.

~

instructing me postal committee to inquire into tbe expediency of so
changing the postal laws as to produce a revenue adequate to the support of the same.
Mr.
senieu

D CAL

inations.

for and regulate the counting of votes for President; (by Ur. West) bill amendatory and supplementary to the act incorporating the Texas

The New* ler the week ending Wednesday
Night, Dec. 8.

hardly

The members of the House were called to orCount Eulenberg, betrothed to Bismarck’s
der by Mr. McPherson olerk of the last House, daughter, is dead.
and after the calling of the roll, Michael C.
That part of the President’s message relatKerr of Indiana was e’ected Speaker receiving ing to Cuba has produced great excitement in
173 votes to 106 for James G. Blaine of Maine, Spain. The excitement is equal to that shown
with two scattering ballots, one by Gen.
over tbe Virginias affair.
Backs for A. S. Williams of Michigan- Sixty
The steamship Deutschland of North Gerone of the Southern members could not take
man Lloyd, from Bremen for New
York, went
the iron-clad oath.
The organization of the ashore on the Kentish Knock in the North Sea
House was concluded by electing the following Monday morning. Out of 250 people, passenofficers, the nominees of the Democratic cau
gers and crew, but fifty were saved. The
cus: Clerk, George M. Adams of Kentucky;
weather was piercing cold, and a heavy snow
Sergeaut-at-Arms, John G. Thompson of Ohio; storm prevailed. Many took to the boats and
Doorkeeper, Lafayette U. Fitzbugb of Texas; were swamped, Many perished of cold in the
Postmaster, James M. Stewart of Virginia; rigging. Tugs at last got to the wreck, and
Chaplain, J. L. Townsend of the District if saved fifty people.
The Pall Mall Gazette has a special telegram
Columbia. Two of these officers being ex-rebs
could not take the iron clad oath. Mr. Wood from Berlin which says the Prussian govern(Dem)ofNew Fork undertook to open the ment has formally summonel tbe Archbishop
Louisiana question by referring the credentials of Cologne to resign. This is preliminary to
of the members from that stato the Elections
legal proceedings to depose him.
Mr. Blaine and other RepubliTbe Bonapartists are plotting to effect a coaCommittee.
cans deprecated this proceeding and declared
lition with members of the Republican party
that it was idle to talk about any other goverwith the hope of effecting the overthrow of the
nor in that state than Kellogg.
The House government on the question of senatorial nom-

u1?ULTU-N-

_HOTELS.
WESTMINSTER HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Iryinu Place and Kth Hired New
Y«rk.
One Block trom Union Square and Broadway.
Tno most central, and yet quietest location In the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modem improvements.
Easy access to ail parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FKKIMUf. Pr«p.
sep27dAw1ylO

foretell tlia dMttav

WINTER
™'d end deseribothem
RESORT.
£rh!r«v iSh"Krt,0ft,?e
all
ot disease
Jw SS/h
de5cribe* medicine
for
*iTes
the
Victoria
Sh^hls oilon i Ji0’ “1 “‘^Action to all who have Rotai,
hotel, ismn,
N. P., Bahansaa.—Now Open. The
onnsnhcSw “H?*™*1
“nstftnt travels
manrer

same.

tinco sbo was
’??r
T'JiS?/0?!19
.Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents Sl^OO;
Ladies 50 cents, (jffic. hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

i»9dlt

niosr

delightful climate in the world. Steamers will leave
Savannah, Oa., every ten days and make the trip in
two days. For particulars, address Jamcs Lioger.
wood, 758 JBroadwav, N. Y,
novlWlia

